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This vocabulary of the Bontok Igorot dialect is an expansion of one of which about thirty mimeographed copies were issued and circulated by the author of the present work in July, 1904. The former vocabulary, giving the Igorot equivalents of about 1,800 English words, was compiled between June 12, 1903, when I took up my permanent residence in Bontok, and the date on which it was issued. Previously, between December, 1902, and June, 1903, Dr. A. E. Jenks, afterwards the head of the Ethnological Survey of the Philippine Islands, had gathered a list of Igorot words, numbering about 666, exclusive of numerals, classified according to subjects, and printed in his interesting volume, "The Bontok Igorot," issued under the authority of the Insular Government, and appearing in the autumn of 1904. Of these words about five-sixths are found to be included in this present vocabulary, although not always with the same meanings attached. I learn also that Dr. Seidenadel, instructor in the University of Chicago, has used to such good advantage the knowledge gained by intercourse with various Igorots who have been taken to the United States for exhibition purposes, that he has a volume ready for press, embracing a grammar, various translations, and a vocabulary.

The foregoing are the first serious attempts to record and describe the Igorot language. So far as there is any record, it seems to be a fact that no white man has hitherto arrived at an intimate knowledge of the Bontok dialect, although of course many may have learned a smattering of words. One can only wonder at this tardiness in approaching the task of doing for these people what would tend to dignify their language and foster their self-respect, and what has already been done for many of the other Malayan tribes of the Islands.

While, for an unwritten language, the Bontok dialect is an astonishingly good and regular one, we are met on the threshold of the task of describing it by two special difficulties, namely, first, that, as in the case of many Malayan tongues, the vowels are so obscure and variable as to be particularly elusive to the Western ear. I believe that some of the Malayan dialects have presented this difficulty so formidably as to discourage altogether the attempt to represent some of the vowel sounds. Certainly in my work of writing Bontok Igorot I have been in constant doubt. Two persons, listening to the same speaker, could hardly agree.
as to the best representation of a given sound; and different speakers exhibit undoubted varieties of pronunciation. Of special failures and inconsistencies arising from this. I shall speak more particularly under the head of "Introductory Notes." A second difficulty has been the lack of native helpers having any degree of grammatical knowledge. Furthermore they had but slight knowledge of English and it was almost impossible to get from them, at any one time, a deliberate statement of the idiomatic equivalents. Their tendency to the mere transference of words has been constant. The only remedy for this has come through my daily intimate contact of nearly five years with the people; but it would be remarkable if, in a work compiled under such circumstances, there were not many deficiencies, and the compiler does not hope that his work is free from them.

I desire to record here my great obligation to the following natives of the Bontok region who have assisted me by furnishing materials for this volume: Antero Cabrera, Nicasio Balinag, Hilary Pitapit (Clapp), Narciso Carirno, James Amok, Anacletto Galo, Tainan, and Pablo Lunar. In every stage of the work of digesting and arranging these materials I have had the benefit of the help and encouragement and parallel labors of my colleagues in Bontok, Mr. J. H. T. Mackenzie, Miss M. P. Waterman, Miss E. B. Oakes, and Miss L. Whitcombe. The irksome task of dealing with and transcribing my first very imperfect manuscript was kindly taken in hand, during my furlough in America, by Mr. Jesse Knight, and afterwards by the Rev. Henry Swift, chaplain of the Thirteenth Infantry, United States Army, whose previous studies and work among the Sioux Indians gave him a special interest in primitive peoples and their languages. To all of these I would express my sincere thanks and the hope that this book may be of some service in helping a people who are well worth our best efforts.

WALTER CLAYTON CLAPP.

AMERICAN CHURCH MISSION OF ALL SAINTS,

Bontok, P. I., June 18, 1903.
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The vocabulary consists of two parts, Igorot-English and English-Igorot.

In the Igorot section an attempt is made to indicate the grammatical relationships of words, in cases where they would not be evident to a student of the language. The included number of sentences or expressions involving several words as the equivalent of one English word is not great, not because they do not exist but because the work is not a phrase book, but is intended simply as a guide to the words most frequently used in the Bontok region, from which, by experience of the idiom, the learner may gradually build the more indirect expressions.

The English section of the vocabulary is intended chiefly as a rough index to the Igorot part, with only general distinctions noted parenthetically.

In almost every instance it will be found that the two sections of the vocabulary correspond. The exceptions are some evident cases of reduplicated forms and of substantive forms incorporated in verbs in such manner as to be unmistakable.

II. PRONUNCIATION

The following notes are given with no thought that, simply by their aid, with the vocabulary one could learn to pronounce the Bontok Igorot dialect. Rules and systems of phonetic representation have been generally discredited as efficient means for the practical acquiring of European languages, and much more must we rely upon the training of ear and vocal organs by actual practice if we wish to be understood by these primitive Orientals. There are accents and inflections and ever-recurring sounds which elude written representation.

But, in general, as a system of graphic representation, the following has been adopted:

**VOWELS, USING AS A BASIS THE "CONTINENTAL" SOUNDS**

a prevailingly broad in quality, like a in father, but usually pronounced very quickly, so that the effect on an untrained listener is often that of our u in hut. When occurring alone, or at the end of a syllable, sometimes at the beginning of a word, and specially when it has the written acute accent, it is pronounced with distinct breadth.

e when long, as at the end of a syllable, or alone, is like English a in mate; otherwise it is short, like e in met.
1 varying from long, like ee in feet, when isolated in a syllable, or at the end of one, to the sound of i in his.

0 when long, is like o in go in situations similar to those noted concerning the preceding vowels; but usually otherwise, and might be best described as long in quality, short in quantity. In some instances and by some hearers the sound which we have represented by o would be more correctly written u, as being to such persons as clear as the oo sound in look.

u varying from the long sound, as oo in food to the short sound of the English v, as in put, according to situation in the syllable; the shorter sound debatable with the shorter sound of o, as noted under that letter.

ø normally like the German ö in schön (though seldom, if ever, prolonged as that sometimes is, and never given an a sound); but verging at times toward a short i sound, on the one side, and toward the short e sound on the other.

DIPHTHONGS AND COMBINATIONS OF VOWELS

ai like ay in Spanish.
au like ow in cow.
eu a gliding from short e to u sound.
oi a quick gliding from o to i.
öi a quick gliding from ö to i.

When the letters comprising these combinations are not to be taken in such connection, but constitute parts of different syllables, they are separated by hyphens in the initial forms in the Igorot-English part of this vocabulary.

CONSONANTS

b as in English, but generally replaced by f.
ch as in child.
d as in English, but usually replaced by ch.
f, l, m, n, p, t, v, all as in English.
g always hard, generally replaced by k.
k as in English usually; but the Bontok people distinguish another k sound, guttural in character and peculiar, which is not represented in this vocabulary.
s as the sibilant or soft s in English.
w and y always treated as consonants, with English sound.

It will be observed that c is discarded as being sufficiently expressed by s and k; h and j find only occasional use in words adapted from other languages; q is not used, although it might possibly be utilized to express the guttural k sound, to which allusion has been made. There seem to be a few instances of a real, though labored, pronunciation of r, but l ordinarily takes its place. x and z are not used.
III. VERBS

Throughout the first part of this vocabulary there has been employed a system of abbreviation in the case of verbs. The division has no philological signification. Hyphens are often used to separate the initial form into divisions. They do not indicate the pronunciation. They are used simply to enable us to substitute in the subsequent forms a character which shall stand for one of these divisions. This character is "—"

After each initial verb-form (in the case of regular verbs) there is, first, a numeral indicating the conjugation, then "v.tr." or "int." to indicate whether the verb is transitive or intransitive.

The parts of the verb are given in a definite order:

1. Present indicative, first person singular.
2. Past indicative, first person singular.
3. The infinitive form which follows Laichik, "I desire."
4. The infinitive form which follows Kawis ai or Ngag ai, "It is good" or "It is bad."
5. The perfect passive participle.
6. There is sometimes added what might be called a reflexive or subjective form, of imperative force, in the second person singular. It is characterized by the prefix umi, or by the first consonant of the verb, followed by um. The signification of the form is: "You do (whatever the verb expresses) to me or for me," e. g.—

Present indicative Pakuwet, "I strike," as with a stick; subjective imperfect Pumakuka, "you strike me."

Present indicative Palaiakek, "I toss up," e. g., a coin; subjective imperfect Umipalaiagka, "you toss up for me."

7. Also, occasionally, in this vocabulary, will be found a form beginning with mangi—, man—, or men—; past tense, nangi—, nan—, nen—, which is used in sentences introduced by such interrogative words as sino (who?); used also to express the simple action of the verb, with suffixes and prefixes accordingly. This form exists in many more instances than are given in this vocabulary.

It should be said that great ambiguity has been noted in the use of the various infinitive forms, some native helpers giving, and apparently using one, some another. The truth seems to be that there is great latitude allowed in usage.

CONJUGATIONS

While the display of the complete inflection of the verb may be relegated to works on grammar, it must be explained that in this book the verbs have been classified according to their characteristic inflection in the present indicative active into six conjugations, as follows:

First conjugation. Verbs in —ak, —ku, etc., mostly intransitive.
Second conjugation. Verbs in —ak, —am, etc., mostly transitive.
Third conjugation. Verbs in —ek, —em, etc., transitive.
Fourth conjugation. Verbs in —ko, —mo, etc., transitive. It is interesting to note that many verbs of this conjugation take, as direct object, the instrument of the action which the verbal root expresses.
Fifth conjugation. Verbs in —ik, —im, etc., transitive; closely allied to the third conjugation.
Sixth conjugation. Verbs in —ok, —om, etc., transitive.
Under the first conjugation will be found a large number of verbs whose initial syllables are either en, in, or ön, these differences resulting from the various sounds conveyed to the ear by the utterance of the native speaker. To disregard these differences would be to be untrue to the apparent facts of the language, but the result is to separate the words alphabetically. This and other difficulties might be avoided by the more scientific method of gathering the various forms and inflections around the alphabetically arranged and essential verbal roots.
It needs to be added regarding verbs that the list of them seems capable of indefinite extension. Any substantive, whether Igorot, or Spanish, or English, is readily and soberly transformed, e.g., into a transitive verb in —ek, or an intransitive one in —ak, by being given the proper prefixes and suffixes.

IV. SYLLABICATION AND REDUPLICATION

In general, it is true that, in the system of spelling adopted in this vocabulary, a separate syllable should be assigned to each vowel. The exceptions to this occur in the case of the vowel sequences, which may form diphthongs or combinations, and this they may be assumed to do, unless (in the initial form in the Igorot-English part) their assignment to different syllables is indicated by the hyphen.
Reduplication is very frequent in the Bontok Igorot dialect, as in all Malayan dialects. The number and variety of them seem endless, and only very gradually, and rather by instinct than by study, is the learner able to know and use them. This vocabulary does not profess to give consistently these forms, although some of them are recorded. The following may serve as examples of the principle of reduplication, expressing plurality, comparison, intensity:
Fafa-i, "woman;" fabfafa-i, "women;" kafafafafa-i, "very many women."
Kawis, "good;" kagawis, "better."
Ilaek, "I see;" ililaek, "I carefully regard, watch expectantly."
V. ABBREVIATIONS USED

adj. Adjective.
adv. Adverb.
E.g. For example.
(?) This indicates doubt as to the rendering.
gen. General or generic.
i.e. Id est, “that is.”
Ilok. Ilokano.
intj. Interjection.
Kokwo (--ak, --an, --ana, etc.) These abbreviations are of Ilokano particles, which correspond to the Ilokano --co, --mo, --ma, etc., meaning, “my,” “thy,” “his,” etc.
M. Mission word, a word introduced by the missionaries.
n. Noun.
n.adj. Word that serves both as a noun and an adjective.
plu. Plural.
Sp. Spanish.
v. When standing before an Igorot word, as “v. enchangtoi” it means videm, “see,” “refer to.”
v.def. Defective verb.
v.pl. Irregular verb, plural.
v.tr. and int. Verb both transitive and intransitive.
1.reflexive. A reflexive verb of the first conjugation.
2.sing. Verb of the second conjugation found or used only in the singular number.
2.def.v. Defective verb of the second conjugation.
5.def.aux. A defective auxiliary verb of the fifth conjugation.
3.s. An impersonal verb used only in the third person singular.
1.v.tr. Transitive verb of the first conjugation.
2,v.tr. Second transitive.
3,v.tr. Third transitive.
4,v.tr. Fourth transitive.
5,v.tr. Fifth transitive.
6,v.tr. Sixth transitive.
1,int. Intransitive verb of the first conjugation.
2,int. Second intransitive.

Whenever a Roman numeral followed by an Arabic is used, the reference is to a translation of the Gospel of St. Mark into Igorot, which is now being Issued by the British and Foreign Bible Society.

Words marked [Ilok.] are not necessarily of Ilokano origin, for it may well be that the Igorot language has an equal, or even prior right to them. The abbreviation merely indicates a coincidence or a resemblance which suggests a relationship. Some of those marked [Sp.] may seem at first far removed from the Castilian speech, but a consideration of the consonantal substitutions customary among these people, with a knowledge of their characteristic abbreviations, makes clear, although amusing, some wonderful transformations.
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IGOROT-ENGLISH VOCABULARY

A
Aakasan [Ilok.]. Dispensary.
Aalan. Enough.
Aalolan. Shadow, shade.
Aalan [Ilok.]. It is the time of harvest (iv,29).
Aaofan. Place for weaving.
Abaftakas. Strong.
Abafong. Small shelter; e.g., at rice plot.
Abafulinget, n.adj. Dark, darkness.
Abafungan. House at aoto, place for boys and men, larger than fawoi, resort after mangai and expeditions.
Abkil. Armlet, sometimes of boars’ teeth or of ratan.
Abtek, 3.v.tr. Inaefike; abten; maafet; umaafike. To meet.
Achi, intj. Indeed, for certain.
Achonglalen. Shrub with green-gray leaves (January and February).
Ad. To, at, in.
Adacha. Much, many.
Adachakug. Much, many.
Adachamok. Heavy.
Adachadum. Deep (water).
Adachuwan. Much, many.
Addachada. More, greater.
Addachawi. Very far away.
Addachawan. Place very far away, uttermost place, farthest.
Addchawi. Far. (xii,34).
Addchak, 2.v.tr. In-ak; —an; ma-an; mangachi. To let garden grow weedy.
Adi. No.
Adik, 5.def.aux. Is. — I do not, etc. Past tense not used with infinitive, but instead is used igotak; igotiam, etc.
Adi kagtek (for adi magtek). Difficult, hard to do.
Adi kewatat. Fixed, immovable.
Adi ela. Incorrect, not right, not so.
Adi umanai [Ilok.]. Insufficient, not enough.
Adi usto [Ilok.]. Unjust, unjustly (x,19).
Adik anongnong. I do not understand; can not read, count.
Adi manongnong. Disorderly.
Adpa. Palm of the hand.
Aduchi, intj. Enough! Stop!
Adwant. Now, to-day.

Afa. Inside skin of oranges, etc.
Atek-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; ma—; um—ko. To beat, win in wrestling, battle, gambling, etc.
Afano [Sp.]. A manufactured cigar.
Afen si kawa. Spider’s web.
Afl [Ilok.]. Cloth.
Aflb. Edible beetle, found in the fields in August.
Aflk. Mat, spread for drying beans, etc.
Aflong. House.
Agakiek, v.def. To know many things, be wise.
Agoes. intj. Enough! Stop!
Agchang-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; —en; ma—; um—ko. To jump across.
Agkaek-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; —en; um—ko. To sift.
Agkakama. Crab.
Agkawin. Woman’s basket, carried at back of waist.
Agkid. Basket for gathering snails.
Agkobil. Large, bead-like seeds, used for ornament; also edible.
Agkufangfang. Whitish kamotes.
Agkusip. Wild shrub, fruit like mulberry, purple stain (August).
Agto-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mang—; ma—; um—angka. To give (some).
Agto-oweak, 3.v.tr. In—k; mang—; —en; ma—. To carry on the head. (Used of women only.)
Ai, connective particle used with adjectives, appositives, and to introduce relative clauses. General signification: which is, who is.
Aialapit. Thin, not thick.
Aialapiu. Light, not heavy.
Aiaak, 2.def.v. (with interrogatives). —am; in. —. To go.
Ailit. intj. All ready! Go on.
Aikó mangó! (or mangöingen). Never mind, what does it matter? What difference?
Aikó wadal. Is there?
Aikó wal fakam. It is your fault.
Aikó-ak, interrogative aux. v. —ka, etc.; also aik—ök; —om; etc.
Alyiu, intj. Consider the value! A waste!
Aka. Tear drop.
Akaag. Sieve for rice.
Akaangnenka. You can do!
Akakallm, adj. Gluttonous.
Akakayong, adj. Apt to have swelling in case of scratch or bruise.
Akakantöö. Stiff, rigid.
Akaklut. Very little (quantity).
Akaködsöö. Hard, not soft.
Akakop. Butterfly or moth, not the largest.
Akal-ak, 2.v.tr. In-ak; mangaka; —en; ma-en. To cry for.
Akan. Medicine, or any unknown substance.
Akatpöö-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; a; ma. — To bear pain.
Akewek, 3.v.tr. Inakiuku; mangakiu; akewen; maakiu. To steal.
Akfab. Vine-like plant, wild, pods sour and edible.
Akil. Brother, older or younger.
Akitt. Little (quantity).
Akit. ankal öt. It lacks little, is nearly.
Akliu. Day, sun.
Akko. The gall of animals.
Aklang. A patched-up, sleeveless sack of inferior sort.
Akob. (1) Box (gen.). (2) Smell, odor.
Akoös. Also, moreover.
Akozan. Woman's girdle, stuffed, containing apong (beads) inside and brass wire outside.
Aköwan. Robber, thief.
Aköwek, 3.v.tr. To steal. (See Akewek.)
Akun. (See Akon.)
Akwa-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mang—; —en; ma—. To hold baby in arms sitting.
Ala, intj. Ready! Go ahead!
Alacho [Ilok.]. Plow.
Aloache-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. In—ak; mang—; —en; ma—. To plow.
Alad [Ilok.]. Fence of any sort.
Ala-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. In—k; or insaak; mang—; —en; ma—. To get, catch, take (vi, 17).
Alak. (1) Irrigation ditch, trench, canal, ditch dug in earth. (2) Wine, liquor of any kind.
Alakaag. Throat, neck.
Alakaak. Large blue bird (onomatopoetical).
Ala-la-it. Strong, tough (as string, meat, etc.).
Alalamia. Fat, fleshy.
Alalangta. Green, not dry or seasoned.
Alalasang. Large, red, biting ant.
AlalaI. A small tree of hard, reddish wood.
Alaluk-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; —en; ma—; um—ko. To persuade.
Alailuta-it. A small lizard.
Alamam. Fern.
Alang. Rice-house.
Alawaas-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To rescue; fish out from the water.
Albobuena [Sp.]. Mint.
Alewa [Ilok.]. Head-ax.
Ali [Ilok.]. King.
Alik, abbreviation of umaliak. To come.
Alid [Ilok.]. Wax.
Alig. A variety of honeybee.
Aliklu [Sp. argue]. House-post.
Alimangmeng-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; —en; ma—; mang—. To stun.
Alimus. A tree (odorous) used for making spear-shafts.
Alin [Sp., harina]. Wheat flour.
Alin-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To roll a large heavy object.
Alingsial. Steam, vapor, light fog.
Allinl. Shadow.
Alipit-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—; um—ko. To carry under the arm.
Alitau. Uncle.
Alitw. The relationship of those whose sons and daughters have married together.
Alitw-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; altiisicken. To be a friend of.
Almasa-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr., In—k; mang—; —en; ma—. To brush, clean a horse.
Alomö. A gray bird, feeding on insects, caught in September and October in lingen (bird trap with noose).
Along. Shadow, shade, shade tree; artificial screen to protect from sun.
Alongan. Coffin for burial.
Alisa-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. In—k; mang—; —en; ma—. To “cut” playing cards.
Aisaisi-kek [Ilok.]. v.tr. and int. Inaisisiok; mangalisisiu; —en. To exercise or drill.
Ama. Father.
Ama-ak, 2.v.tr. In—k; mang—; ma—n. To curse, put a spell on one.
Ama-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; —en; (—en); ma—. To have as father, guardian, godfather.
Am-ama. Thumb.
Amama. Old man.
Amam-a. Many men, a crowd.
Amamöö. More, an intensified degree of quality under consideration; e.g. (v.26), “grows sicker,” Past tense, Inamamöö.
Amamas-ek, 3.v.tr. In—uko; mang—u; —en; ma—u. To mock, deride (ix, 12).
Amaas-ek. 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To erase, rub out.
Amassang. Widower.
Ameck. Tinder.
Amin. All, every, the whole.
Ammas-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; —en; mang—. To divide.
Amog. Small pig.
Amo-k, 8.v.tr. In—k; mang—; amoem; ma—. To know.
Among-ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To gather together.
Ama pai [Ilok.] I do not know.
Amsicok—n. A fisherman (especially a good one).
Amsiwok, v.tr. Same as Amamsiwek, without the reduplication.
Amud. Dejection, gloom, sorrow.
Anak. Child, son, daughter.
Anak ai fafa-t. Daughter.
Anak ai lalak. Son.
Anak—ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To be guardian, have as a ward.
Anakkochi, intj. Exclamation when anyone falls.
Anana, intj. Exclamation of pain; “It hurts!”
Ananak. Children.
Ananochik. —im; —in. My brothers, sisters, etc.
Anattil. Small tree, Dentzia, good for fuel, bark markedly striated.
Anaw [Ilok.]. Broad.
Ancho. Long.
Anewang. Rain water in gutters after a rain.
Angan. Sleeping room in house.
Angagautil. Bad, undesirable.
Angkat—ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To bite off a piece of meat.
Angib. Wooden roof of theangan.
Angnek, v.tr. In—ek; mang—; en; ma—en. To do.
Angi. Kamote tops.
Angof—ak, v.tr. In—ak; manganob; —an; ma—an. To take large bites, mouthfuls.
Angp [Ilok.]. Dark, almost rainy, cloudy.
Ango—ek, v.tr. Inangok; mang—; angoucen; ma—. To laugh at, make fun of.
Angsan. Much, many.
Ani. The time of harvest; aani, it is the time of harvest.
Ani—ek [Ilok.], v.tr. Inanik; mang—; —en; ma—. To cut, harvest rice.
Anitat. Fence.
Anitat—ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To make a fence.
Animal [M]. Animal.
Anito. Ghost, spirit or soul of the departed.
Ankai. Only.
Ankai—ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To finish, complete.
Anochi. Younger brother or sister.
Anol [Ilok.]. White ant.
Anongue (—nan—). The hereafter.
Anop—ek, v.tr. In—ak; —an; (—an); ma—an. To hunt game.
Ansa. Small bamboo, to split for basket work, thinner than flake.
Anu—ek, v.tr. In—diko; manganud; —chen; maanud. To submerge in water, to drown.
Apak. A word of hesitation or forgetfulness, as “I suppose.”
Anuk—ek, v.tr. In—ak; mang—a; —en; ma—a. To do something to, to be busy with, to trouble, to bother, to maltreat.
Anua. Wide.
Apak—ek, v.tr. Inapak; mang—; —en; ma—. To resent a name; governed in the objective, e.g., apas at sandmanok.
Ape, 1. [Ilok.]. Why? 2. adv. Up the river. From a tradition that the lapai formerly lived in that direction.
Apai. A small tree, the long roots of which are eaten.
Apai—ek, v.tr. Inapaiaku; mang—; —en; ma—; um—uka. To catch.
Apako. Fern used as pot herb.
Apall. Spray, rain.
Apaap [Ilok.]. A cover; i.e., a tablecloth.
Apap—ak [Ilok.], v.tr. In—ak; mang—; —an; ma—an. To cover, choke, smother or kill out; e.g., nan sid sit.
Apapawal. Adj. Light; light of sun.
Apapokau. Clean.
Apapugkid. Grass seeds with barbs.
Apas. A shrub, whose rough leaves are used as sandpaper.
Apas—ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To smooth wood with apas.
Apeng—ek, v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To strangle in water.
Apich—ek, v.tr. Inapich—; inapid; maapid; umaapidka. To braid.
Apin—ak [Ilok.], v.tr. In—ak; mang—; —an; ma—an. To put a leaf in bottom of pot before cooking.
Apo [Ilok.]. Lord, sir, master.
Apog [Ilok.]. Lime; chalk; whitewash.
Apokket. Because.
Apolok—ak, v.tr. In—ak; mangapolok; —an; ma—an; umapologka. To cut hair very short.
Apong. Beads worn on the hair.
Apongöl. Red agate beads.
Apongot—ak [Ilok.], v.tr. In—ak; mang—; —an; ma—an. To bind the head with cloth.
Apos—ak, v.tr. In—ak; —an; —an; ma—an; um—ka; mang—. To anoint, grease.
Apos—ak, v.tr. In—ak; —an or —en; ma—an; um—ka; mang—. To oppose, by influence, speech, or act.
Apoti. Large, short variety of sugar cane.
Aptik. Short.
Aptik-ek, 3,v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en; ma—in. To make a fire, to light, e.g., a lamp.
Apuk-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; mang—; an; ma—in. To make a fire, to light, e.g., a lamp.
Apak-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; an; an; ma; umapugka; maapug. To paint.
Apus-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; an; an; ma—in; um—ka. To anoint, grease.
Apwap-ak, 3,v.tr. Inapwepoko; mangapwap; apwepoko; maapwap; umapwepoko. To rub the flesh.
Asa. Trap made with sticks to catch ikan.
Asa-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; an; (an); ma—in. To catch ikan with a trap.
Asaan [Ilok.]. Hard grindstone, used for first sharpening.
Aassah. A kind of hoe.
Aassagen, adj. Near.
Aassagen-ak, l,int. (—); (—); —ta. To be near.
Aassalatem, adj. Energetic, opposite of lazy.
Asaöchör. Thick, not thin.
Asawa. Husband; wife.
Asawa-ek, 3,v.tr. Inasawak; mang—; —en; ma—; umasawako. To be going to marry.
Asifachanta, Nasi—. To help each other.
Aaskatinta, Nasi—. To kick each other.
Aasikwanita, Nasi—. To ask each other.
Asin [Ilok.]. Salt.
Asin-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; mang—; an; ma—in. To salt, put salt on.
Asisungetta, plu. To quarrel, to be angry at each other.
Astitoyata, —nasi. Reciprocal of eototoita, "to confer."
Asivvakata, Nenasiv—. To tell each other, ask each other (ix.10).
Asim [Ilok.], intj. Denotes derision and triumph.
Asop. Near.
Asot. (1) Refuse from sugar-cane mill, mangled cane. (2) Tree whose bark is pounded out thin for cloth.
Asoti. Red pigment, armatto.
Astik. For optik.
Asuk. Smoke.
Asup. Particle used after ta (in order that) in introducing clauses of purpose (v,18).
Atap. Wild.
Atatacho. Big caterpillar.
Atatakchag. Very tall, gigantic.
Atatakuaak, l,int. Na—ak. To be alive, to live.
Atataplu. Shallow, low.
Atato. Secondary afo, of which there are three near Bontok.
Atib. Trap, deadfall for rats.
Atifangan. Tree, fern-like leaf, black wood, resists ants, hollow center, bat infested.
Atif-akan. Waesp.
Atikew-ek, 2,v.tr. Inatikok; en; en; ma—; umatikoka. To run after, chase.
Ating-angangu. A very poisonous centipede.
Atip. The grass of a roof.
Atlaköi. White seeds used as beads.
Atngen, particle-prefix in interrogations. Will? perhaps.
Atneg, particle-prefix in answer to the preceding. Perhaps, it may be.
Atoe. Tribunal, local resort of men of a division of townspeople.
Atöb. Fall trap for rats.
Atotang. Large agkaucin (woman’s basket).
Atl. Liver.
Atölfa. A small tree, with stout straight grain, used for spear-shafts and bowa.
Aton-ek, 3,v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en; ma—. To move to another place.
Aton. It is warm weather.
Aton-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; mang—; —an; ma—an. To burn.
Atitungalin. Rainbow.
Auaun. Afterwards, by and by.
Auni. Wait, by and by.
Auni is akit. Wait a little.
Aunika, 2,sing. Wait.
Avfa-ek, 3,v.tr. Inafak; mang—; —en; ma—; um—ka. To carry a child on the back.
Avfak. White grubs found in earth.
Avfaniko [Sp.]. Fan.
Avfak, 3,v.tr. Inafak; mangfo; aven; maafok. To weave.
Avfolok-ek, 3,v.tr. Inafoloko; mangafol; avfolon; maafolot; umafolotka. To believe; obey; honor.
Awaingat (v.def.). I think so. With aika, sia, etc., I think it is you, he, etc.
Awak. Body of man or animal.
Awan. The right hand.
Awat-ek, 3,v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To be afflicted with the same trouble as one derided.
Awichan. Outside, but near other building.
Awid [Ilok.]. Custom.
Awit. Something carried with one, baggage, personal cargo.
Awit-ek, 3,v.tr. In—ko; mang—; —en; ma—. To carry (baggage or effects) with one on a journey.
Ayaka. Much, many.
Ayak-ak, 2,v.tr. In—ak; mangayag; —an; ma—on; umayagaka. To call, summon.
Ayawan. Wild buffalo (karabao).
Ayayam. Bird (gen.)
Ayufu-ek, 3.v.tr. fn—k; —en; —en. To make (sugar) by boiling down; to sew on the edge of cloth.
Ayutan. A prodigal, whoremonger.

B

Bagas. [Ilok.] Hulléd, cleaned rice.
Ball. Basket (gen. name used by Bayo men).
Bael. Fermented drink made from sugar cane; same as fusi3. (See Fufud.)
Bendika [M.]. Blessing.
Bendikasak [M.]. 3.v.tr. Binendikak; manendika; bendikaka; makendika.
To bless.

C

Cha—. A prefix to proper names (persons), with the preposition na, giving the concept “at the house of; e.g., ‘Takan cha-Nolchelo,” at Nolche-lo’s house.
Chaun [Ilok.]. No.
Chachama. Very much, too much.
Chadchakwag. Large, big, (many).
Chadiu. —iwa. Very, most, also intensive “own;” e.g., ‘Nam fachona chadlo;” his own garment.
Chadius chachakak. Largest, very large.
Chadnug. A trial or test of innocence or guilt, in which, after invocations, the contestants throw eggs or spears at each other.
Chala. Sky, heaven.
Chala-icha. They, them.
Chal, ta. dual. We (two).
Chal-tek, 3.v.tr. Chinaditko; manait; chaiton; makait. To sew.
Chak—; chaka—; cham—; chana, etc. v. prefix of continuing form.
Chakami. We (immediate company, as contrasted with the whole body).
Chakau. Pig with red hair.
Chakayek, 3.v.tr. Chikakako; manakai; —yen; —i. To tickle.
Chakchakas. Large, big, great (size).
Chakchakuwag. (children’s expression). Great, large.
Chakkikish-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinakikikoko; —en; —en; madchakikikak. To make steep, sloping.
Chakim. Wind, breeze, air.
Chaklag. Tattooing on the breast.
Chaklak-ak, 2.v.tr. Chinaklakak; manaklag; —an; ma—an. To tattoo on the breast.
Chakop-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinakopako; manakop; —en; ma—. To gather up (v.43).
Chakun. Summer, the dry season.
Chala. Blood.

Chalan [Ilok.]. Trail, road, path (especially the smaller ones).
Chalat. Business; matter; cause, reason. Ngag nan chalatna? What is the matter?
Chalau. Sweet flag, calmus root.
Chalikan. Cooking place or stove.
Chalit. Eel.
Chalongchong. A contrivance to scare birds in rice plot with leaves of faniguns attached.
Chalulug. Valley.
Chaluping. Prop to support small pot over large chalikan.
Chamag [Ilok.]. News; report. Ngag nan chamag? What is the news?
Chamakan. Chopping block or board.
Chamak-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinamagko; manamag; —en; machamag. To hear about.
Chamino. Mushroom, reddish top, yellow spores, edible (not agaricus).
Changhai-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinahyo; manahyo; cho—en; machangin. To measure by the stretched fingers.
Changtoli (v. enchangtoli). Private feasting during a tengan (holiday).
Chang. Split bamboo for tying rice up into feng6. (See Feng5.)
Chanko. Large red bird that devours growing rice.
Chanum [Ilok. danum]. Water, liquid, juice, pus.
Chanum-ak, 2.v.tr. Chinanumak; mananum; —en; ma—. To put water on anything.
Chanum al intoitoiok. Waterfall.
Chanum al yukan. Honey.
Chao. Under.
Chak, chalik (same as cha3m). Under, in.
Chaim. In, under.
Chamak, 2.v.tr. Chimanak; manaom; chaonan; machonan. To make more, increase.
Chapak, 2.v.tr. Chinapak; manap; chaopan; machopan. To wash the face.
Chapai. Flat stones of ato.
Chapan. Foot.
Chapik, 3.v.tr. Chinapik; manapik; chapiken; machapik. To press or roll flat as in bread making.
Chapo. Ashes.
Chapong. Wood, tree (not pine).
Chapoyek, 3.v.tr. Chinapoyo; manapoi; chapel; machapoi. To comb, arrange the hair.
Chapug. Dust.
Chapuiek, 3.v.tr. Chinapieko; manapu; chapuien; machapui. To comb or make the hair straight.
Chasiewek, 3.v.tr. Chinasiweko; manasi; chasiewen; machasiu. To broil, to cook meat immediately on the fire.
Chata. Level.
Chata-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinnatak; manata; —en; ma; —. Manata. To make level.
Chatak-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinatchataqko; —en; —en; maqataq. To divide, distribute to several individuals (xv,24).
Chataken—; —ta; —cha, v.tr. To divide the water.
Chataku. We, i.e., the whole body or company.
Chawat-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinawatuko; mansat; —en; ma; —; chumawatka. To receive, e.g., pay; catch, e.g., ball; to lift up.
Chawig. The sweep of a cane mill.
Chawisek, 3.v.tr. Chinawiseko; manawis; chawises; machawis. To broil meat.
Chawoa. Feasting on little pigs, with singing (mangayong) on return from expedition in which enemies have been killed.
Chayaket. A kind of rice, usually red.
Chayuan. Proud, vain.
Chayuanta, nan. Pride.
Chengek, 3.v.tr. Chinegek; manung; chengen; wamung. To hear.
—chin (as suffix). That, there, referring to what is at a distance.
Child-chingutek, 3.v.tr. Chinichingutko; manichi; —en; —child; ma—. To soil, make dirty, unclean.
Childikencha, v.pl irr. Nen—; inchilig; childiken; machidilig. To scramble.
Chile. Tongue. [Ilok. dila].
Chihichi-ak, 2.v.tr. Chisichilak; manichili; —en; ma—en; chumichilaka. To lick with the tongue.
Chilis, Leprosy (?).
Chemmit-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinimmitko; manimit; —en; mad—. To sew.
Chinadali. A hill, eel-like in shape, counterbalanced so that motion is threatening.
Chinacakwag. A faked (see word) supported by four sticks.
Chinangta. White breech cloth, made in Barlig region, formerly used only to put on corpses at burial, now often worn, generally dyed with indigo.
Chingchong. [Ilok.]. Wall.
Chingut. Dirt.
Ciao [Sp. and M.]. The Christian God.
Chipak, 2.v.tr. Chinipak; mannipa; chipa; (—). To have at the side.
Chipap-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinipapko; menipap; —en; mad—. To catch.
Chipsek (Same as chipak).
Chocho. Mouse.
Chochokkokek, 3.v.tr. Chinochokkokeko; manochokagog; —en; (—). To have or place an object in front of the object of the verb. Chochokkokedaken, I am I...find you (viii,33).
Chipsa, intj. And this! but this! An interjectional expression that seems to express surprise and disappointment at what has just occurred.
Choi-saidh. He (she or it) is there, at a distance.
Chokang. Can or resonant bamboo, with automatic drumsticks worked by water power or by hand.
Chokang-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinokangko; manokang; —en; ma—. To pull or work the chokang.
Chokau. Cloth wallet, pouch or bag, worn in front of girdle.
Choket. Burned, boiled rice.
Chokmat-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinokmatko; manokmat; —en; ma—. To catch anything thrown.
Chokso. Stationary shelf in house.
Cholong-ek, 2.v.tr. Chinolongak; manolong; —an; madcholongan. To square the sides, e.g., of a piece of timber.
Chomang. Opposite. Namikiyahomang nan Fontok, Samoki is opposite ontok.
Chomiket-ak, lint. Chinimketak;
(—); ta. To blush, flush.
Chominko [Sp. and M.]. Sunday.
Chongo. Mushroom (Agaricus campitris).
Chontot-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinotokko; manot; —en; ma—. To allow to decay (ii,21,22).
Chook (see also Lipas). The time after the rice harvest.
Choom. Roasted green rice.
Chopa. The measure of an arm-stretch.
Chopak, 3.v.tr. Chinipak; mannipa; —en; mad—. To measure by arm-stretch.
Chopas. Cliff of rock.
Chooak. Chicken, large but young.
Chosak, 3.v.tr. Chinosekk; manosek; —en; mad—ek; chumosekka. To pierce, stab, punch.
Chota. Flooring above; flooring of rice loft.
Chow. Part, portion.
Chow-ek, 2.v.tr. Chinowak; manowak; —en; madhowa. To divide goods or property equally.
Chuchun. The ordinary grasshopper of flight (or locust).
Chugchugna. Meteorite.
Chulai. Hail.
Chulig. The backbone of an animal or man.
Chumaka-ak, 1.v.int. Chin—ak, (chu—); chu—ta. To emerge from the water, come to land.
Chumakshaki-ak, 1.int. Chin—ak, (chu—); chu—ta. To grow larger.
Chumala, 3.a. Chinlama. To bleed; chumalama, it is bleeding.
Chumalak-wak, 1.v.int. Chinwak, (chu—); chu—ta; machasiu. To broil meat.
Chumiket, 3.a. Chin—. It is red, glowing with blood.
Chumilaa. Hot, peppery.
Chumno. Feast.
Chumnoak, l.v.int. Chinumnoak; (-).-ta. To keep a feast.
Chumokan. Flint.
Chumudchuno. Workman; industrious.
Chungau-ek, 3.v.tr. Chinnongoko; mannongan; -en; mada-. To lose (viii,35).
Chun-kek, 3.v.tr. Chinnok; manno; -en; mada-. To work, to do. Chun-
nek nak uma, to work the garden.
Chunna. Duties, work.
Chusa-ek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Chiusak; man-
nea; -en; ma-. To correct, advise, punish.
Chutchut [Ilok.]. Feathers; hair on the body; feather piston of bellows.
Chutchut-ak, 2.v.tr. Chiusutchutak; manuchut; -an; manchutchutan. To pluck fowls.
Chuyo. A small bowl of wood.

D

Dagum [Ilok.]. Needle.
Diee [Ilok.]. Place.

E

Ekchak-ek, 3.v.tr. Inekchakko, mangek-
chag; -en; maeckchag; umekchagka. To drop, cause to fall.
Ekmanda-iu (see mangaluan). To gather firewood.
Ekurak, 3.v.tr. In-ko; mang; -en; ma; um-ka. To lift bodily.
Elek. Sleeping board.
Ellib. Fall-trap for pigs.
Enamoog, v.def. To be gathered.
En-aamud-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To look sour, glum, sorrowful, sad (x,22).
En-aang566-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To be violent, forebode (1,28).
Enakm-ak, 3.tr. N-; menakmen; enakmen; maakmen. To place one flat object against another.
En-all-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en; -en-ka. To reign, be king.
En-allina-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; (en); (en-). To make shadow.
Enallinsachet-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak, men; -en-ka. To hire.
En-anako-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To make shadow. To wall and sing at funerals (v,35).
En-ant-ak, 1.v.tr. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To cut rice. (Object with ian).
En-anifat-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en; -en-ka. To build fences.
En-apen-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; en-ka. To strangulate; to hold breath in the water.
En-apoe-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To grease the body.
En-atatod-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To be generous.
En-ayufu-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en; -en-ka. To boil down, e.g., sugar; to sew on edge of cloth.
En-chedchawis-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To go directly and not loiter.
En-chamag-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To want to know, as news.
En-chaoop-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To wash one's own face.
Enchippata, v.plu. To wrestle, scuffle.
En-chwadchwa-ak [Ilok.]. Nen-ak; -en-ka. To doubt.
En-entelepete-ak [Sp.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To act as interpreter.
En-faat-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To go to another town.
En-falauta, v.plu. To be at peace.
En-fakfaked-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To play at making fence.
En-fala-ak, 2.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To be outside.
En-falangal-ak, 1.int. To go in a boat.
En-fallin-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To turn oneself over.
En-fasa-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To read, study.
En-fitlag-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To spread (things) out.
En-folon-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To sing at funeral.
En-fuchek-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To snore.
Enfuiga, -taku. We go together.
En-fukau-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To call or carry out.
En-futeng-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To become intoxicated.
En-gaw-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; (-); -en-ka. To scream, shout.
En-imamak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To give thanks.
En-icho-ak, 1.reflexive. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To warm oneself.
Enigto. Saviour, keeper.
Enigtok (from Igtok, to keep safe). My Saviour, i.e., the one who puts me in a safe place.
En-iltau-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To dream.
Eniako, nan. The seller, merchant.
En-Inchayun-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To swing.
Eniis, 3.s. Nen-. It drips.
Eniisa, 3.v.tr. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To drip.
En-iisolak-ak, 1.v,int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To make equal.
Eniis, 3.v.tr. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To make equal.
En-iut-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men; -en-ka. To have sexual intercourse.
Enkagkawaen. Midat (ix,36).
En-kagkawa-enta, v.plu. Nen-enta; men-; (or en-; en); mankakawa.
To have (an object) between.
Enkagitinta, v.plu. Let us play kicking game.
En-kalalak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To dig in the ground.
En-kakamak, 3.s. Nen-. To cackle (as a hen does).
En-kakalak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To speak, make sound with the voice, same as Enkalak.
En-kakamak-0, 1.int. Nen-ak; mangi--; kumoen (followed by the infinitive). To be swift, quick. Sia enkakamak ai inkolit, he writes fast.
En-kalamak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To make marks, scribble.
En-kalamak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To creep, as a child.
En-kallak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To speak.
En-kallak-ak, v.plu. Nen-ta; mokkalib; en-ta; makukalib. To whip ricebirds with bundle (kalib) of sticks.
En-kalikong-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To make a noise, tumult (v,39).
En-kallak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To grind the teeth (ix,18).
Enkalupital, 3.s. It is soft, flexible, e.g., cloth not starched.
Enkamiak, 1.int. Nen-; men-; en-ta. To snivel; to begin to cry.
Enkanas. Until.
En-kaob-ak, 1.v.tr. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta; mak kwofan. To dig out, excavate.
Enkapui [Ilok.]. Weak.
En-kaob-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To be weak.
En-kaskanak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To pant, breathe hard.
Enkat, 3.s. It itches.
Enkatot. (See Enkat.)
En-kiskia-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; mangiskis; en-. To shave the beard.
Enlkititug, 3.s. It rattles.
En-ki-akaak, 1.int. Nen-ak; ma-; en-ta. To move.
Enkoof, 3.s. Nen-. To rumble (the bowels).
En-kokonek-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To feel bad, discouraged, disappointed.
En-kookoo, 3.s. Nen-. To crow (rooster).
Enkol, 3.s. It (i.e., the head) has dandruff.
En-kolit-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en-ta. To write.
En-kolop-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta; ma-en. To cover one's face.
En-kolulu-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en-ta. To yell, trilling (as in rock fight).
En-kolm-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; leklosim; en-ta. To be abateious, to eat little.
Enkulwisa, 3.s. It spins.
Enkuyyauyau. Polished, shining, e.g., enamel or metal.
En-kuhawak-ak, 3.s. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To have another below one, to be superior to.
Enkwak, 3m. etc. (inflected as a verb). To be mine, yours, etc. (x,14).
Enleta [Sp.]. A washerman or woman.
Enlagfu-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To work by the month.
Enliaka. Maker.
En-laka-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To be the maker.
En-lakakhi-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To use a saw.
En-lu-kaid-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; (en-); (en-ta). To be happy.
En-lamisak- [Sp.], 1.int. Nen-ak; (en-); (en-ta). To wait at table.
Enlangkot. Sticky.
Enlanggangan, -cha; nen-. To move about (only used of movements of snails, fish, etc., in cool part of day).
En-langtak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To cut logs of firewood.
En-lank-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en-ta. To grease the hair.
En-litak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To be in difficulty.
En-litak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To turn away the head.
Enlulliwin, 3.s. Nen-. It whirs (the water in the river).
En-linau-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To be pleased.
En-litap-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To duck or dive under the water in bathing or fishing.
Enlokokotu. Weak, bending. (Applied to persons or things.)
En-lokolak-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To crawl or creep under.
En-lokolak, (from Sp. loco.) 1.int. Nen-ak; en-; en-ta. To trifle, give trouble, be fooling.
Enlootog. Straight, direct, not crooked.
En-lotak, 3.s. Nen-; men-; en-; en; malotog. To make straight (1,3).
En-lumeng-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To maneuver.
En madai? Why isn't there any?
En-monang-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To look around, survey; to look away from one's work; to be inattentive.
Ennaka. Give me; perhaps abbreviated from umaglanga.
En-ngaak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To cry (baby).
Enngannan, 3.s. It gets larger, worse, spreads, e.g., fire, or hole in clothing.
Enngao-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To make a tumult.
Enngo-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To breathe.
Enngongo, 3.s. Nen—; (—). To bark (dog).

Enngöstg. Dark-colored (like inngitt),
En-nishu-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To warm oneself.
En-ofong-ta, v.plu. Nen—ta; men—. To eat from the same plate.

En-ogok-ta, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To tell a story.
En-okang-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To suffer from hunger, famine, drought.

En-okong-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To eat too much meat.

Enölös. Fried rice.

En-öngag-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta; (—); omöngagka. To lie, prevaricate.

En-öngongan-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; (—); en—ta. To wag the head in laziness, affectation, or as after a victory.


En-opoo-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To work a forge.

En-opöö-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—;
en—ta. To play a flute or pipe.

Enöötlak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—;
en—ta. To die.

Enpagkaseng. Sour.

En-palla-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—;
en—ta. To show oneself.

Enpakkaak (see enkakaak). To cackle.

En-pala-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—;
en—en. Remove things with or without shovel.

En-paštemog-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To kneel; to worship.

En-panfal-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To tell lies; to falsify in court.

En-pantalun-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To wear pantaloons.

En-pastal-ak, 1.y.tr. Nen—ak; men—
en—ta; ma—en. To herd, care for in pasture.

En-patapatayau-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To fly kites.

En-payööpg-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—
en—ta. To tremble, shake.

Enpayongta, plu. To share the same umbrella.

En-pillt-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—;
en—ta. Use force.

En-pinkl-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; (—)
en—ta. To light a match.

En-pipilal-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To limp, to be lame.

Enpokau. White.

Enpoop. Hot, feverish.

Enpöstg. 3.s. It hurts.

En-sakal-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To ride, mount, sit upon a horse (ix, 3).

En-sakati-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To be a seller of dusty or green grass.

En-sakong-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—ta. To turn around.

En-salak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen—
en—ta; en—ta. (Used only in the plural.) To dance.

En-salangtaku, plu. Shout on eve of tengau.

En-sanib-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To hide oneself.

En-saöl—ak (or chak), 1.int. Nen—ako;
en—en. To wait.

En-saös—ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To dam or stop a river for fishing.

Enssagen. Near, neighboring; roundabout.

En-say—ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To splash.

En-sikisaik-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To pick rice from the hair.

En-silek-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To sniff up.

En-silu-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To hang oneself, commit suicide.

Ensino. Particle used in introducing a quotation.

En-solat-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To write.

En-sonot-ak, 1.int. Vén—ako. To fight with fists.

Ensubita [Ilok.]. To take turn, change.

En-subok-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; eni—;
en—ta. To shave the beard.

En-suitik-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; (—); (—). To be a cheater.

Ensusuita, v.plu. To see saw, balance up and down.

En-tatun-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta; umitafunka. To hide oneself.

En-taienten-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—
en—ta. To shake, tremble.

En-tampok-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—
en—ta. To clasp the hands.

En-tangad-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—
en—ta; tumangadka. To look upwards.

En-tatag-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—en. To shake, vibrate.

En-tatali-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To snivel, begin to cry.

En-tavfaaig-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; en—
en—ta. To play ball.

En-teng—ek, 3.y.tr. Nen—ek; en—en;
en—en; mentenga. To tear; to cut into equal parts.

Ento. Where?

Entocho, 3.s. Nen—. It leaks.

Entopsk, 3.s. Peeks (hen).

Entopi-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—
en—ta. To fold garments.

Entotola-ta, v.plu. Nen—ta; men—
en—ta. To talk together, confer (ix, 33).

Entotongcho. The highest.

Entovfa-ak, 1.int. Nen—ako; men—;
en—ta. To spit.
En-ugyok-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; en-ta. To have the dentistry.
En-wab-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta. To yawn.
En-wawahwah, 3.s. Nen-. To grunt (pig).
En-وان-ا-ka, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta; mawanisan. To put on a breech cloth.
En-wógwóg-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-ta; matúwogwóg. To shake the head in negation, or from nervous affection.
Enyapōt. Thin.
Epat. Four.
Epepat. Only four.
Eskuelaan [Sp.]. Schooi.
Espirito [Sp. and M.]. Spirit.
Et-na, intj. Well now! Now then!
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Fa-a. Servant.
Fa’a. Dark colored breech cloth.
Faal. A vine (wild, not cultivated) which furnishes a fiber.
Faal-ek, 3.v.tr. Finnaak or finaaak; en; en; maka. To send a servant (vi.27).
Faangain. Kamoite patch about house.
Faba. Tooth.
Fabalo. Young.
Fabanga. Pipe for smoking.
Fabawit. Toy top.
Fabföl. In the town.
Fá-chang-ak, 2.v.tr. Fina-ak; mamak; fa-an; mafca-an; fimak-ka. To help.
Facho [Ilok.]. Garment, coat, shirt, skirt.
Facho-ak [Ilok.]. 2.v.tr. Fina-ak; fa-an; mafca-an. To clothe.
Fachochochok. Name of a small bird resembling sparrow.
Fá-da-dechek, 3.v.tr. Fin-dak; mamak; fá-ken; mumafad. To unloose, untie a package.
Fadyok. Sword.
Fafa-[Ilok. babai]. Woman, female.
Faful [Ilok.]. Large (emasculated) pig.
Fagek, 3.v.tr. Finaka; mamak; fjagen; mafaka. To need, especially what has been loaned, ask return of.
Fagfagto. Rock fight, especially in connection with fiatis (see word) at the end of the rice harvest.
Faiac-ak, 2.v.tr. Finaochak; mamaitad; an; maf-an. To repay a loan.
Faiaching. A bean, flat like the Lima bean.
Faias, or basi. Fermented drink made of sugar-cane.
Faiating. A bean, large kernel, green pod.
Faiaw-ek, 3.v.tr. Finayauko; mam-; en; maf. To make peace.
Faiatif [Ilok.]. The sea.

Fa-lg. Stick or whip to strike with (xiv.43).
Fa-li-ek, 3.v.tr. Finaigko; mamag; en; mafag. To whip (with a stick, etc.).
Fa-long. Forehead and hair.
Fa-lu-ek, 3.v.tr. Finauko; mamalui; en; ma-. To make cold.
Faka [Sp.]. Cow.
Fakad-ek, 3.v.tr. Finakagko; mamakag; en; mafagag. To cut into (the flesh) with an ax or knife.
Fakang. The neck.
Fakas-ek, 3.v.tr. Finakasoko; makanak; en; mafakas. To break (a stick or solid article, sometimes also cloth); to tear, destroy.
Fakat. A nail.
Fakat si fansang. Small nail, tack.
Faked. Strips of bamboo tied together and stretched across a rice plot to frighten birds.
Faken. No, indeed! Fakenak, etc. Not it etc.
Fakeng. Little basket (bottle-shaped) to carry small fish.
Faken-na. See vi.3. Is not this—?
Fakfak. Frog.
Fafkaced si kawa. Spider’s web.
Fakingöl. Orchids.
Fakiu. Moss, algae.
Fakong. Stirring stick for rice when cooking.
Fakuna-ak [Sp.], 2.v.tr. Finakunak; mamakunak; an; ma-an; fimaku- naka. To vaccinate.
Fala. Thorax, lungs.
Fála. Blood of menstruation; an absorbent material of pounded dry sugar cane used to absorb same.
Falaan. Rising.
Falaan si aklu. The east.
Fali. Gourd, dipper made of gourd.
Falana, nan. The outside.
Faliangai [Ilok.]. Boat.
Faliangkut. Back string of soklong (pocket hat).
Faliat. Banana (general name).
Faliat-ak, 3.v.tr. Fina-ko; mamak; fa-en; maf-. To place in a row (vi.40).
Faliatong. A blue or black bean, with broad pods.
Falifal. Spawn of fish.
Fallog. A spear with drooping barbs.
Fallaling. Time of year for making kamoto beds.
Falliss. Stable for horses.
Fallinek, 3.v.tr. Finainko; mangalin; falinem; mafalin. To gain, make (money).
Fallin-ek, 3.v.tr. Finainko; mamalin; en; ma-. To turn over.
Fallita [Sp.]. Crowbar.
Fallituk [Ilok.]. Gold.
Fallului. Sugar-cane mill.
Fallal. A black pigment to color the
tooth. (Boys use charred guava wood.)
Fallig. The town of Barlig.
Falo. New.
Falokag. Leaf made into cup to hold
snails.
Faloko. Simple house basket.
Falonga. Rump of pig.
Falongafing. Comb of fowl.
Falou-ak, 3,v.tr. Finaouak; falouan;
(—); man—on. To retaliate, avenge,
pay back.
Faluchek, 3,v.tr. Finauduko; mamalud;
—en; mafalud. To make prisoner.
Falud. (1) Handage; (2) prisoner.
Faluknit. Battle; fighting.
Fananga. Red rattan on soklong (pocket
hat), armet, or other article.
Fananig. Little, small (several).
Fanchala. White blanket with blue
stripe.
Faneng. Top part of rice-plot wall.
Fananawl. Hawk.
Fanfanig. Very small.
Fanga [Ilok.]. Pot, jar, olla.
Fangeu. Hand basket (grass covered).
Fangfanglo [Ilok.]. Perfumery.
Fangkau. Spear with elliptical blade,
no barbs.
Fanklangan. A gambler.
Fangko. Chair.
Fangon-ek, 3,v.tr. Finangonko; mamangon;
—en; ma—. To thresh rice, coffee,
etc., by pounding.
Fenga. The flower of tobacco, coffee,
beans, etc.
Fengas. Feet cracked and sore.
Fenge. A bunch of palai as put up in
the Bontok region.
Fengilu. A small bamboo (never grows
large).
Fengwit. Fishhook.
Fengwit-ak, 2,v.tr. Finengwitak; (—);
(—); ma—. To catch with hook.
Fiblang [Ilok.]. Business, dealing
(124).
Fibikat. Morning.
Fichang. Flame (of fire).
Fichhek, 3,v.tr. Finichhekko; mangichhek;
—en; mafichhek. To inflate (as
a bladder).
Fichong. Bladder; pouch made of
a bladder.
Fika. Bamboo, to split for binding palai.
Fikas. Strength.
Fikok. Goiter.
Fikl. Basket in which chicken is taken
to the mountains.
Fikla. Maggot, such as infests stale meat.
Filitting. Cricket (insect).
Filig. Hill, mountain.
Filin [Ilok.]. Law, commandment.
Filinek, 3,v.tr. Finilinko; mamalin; filin;
mafilin. To order, command.
Filta. A quarter, half centavo.
Finabales. Red clouds at sunset.
Finabating. A bean, the pods of which
have irritating nettles.
Finall. A basket having narrow open-
ing and expanding sides.
Finalling. Garden bed.
Finalyan. Married man.
Finayo. Hullled, pounded rice.
Finga. Small.
Finnaleng. Steal boiled rice, mixed with locusts and reboiled.
Finolfolo. Large butterfly or moth (Atticus).
Fintana [Sp. ventana]. Window.
Fintokei [Ilok.] (same as fikok). Goiter.
Finua. Rounded (e.g., 'a ratan') not split.
Finyacholan [Sp.]. Governorship.
Fisita-ek [Sp.], 3v.tr. Fisititak; -en; -en or manusela; ma--; fumisitaka.
To visit.
Fisitu-ek [Ilok.], 3v.tr. Fisinistok; ma-mistisuk; -en; ma-. To kiss (xiv,44).
Fiskwilt. Biscuit. (Evidently from the Americans.)
Filtit-ek. 3v.tr. Filtititko; mamitit; -en; ma-. To unfold, open up, e.g.,
blanket, book, etc.
Fitskin. Calf of the leg.
Fitiak-ek, 3v.tr. Fititlagko; -en; -en; ma-fitlag; umfitlagka. To spread out.
Fiti. Testicles and scrotum of men;
gizzard of chicken.
Fitiak-ek, 3v.tr. Fitiakitak; mamati; -en; ma--an. To castrate.
Fito. (1) Whistle. (2) Pitfall for wild pigs.
Fito-ek. 3v.tr. Fititok; mamito; -en; ma-. To blow or use a whistle.
Flug. Soot.
Föb. A little pine tree.
Fokacho [Sp.]. Bridle.
Fokaklu. The pitcher plant.
Fokas. White stone, shell, or bone, beads.
Föka. Fruit; lean meat; contents of any outer envelope or package.
Fokei [Ilok.]. One piece of money, as distinguished from a sum of money;
sum of several pieces.
Fokokutut. A large beetle, reddish, sometimes eaten.
Foknag. Workday (distinguished from tengu, holiday).
Folaa. Leaf manure used in rice plots.
Fölat. Fat of pork.
Folchung. Having catchak of the eye.
Föll-ek, 3v.tr. Föllituk; mamituk; -en; ma-. To take care of (fruit)
until maturity or ripeness. "Föllituk
nan manka."
Folochek [Ilok.], 3v.tr. Folinoloko; -en; -en; fumolokat. To borrow.
Fola [Sp.]. Pocket.
Foltong [Ilok.]. Smallpox.
Folu. Large bamboo, thick walled, short jointed.
Fönga. Flower of tobacco, falatong, etc.
Fono. Center, heart of wood.
Fontok. Town of Bontok.
Foo. Mushroom, puffball.
Fööl. Womb of woman.
Fo-0k [Ilok.]. The hair.
Föosaang. Womb of buffalo (karabao).
Foso. Savage; enemy; head-hunter.
Fosekk, 3v.tr. Fosekkok; mamoso; -en; ma-. To be an enemy of (xii,13).
Föswakan. Pole support to transmit motion from pitag (a water-motor
device for working a scarecrow); sometimes it has favengueeng (bits of tin,
etc., see word) attached to it.
Fotatlu. Moving lights, seen across the river at night, ascribed to supernatural
cause.
Foteg [Ilok.]. Wart, mole.
Fotek. Bundle of any kind.
Fotelya [Sp.]. Bottle.
Föttöt-ek. 3v.tr. Föttëtok; mamöttë; -en; ma-. To cut with an ax.
Fotlak, 3v.tr. Fotlinak; mamot; -an; ma--an; fumotona. To fasten, lock.
Fotig. Mole on the skin.
Fött-ek, 3v.tr. Fettëk, mamtek; -en; mabtek. To tie together.
Fotog. Fog.
Foton-ak, 2v.tr. Fotononak; mamonon;
-an; ma-an; fumotonaka. To guard.
Fotot. Dropsy.
Fowa-ek. 3v.tr. Fowak; mamaw; 
-en; ma-. To make cylindrical, round.
Fua [Ilok.]. Boar used for breeding purposes, usually small.
Fuag. Garden.
Fuakan. Garden (like fuag).
Fuan. Month.
Fuang. Stomach (of man or animal).
Fuaa. Tube or pitcher of bamboo, used
for carrying basi or tapoí (drink made from rice, fermented by fuud).
Fuaa-ek. 3v.tr. Fuaasko; muaas;
-en; muaa. To finish, complete.
Fubula. Metal projectile of cartridge.
Fufud. A ferment, made of fruit of
tosiy or usas and rice flour, to start fermentation in basi or tapoí.
Fugso. The slanting beams of a house.
Fulu [Ilok.]. Tax.
Fukawak, 2v.tr. Fukawak; mamakaw; 
-wan; ma-wan; fukawakat. To call aloud to anyone.
Fukel (same as fokel). A single piece of money.
Fulangag. Rectum.
Fulaa-ek. 3v.tr. Fulaasko; mulaas;
-en; ma-. To pick fruit.
Fulang. Large bumble bee.
Ful [Ilok.]. The bullet of cartridges, shot.
Fulfug. Pine cone.
Fulilasing. Small quartz crystals.
Fuloch-ek [Ilok.], 3v.tr. Folinoloko;
(-); -en; ma-folod. To borrow anything but money.
Fumaa-ak, 1v.t. Fumaaak; (-); 
ta; maa. To send (xii,13).
Fumaa-ak, 1v.t. Fumaaak; (-); 
ta; maa. To send (xii,13).
Fumaa-ak, 1v.t. Fumaaak; (-); 
ta; maa. To send (xii,13).
Fumaa-ak, 1v.t. Fumaaak; (-); 
ta; maa. To send (xii,13).
Fumafals, 3.s. Loose, liable to fall out.
Fumalig-ak, 1.v.tr. Finmaigak; (-) ;
--ta; mafoig. To whip (several).
Fumala-ak, 1.int. Finmaalak; (-) ;
--ta. To come or go out; to be born.
Fumalinget, 3.s. Finmaalinget. It grows
dark.
Fu-mangun-ak, 1.int. Fin--; (fu--);
--ta. To awake, rouse oneself from
sleep.
Fumasol-ak, 1.int. Finmasolak; (-) ;
--ta. To sin.
Fumichang, 3.s. Finmichang. It (the
fire) burns (well).
Fumta, 3.s. It (the rice) swells (in
cooking).
Fumtug-ak, 1.int. Finmumtugak; (-) ;
--ta. To be sulky, silent.
Fungakan. Rainbow.
Funi. Name of Igorot god (used by
children).
Funtug. Lazy (animal).
Funyag [Ilok.]. Baptism.
Funyak-ak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. Finmyyakak;
mannyag; --an; ma--an. To baptize.
Fuetok-ek, 3.v.tr. Finnastukko; --en;
--en; mafoestukko; fimiestokko. To pound,
bruise, pommel.
Futeng-ek, 3.v.tr. Finnutengko; mamu-
teng; futengen; ma--; fumatengka.
To intoxicate, make drunk.
Futl. Door button.
Fuwis. Ant (gen. name).
Fuyas [Sp.]. Onion.
Fuyaya. Necklace of any sort; called
also oswi in Bontok.
Fuyeng, 3.s. It (the river) runs slowly.
Fuyui. Boil on the body.
Fwa. Seed of orange, squash, mango,
guava, cacao, takumfau, etc.
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Gloria [M.]. Glory, gloria.
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I-afoongko, 4.v.tr. In--; mangiafong;
tafong; maiafong. To marry.
Iap. Number.
Iap-ek, 3.v.tr. Iniayko; mangyap; --en;
ma--; To count, number.
Iasinoko, 4.v.tr. Iniayinoko; mangiasin;
inasin; mainasin. To use salt on (teem).
Iba. Companions; another like; more.
Ibakko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mang--; (-) ;
ma--; To throw.
Ichak-ak, 2.v.tr. Incheakak; mangiohakak;
(-o); ma--a; umichakaka. To land,
bring to shore.
Ichauhchau-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umichauhauka. To give, offer to give.
Ichawat-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; ichawatka. To hand over,
give.

1-chayau-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umichayauka. To give.
1-chiplag-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umichiplagka. To spread out 
(xi, 8).
Ichiu. Red bird, whose twitterings are 
taken as basis of auspices.
Ichoa. Spoon.
1-chua-k, 2.v.tr. Inchuak; mangicua;
(-); ma%; umichuak. To give.
1-chumug-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umichumugka. To put one 
against another.
Id. To, at, in, of.
Id-k'auin. A little while ago; to-day.
Id-chalusa-ko [Ilok.], 4.v.tr. In--ko; man-
gid--; id--; moi--; umid--ka. To use 
for cleaning.
Id-chanak, 2.v.tr. Inid--; mangchan;
ichanokan; maichanokan. To find.
Id-chasak (present not used). Inchasak;
mangchan; ichasak; maichasak. To find.
Id-chine-k, 3.v.tr. In--ek; mangid--;
ichin; maichinio; umichinoka. To have 
confidence, trust, have reliance on 
(Psalms x, 9).
Iditiuna. The day before yesterday.
Id kasin-ugka. Day before yesterday.
Id sangadom. Formerly, some time ago.
Idtok (see igtok). To keep safely.
Idugka. Yesterday.
Idwani. Now.
I-faag-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifaagka. To t.i.l. report; to 
ask, apply to.
I-facho-ko [Ilok.], 6.v.tr. In--k; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifakokka. To put 
on clothes.
I-fakag-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifakagka. To put on clothes, 
axe, etc.
I-fakat-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifakatka. To nail.
I-fala-k, 2.v.tr. In--k; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifalaka. To take out, carry 
out.
I-falud-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifaludka. To bind, make 
prisoner.
I-fasas-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifasakka. To dash down.
I-fuig-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; mangi--; 
(-); ma%; umifuguoka. To lead, go with 
(xli, 22).
Igaiak, etc. (without infinitive). I did 
not, etc.
Igaiakakai. Not finished.
Igaiakom. Unripe, green.
Igal capno. Not tall.
Igal. --mo (with infinitive). I did 
not.
Ig-kaeti-ko, 4.v.tr. In--ko; ig--; ig--; 
maig--. To wear (a tapi.)
Ig-kinekko, 4.int. In--; mangi--; 
(-). To be quiet.
Ignak, 2.v.tr. Inignak; mangōguan; ignan; maingnan; umignanka. To hold, take hold.

Igil-ak, 2.v.tr. Inigilak; mangipil; an; ma-an. To press down with heavy weight, e.g., with cross or stone.

Igto. Saviour, keeper.

Igtok, 6.v.tr. Iniigtok; mangigto; igo; maigto; umigitokka. To keep safely, put away; to hide.

I-lakem-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-laken; mui-laken. To place against the wall.

Ilap and ilapec. See lap.

I-lchang-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; (—); (—); ma-; un-ja. To leave, put away, one's wife or husband.

Ilæk, 3.v.tr. Iniilak; mangipila; iilain; matilla. To be looking at, watching.

Ilmokko, 4.v.tr. Iniilmokko; mangimios; rimos; mitimios. To use for bathing.

Iltau. A dream.

Iltau-ek, 3.v.tr. Iniiltakko; —ca; —ca; mai-; um-ka; man-.- To dream of.

Ilutek, 3.v.tr. Iniутоко; mangiut; iutca; maitut. To have sexual intercourse with.

I-lwas-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-; i-; mai-; um-ka; man-.- To use for shaving down, as e.g., ratan.

I-kaan-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-; mai. — To take, lead away (viii.23).

Ikadak, 1.int.def. To take care, look out.

Ikak, 2.v.tr. and int. Iinkak; ikan; ikan. To do, act, proceed, conduct oneself.

I-kakamo-k, 6.tr. In-k; man-; ika-; kamamo. To be fast, hurry, to be quick.

Ikakayo. Come here.

I-kakchengo-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-; mai-. To apportion, to divide anything except meat.

I-kakok, 6.v.tr. In-k; man-; i-; mai-. — umikahoko. To keep, put away.

Ikak-sidi; ikam sidi. I do, or go, this way; or you do, etc. (emphasis and contrast).

I-kalai-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-; i-; mai-; um-i-ka. To use for marking or scribbling.

I-kalako [Illuk], 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-; i-; mai-. To spread, distribute over considerable area.

I-kalut-k, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-; mai-. To mix.—

I-kamo-k, 6.int. In-k; man-; ika-; ikamo. To be quick.

Ikan. A fish found in Rio Chico, firm-fleshed and scaly, shaped like a perch.

I-kaob-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-; mai-. To bury.

I-kapya-ak, 2.v.tr. In-ak; ikapya-an; i-; mai-. To pray for any person or thing.

I-kaslu-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-; mai-. To get out of the way of, make way for.

I-kaslang-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mai-. To mix.

I-kateng-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-. — mai-. To put together disarranged or broken pieces.

I-katib-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-. — mai-. — umikatibka. To put together separated things.

I-katpok-k, 3.v.tr. In-k; man-; i-. — mai-. — To bear (pain) without complaint.

Ikid. The left (hand).

I-kifek-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-. — To believe; to obey; to follow, give heed.

I-kifit-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-. — ki-; ku-; mitokka. To touch quickly or rightly as in play, to tag.

Ikkiking. The little finger.

Ikkiko. Small dragon fly.

I-kisiu-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mitikikin. To dodge, evade a missile.

I-kisawak, 2.v.tr. In-k; man-; i-. — um-ka. To stir in cooking.

Ikit ai fasa-l. Grandmother. Ikit ai labak, Grandfather.

I-kiwauig-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mai-. To shake.

I-kolgop-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; ik-; mai-. To pour.

I-kokobok-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mai-. To rub one object with another.

I-kok. Cold in the throat.

I-kokokii-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; mai-. To dandle (a baby).

I-kollat-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mai-. To copy, use a pen in making copy (i.2).

Ikolot. Igorot.

Ikolpik [Ilok]. 5.v.tr. Inkolpik; ikolpi; ikolpi; maikolpi; umikolpika. To fold up.

I-Kolu-ko [Sp]. 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mai-. To crucify.

I-kobok-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — mai-. To tip over, throw down a pile, e.g., of stones or a wall.

I-koto-ak, 2.v.tr. In-ak; man-; i-an; mai-an. To hunt for lice in another's head.

Iksau-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; (—); ma-. — To miss, not hit.

I-kusapag-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; man-; i-. — To eat a meal without sifan (rianda or relish eaten with rice).

Ikwak, 2.v.tr. Inikwak; man-; (—); mai-. — to ask (object with ken or isan).

Ili. Kind, variety.

Ilæk, 3.v.tr. Iniilak; mangiis; ilän; maila; umilaka. To see, look at, visit.

Ilal-ado, 4.v.tr. Inilalado; mangiiad; (—); ma-. To be glad on account of.

Ilaim; ilainyu, intj. Behold! look!

Ilako-ko, 4.v.tr. In-k; man-; (—); ma-. — To sell.
Hakud. A people who formerly warred against Bontok, and who lived down the river.

l-lamag-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; mangi-; i-; mai-_. To carry up.

l-lapu-ko, 6.v.tr. In-k; mangi-; i-; mai-_. To begin.

lau. Lamp.

lkekak, l.int. Nailekasak; mailekasan; --ta. To be a widow.

Leeng. Rest.

III [Ilok.]. Town, village, especially a native town.

Ilik [Ilok.], 5.int. Nenilik; menit; eniti; eniti._

To live, dwell, reside (primarily of a native place).

l-lipat-ko [Ilok.], 4.v.tr. In-ko; mangi-; i-; mai-_. To shut the door.

lla-e, 3.v.tr. Millitak; mangiila; --en; ma-._ To expect, look for.

llinuok-ak, 2.v.tr. Lalinuok; --a; --ta; ma-_. To be pleased.

l-lipu-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; i-; i-; mai-_; umi-; mangi-_. To use knife for cutting off (e.g., stick) squarely.

lit. Side (of a river).

lit. At, to the rice plots; far away from town (opposite of fabfou).

l-lit. Nit, egg of louse.

l-litlit-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko ji-ji-; mai-_; umi-ka. To wind around, e.g., a string around a stick.

l-lochun-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; mangi-; i-; mai-; wai-lochun. To hide under grass or sand.

l-lokam-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; mangi-; i-; mai-_. To hire or work land on shares.

litib. Trap, deadfall for predatory animals.

l-leunio-ko, 4.int. In-ko; mangi-; i-._ To be slow.

l-lutlut-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; mangi-; i-; mai-_. To bother, tease, annoy.

Imamatonak. Replicated form of matonak.

l-manman-ko, 4.v.tr. In-ko; mangi-; i-._ To arrange, prepare; to repair, fix.

Imattonak, 2.v.tr. In-ak; mangim; im-; main-im. To remember.


To pray for.

Impas. Chicken (very small).

Impos. Hot, heated up, feverish.

Imposan awak (the body, heated). Fever.

Ina. Mother.

In-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; smiaamukda. To look cross, unhappy.

Inaek, 3.v.tr. Inaek; mangina; inaen. To have as mother, guardian, or godmother.

In-afak-ko, 4.v.tr. Xin-ko; --en; --en; ma-_. To beat in fight.

In-afak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; in-; in-; ta-_. To be a weaver.

In-agcang-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; in-; in-; ta-_. To jump, leap across.

Inaisas, 3.s. It flows over, boils over.

In-alas-ak, 3.v.tr. Nen-ek; men-en; in-; en; ma-_. To cause water to flow over into rice plot.

In-aka-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; --ta-_. To cry, weep.

Inaklit. Bitter.

In-akme-ko, 3.v.tr. Nen-ko; men-n; in-n; ma-n. To join or arrange in parallel fashion, e.g., the hands or sticks of wood.

Inakob, 3.s. It smells, emits an odor.

In-alacho-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-; ta-_. To plow.

In-alliwak-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-; ta-_. To turn around.

In-aloi-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To be in the shade from the sun.

In-amud-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; in-_. To look sad, angry, displeased (i.22).

Inanak. The young carabao, horse, cow.

In-ang-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To laugh.

In-ani-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To cut the rice.

Inasaso. Clematis.

Inat-ak, 3.v.tr. In-ko; mang-; inaten; ma-_. To stretch.

Inatong, 3.s. It is hot.

Inchachawla. Direct, straight, without divergence or interruption.

In-chahit-ak, 4.v.tr. Xin-ko; in-; ma-_.

To place edges together, as in sewing.

Inchange. Slippery, smooth.

In-chdh cin-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To have confidence.

In-chhith-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To sew.

In-chipa-ak; plural. To be close together (persons).

In-chongchong-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To be going about idly.

In-chumok-ek, 3.v.tr. Xin-ek; men-en; in-en; muschumog. To place two things together.

Inchumog. Together, in juxtaposition.

In-chon-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-; ta-_. To work.

Inkeak. Apart, separated.

In-ekch-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; in-; ta-_. To fall, drop (from an elevation).

In-kaat-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-; en-; ta-_. To make a trip; to visit another town.

Infabalin. A merchant.

Infabiga, plural. Nen-_. To fight with sticks.

Infaflal [Ilok.]. Repentance.
In-fafawi-ak [Hok.], 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *in-*; *in-ta*. To be sorry, repent.

Infak, 2.v.tr. *Ininok*; *mangib; inan*; *mainfon*. To shout.

In-faluksit-aku, plu. *Nen-aku*; *in-*. To fight in numbers (Igorot fashion).

In-fangking-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To gamble.

In-fayu-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *in-*. *in-ta*. To pound rice.

Infeno [Sp.]. Hell, place of departed spirits.

In-filim-ak [Hok.], 1.v.tr. *Nin-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*; *mai-. To command, order, charge (v.43).

In-fildad-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To undress.

In-filiu-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To scare birds away from crops.

In-folok-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *en-ta*. To wash the hands.

In-fozza-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *en-ta*. To be a smith.

Inföylvölad. Naked.

In-fulaz-ak, 1.int. *Nin-ak*; *men-*; *en-ta*. To gather a crop of fruit, seed, like deep water.

In-inglim-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *i-*; *i-ta*. To kill (chicken or pig) sacrificially; to keep a feast.

In-inglim-kor, v.tr. *In-ko; mangi-*; *i-*; *mai-. To kill chicken for feast, to sacrifice; to sanctify.

Ingit. Bone.

Inigit. Black, blue, or any dark color, like deep water.

In-ingliyeb-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *i-ta*. To growl (dog).

Ingyau. Wild cat.

In-itlau-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To dream.

In-ikas-ak, 1.int. *Nen-*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To stretch oneself (as when tired).

In-imon-ak [Hok.], 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To be jealous.

Inimat. India-rubber.

In-imunan. Drinking cup or vessel.

In-isilawe-ak, 1.tr. *Nin-ak*; *en-*; *en*; *ma*; *suni-; mangi-. To persecute, impose upon.

In-isok-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To sow.

Inisolo. A teacher.

In-isau-ek, 3.v.tr. *Nen-ek*; *in-en*; *in-en*; *ma-. To equalize, make equal.

Initek, 3.v.tr. *Ininitek*; *mangiit*; *inten*; *mainit-. To make hot.

In-lut-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *en-ta*. To procreate, have sexual intercourse.

In-kaeb-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To do, act, make.

Inakagayangta, plu. To play at throwing.

Inakakawa. Midst.

In-kama-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To be under a curse.

In-kapui-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *min-*; *in-ta*. To be weak.

In-katō-tek, 3.s. *Nen-tek*; *in-*; *in-. To itch.

Inkebipakab, 3.s. It (the heart, body) throbs, heaves.

In-kiat-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To swim.

Inkilat. Red.

In-kinikim-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To wink.

Inklasan. At the same time, simultaneously.

In-kiaksal, 3.s. *Nin-*; *in-. To vibrate with a cracked sound.

In-lakasaang. Loose, not tight-fitting.

In-kilwa-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To move, wriggle.

In-kokokud-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To wear shoes.

In-lbatok-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *en-ta*; *umipalatokka-. To jump on a level.

In-lagkitoweng, 3.s. It is cold.

In-lalug-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*; *umipalatoweng*. To jump down.

Inlamait [Hok.]. Sweet.

In-langaang, 3.s. *Nen-*; *men-*; *in-. To shine, cast a glow, gleam.

Inlangieng. Fresh, young, green (not necessarily in color) (vi.39).

In-lilikchek, 3.v.tr. *Nen-chek*; *men-chin-. To move back and forth, as in grinding a tool.

In-lilikdak-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To travel about (vi.6).

Inligieng. Fresh, pure (water).

In-lochun-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To hide under grass or sand.


In-mutmut-ak [Hok.], 1.int. *Nin-ak*; *in-*; *in-ta*. To murmur, mutter, backbite.

Innana [Hok.]. The period of rest after the *samia* (transplanting of the rice).

Innasawan. Married man or woman.

In-nicho-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To warn oneself (xiv.54).

Innisio. *Moriaqueta* (boiled rice) fried with grease and salt.

In-num-ek, 3.v.tr. *Ini-ko*; *mangi-*; *in-en*; *mai-. To drink.

In-olong-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To have a good appetite; to be greedy.

In-önag-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To lie.

In-nongton-ko, 3.v.tr. *In-ko*; *mangi-*; *mai-. To take particular care.

Inoang, 3.s. He makes one.

In-ook-ak, 1.int. *Nen-ak*; *men-*; *in-ta*. To sow or plant seed.
In-cosit-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—ta. To ask or tease in a childish way.

In-be-eög-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—ta. To go down a hill.

In-ota-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To vomit.

Inpaafong. Act of joining two persons as man and wife in marriage.

In-paliing-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—ta. To go under shelter from the rain.

In-pakit-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To get under the shelter of a slight projection.

In-pala-lau-ko, 4.v.tr. Nin—ko; palais-wen; en; ma—an. To drive away, as in fight.

In-pallmus-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—ta. To beg.

In-patli-ak [Ilok. patay, death], 1.int. Nin—ak; in—ta. To kill, murder (iii,4).

Inpawachawadtaku, plur. To call a soul back from bad place.

Inpli nan. Judge.

In-sacha-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To bear a child.

In-sachag-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To lean.

Inseadevadak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To hop.

Insegante, plur. To be near each other.

In-akad-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To sweep with a broom.

In-sakit-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta; umipasakita. To be sick.

In-sakong-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To look back.

In-salak-ko, 4.v.tr. Nin—ko; in—; in—; umi—ko. To get in the way of; to defend with a shield.

Insaalif, 3.s. Nin—. It smarts.

In-sanib-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To hide oneself behind.

In-sanfè-ak, 2.v.tr. Nin—ak; men; in—; on. To make a hiding place.

Inapotti. Rough, not slippery.

Insengou, 3.s. It is fragrant, has a pleasant odor.

Inseoneo [M]. Incense.

In-alifik-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—; in—ta. To sob.

In-alkad-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—; in—ta. To brace one's feet firmly.

In-alikal-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To hunt for live in one's own head.

Inalif [Ilok.]. To use.

Inaltan [Ilok.]. The use.

In-altak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To sweep with a broom.

Inokat, 3.s. Nin—. To change; to molt (of birds).

In-nilat-at, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To get in the way.

In-soso-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To nurse (i.e., the child's act).

In-sosong-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To be angry.

In-saudud-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To report to parents; to complain.

In-tabtufug-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To float on the water.

In-tafun-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To hide oneself alone.

In-talenten-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To shiver, tremble with cold or fear.

In-talo-ak [Sp.], 1.int. Nin—ak; in—; in—ta. To wipe with a cloth.

In-tatala, 3.s. Nin—; men; in—ta. To fly about.

In-tani-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To jump up.

In-tibitibi-ak, 1.int. Nin—ta; men; in—ta. To whisper together.

In-titidt, 3.s. It drips.

In-ti-lim-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To peep, peer.

In-togag-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; in—; in—ta. To belch wind.

In-toitoi, 3.s. Nin—; in—. It (the water) falls.

In-tötöö-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; in—ta. To live, stay, abide, remain, reside.

In-töötöö-'an. Place for contents.

In-tutuyata, plur. Nin—ta; men; in—ta. To talk together.

In-uullui-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To go back and forth at short intervals.

In-uschungak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta; umuschungak. To look down.

In-wakle-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To screech, scream.

Inwaswasaswas [Ilok.], 3.s. It swings, vibrates (e.g., a pendulum).

Inyamões. Soft.

In-yangöö-ak, 1.int. Nin—ak; men; en—ta. To nod, give assent.

In-yap-ak, 1.int. Men; en—ta. To count.

Inyapyap, 3.s. It lightens.

Inyug [Ilok.]. Coconut tree.

Iowal-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; (—); ma—. To wear a necklace.

I-paal-ak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. In—ak; mängi—a; mai—a. To order.

Ipal. Fringe as of wakös.

I-pa-lifa-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; i—a; ma—a. To send (not a person).

I-pakakama-k [Ilok.], 6.v.tr. In—k; mangi—i. To cause to hurry, haste, be quick.

I-pakpakko, 4.v.tr. Inpakpako; mangipakpak; ipakpak; maiipakpak. To paste down onto, to stick.
I-pakudko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; i—; mai—; umipakudka. To stop, catch, save.
I-palokam-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; i—; mai—. To let out land to be worked.
I-palting-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; i—; mai—. To strike (fist and steel).
I-panad-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; i—; mai—. To take down.
I-pango-k, 4.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; i—; mai—. To lead, escort (a person).
I-pantalan-ko [Sp.], 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; i—; mai—. To wear trousers.
I-papanad-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko. To send; to put down.
I-papili-ko [Illok.], 4.v.tr. In—ko; i—; mai—. To cause, compel.
I-patkiu-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; i(—); mai—. To borrow or lend (not money).
I-patlo—ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; i—; mai—; mangi—. To use (e.g., a knife); to kill.
I-pawa-k, 2.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; i—; mai—. To forbid.
I-pawit-ko [Illok.], 4.v.tr. In—ko; gi—; i—; mai—. To send.
I-pil. Flute, mouth organ.
I-pit. Spoon-handle-shaped earrings.
I-pltek, 3.v.tr. In—ko, mangi—; i(—); mai—; umipitka. To pinch, catch (as in a door or with tongs).
I-pkot-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; mai—. To paste.
I-pa-pandek-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; ip—; mai—. To place prohibitive sticks.
I-pa-laak, 1.int. Nu—ak; pailata. To show oneself (144).
I-pa-la-k, 2.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; ip—; mai—. To show anything.
I-pakawat-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; ip—; mai—. To lend money.
I-paklau-ko [Illok.], 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; ip—; mai—. To contract, agree.
I-pangatsan-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangip—; ip—; mai—. To name.
I-ppatolik. Causative form of ittolik.
I-paye-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; ip—; mai—. To cause to be carried, to send.
I-payokko (See peyokko). To send.
I-pitil-ko [Illok.], 4.v.tr. In—ko; ip—; mai—. To force.
I-pochil-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mangip—; ip—; mai—. To feed (baby) with morsels.
I-pol-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangip—; ip—; mai—. To put, place.
I-pus [Illok.]. Tail; long black hair.
I-s, indefinite article. A, some.

I-sa. There, near by, where I indicate.
I-saad-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; i—; mai—. To place, lay down.
I-saa-k, 2.v.tr. In—k; i(—); mai—; umisakka. To take to town.
I-saak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; i—; mai—; (poisakko); mangi—. To finish, end.
I-saghi, insaghi. To dance at kanyau (women).
I-saghi, 5.v.tr. Insaghi; mungsaghi; isaghi; mawaghi. To use tobacco at a dance.
I-sak, am, ana, etc. Will? (introducing questions of request).
I-sakan-ak [Illok.], 2.v.tr. In—ak; i(—); mai—. To use, take, etc.
I-sakian-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mai—. To tell, narrate.
I-salak-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mangi—; mai—. To use, consume, to make.
I-salak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; mai—. To use, consume, to make.
I-san (For iisan). When. With part of.
I-san, an anongku. Since, after.
I-sanchoi (For iisan sanchoi), in that or in those. In those (i9).
I-sangut-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; i—; mai—; wamangutu; wamangutu. To use for sharpening, e.g., a stick.
I-sanik-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; mai—. To lie in wait for (anyone) in order to attack.
I-sao-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; i—; mai—. To dam or stop a river.
I-sapat-ak [Illok. Isapata, oath], 2.v.tr. In—ak; mangi—; mai—. To swear, imprecate (xvii).
I-saun. By and by.
I-savut-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; mai—. To hang up anything.
I-shak, 2.v.tr. Inshak; mungischa; ischa; maischa. To eat (flesh).
I-shal. There (off at a distance).
I-shal. Outside, out of doors.
I-shak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mungi—; mai—. To sow or plant seed.
I-shafi. Rice left in house.
I-shaf. Answer (ix,6).
I-sha. Urine.
I-sho-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mangu—; ma—. To urinate on.
I-shiak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangu—; mai—. To hit with one hand.
I-shiak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangu—; mai—. To hit with one hand.
I-shiak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangu—; mai—. To hit with one hand.
I-shiak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangu—; mai—. To hit with one hand.
I-shiak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangu—; mai—. To hit with one hand.
I-shiak-ko, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangu—; mai—. To hit with one hand.
Is ka figkatana. Day after to-morrow.
Is ka wakana. (Same).
Is ka sin wakaa. (Same).
Is ken (like French chez used with proper names). At the house of.
Iskipko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi; (—); mai-. To carry into the house.
Is kwabna. Down, below.
Is kwacha. At their house.
Islatko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mangi; (—); ma-. To put obstruction in the way.
Is-machom. To-night.
Isna. Here.
Isnan. In, with, from, by, as, etc.
Isnan akiu ainal. To-day, this day.
Isnan ka. In, on, at.
Isnan kawan. In the middle of.
Isnan mikalut. (Sam.)
Isnan tengan. (Same).
Isedsedko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi; i--; mai-. To press down (as in storing rice).
Isngangko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi; (—); mai-. To please; to present; to pity, have mercy.
Isokak [Ilok.], 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi; (—); mai-. To change, take initiative in exchange.
Isoloak, 2.v.tr. Inak; mungi; an; mai-as. To teach, instruct, preach.
Isolok. Another form of isolok.
Isoloakko, 2.v.tr. Inak; mungi; i-an; mai-. To be teaching.
Isoloakana. His teaching, doctrine, instruction (iv, 2).
Isnok, 4.v.tr. Ink; mungi--; i--; mai-. To put wood on the fire.
Isopak, 2.v.tr. Ink; mungi--; i--; mai-. To use the sopa (by cupfuls) in measuring.
Ispengak. Not good silver, rings bad.
Isaan wilt. This morning, some other past morning.
Isstik. A small grasshopper.
Issudsko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To report or complain of (e.g., a boy) to parents. (An expression used by small boys).
Iswak, 3.v.tr. Insuk; mungi--; en; ma-. To make equal, even; to equalize.
Isuppl [Ilok.], 5.v.tr. Ink; (—); (—); mai-. To exchange (money).
Isukko, 4.v.tr. Insukko; mungi--; (—); ma-. To deny, keep secret, deceive (xiv, 30).
Iswakaa. To-morrow.
Iswilt. To-morrow morning.
Itab. A cultivated bean, medium sized, with whitish eye.
Itabneko, 4.v.tr. Intabneko; mungitabneko; itabneko; mai-. To bury or tread in leaves in a rice plot for fertilization.
I-tadyayak, 2.v.tr. In-ak; mungi--; i--on; mai--an. To mock, deride, mimic or imitate (in speaking).
I-taunikko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To hide (iv, 30).
I-tagmindo, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai--; umitamindo. To press down.
I-takchigo, 4.int. Inko; mungi--; (—). To get up, stand up.
I-takedko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To tie one thing to another, fasten, tether, picket.
I-takinko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To take with (iv, 30).
I-taiato, 6.v.tr. Ink; i--; i--; mai--; umitaiato. To promise.
I-tanimko [Ilok.], 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To sow or plant.
I-tapekko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To dip anything (xiv, 20).
I-tripk, 5.v.tr. Intapik; (—); (—); mai--k; umitapik. To proceed, go on, add (followed by infin.).
Itohk, 6.v.tr. Ink; (—); -ta; mai--; umitetokko. To show, explain, expound, point out (iv, 34).
Itohko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; (—); ma-. To put (leaf, etc.) on head as protection against the rain.
I-teknagko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To strike butt of pinang (Igorot head-ax) handle in order to tighten head; similar act in emptying box.
I-telepsetik [Sp.], 5.v.tr. Ink; i--; -e; umitelpetika. To interpret.
I-tilmko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To peep, peer at.
Iting. Five bunches (fenge) of palai.
Itlug. Egg.
Itlug si yukan. Honey.
Itnengo, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; (—); ma-. To hit, not miss.
I-totaktoko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To use a spear.
I-tokangko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To upset, throw down. Cause to fall down (xi, 15).
I-tokcholo, 6.int. Ink; mungi--; i-. To sit in a chair.
I-tolodko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai--; umitako. To push, shove; to compel.
I-tonodo, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To plant rice.
I-toopko, 4.v.tr. Inko; i--; mai-. To tie together, as string.
I-tootopko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; i--; mai-. To supplement, make up to (a given sum). Itootopko santong ai siping isan sa isan.
Itpangko, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; (—); ma-. To try, attempt.
I-tukchilo, 4.v.tr. Inko; mungi--; mai-. To tie, hitch, tether (xi, 2).
Kadpas. Small piece of fanchala (ordinary blanket cloth) used by girls as tapia.

Kadwa-ek, 3.v.tr. Kina—k; mango—k; en; mako—. To divide into two parts.

Kafa-ek, 3.v.tr. Kin—k; mango—k; en; mak—. To roast (in fire).

Kafanig. Smallness.

Kafayo [Sp.]. Horse.

Kafot-ek, 3.v.tr. Kin—k; mango—k; en; mak—. To pull up by the roots.

Kag. Like, as.

Kaga-ek, 3.v.tr. Kin—k; mango—k; en; mak—. To chew.

Kagawia. Very good.

Kagbito. Hole (like a well).

Kagkagab. New.

Kagkagtin. Kicking game.

Kag kolokol. Screw, corkscrew; anything resembling an auger.

Kag nanal. Thus.

Kag natken. Changed in appearance.

Kag nganngb si chaila. The horizon (like the ending of the sky).

Kalachek, 3.v.tr. Kinaaidko; mangoiad; kaiachen; makaaid. To leave.

Kalaman [Ilok.]. Centiped (less poisonous variety).

Kalang. Spear with flaring barbs.

Kalani. Friend.

Kalikal. Stick for turning soil.

Kalikai-ak, 3.v.tr. Kinaikiko; mangoikai; en; ma—. To dig ground with stick.

Kalikai-ak. Stick for turning soil.

Kalihik [Ilok.]. 2.int. To be a fellow-townsmen.

Kalowek, 3.v.tr. Kinaikio; mangoio; koiyoen; makaio. To scoop with the hand.

Kalipakuchak (cf. ipakudko). My salvation.

Kalput. Young sprouts of kogon or roof grass (eaten by women and children).

Kalipoan. Urinal.

Kalilaysak. Persecution, oppression by one of superior strength.

Kalitanim. The new plants.

Kaloi [Ilok.]. General name for wood; specifically, the pine tree.

Kalu-ek, 3.v.tr. Kinauu; en; ma—; umikiau; mangoi. To get wood.

Kakaan. The taking away, removal.

Kakaango. Funny, laughable.

Kakaban. Place where something is produced.

Kakachak, 2.v.tr. Kinaikachak; mango-kod; kakaachan; magakakachan. To catch small fish in kukan.

Kakadi. Small fall of water, arranged for catching small fish.

Kakah. Nest of bird, or of chicken.

Kakakan, 3.a. It tickles.

Kakalau. Disgusting, filthy, abominable.

Kakal. The power to speak.
Ka-kamo-ek, 3, int. Kina—k; mangi—; ka—en; maka—. To be quick.
Kakaeglet. Harmful, dreaded, feared; danger.
Kakigkinek. Quietness, peace.
Kakuan. Pail, bucket.
Kakut. Rope.
Kala [Ilok.]. Honeycomb.
Kalafakab. Shrub or small tree, long leaves, plume-like top, wood pithy, sprouts eaten by Hokanos.
Kalafek, 3, vtr. Kinalakbo; mangalab; kalafen; makalaab. To climb.
Kalafilaf. All night; every night.
Kalal-aK, 2, vtr. Kinalaian;—am;—an; ma—am; umi—ka. To make marks, scribble.
Kalaka. Pockmarked.
Kalalalad. Happy.
Kalalak, 1, int. To come just now.
Kalang. Copper color, even on iron when heated.
Kalangkang. Tin can; piece of tin.
Kalap. A large variety of bean.
Kalapintelo [Sp.]. Carpenter.
Kalasaal. Shield.
Kalau. Basket (same as flki).
Kali. Voice, word, language.
Kalibae [Sp.]. Squash.
Kalifududud. Whirlwind.
Kalikong. Noise.
Kalimmataku. Pupil of the eye.
Kalka [Sp.]. Cargo, load.
Kalkalaka. New, newly made.
Kalkalo. Game with sticks, jackstones.
Kalla. Edible insect found in rice plots, used as bait in bird trap.
Kalib. Bundle of sticks to whip ricebirds.
Kalnelo [Sp.]. Sheep, lamb.
Kalokad. File.
Kalokong [Ilok.]. Filipino hat.
Kalolot. Ferrule for upper part of pinong (head-ax) handle.
Ka-lopta-kek, 3, vtr. Kina—yka; manga—g; ka—ken; maka—g. To turn inside out.
Kalotoxakid. The runo of a roof.
Kalaa. Road, trail (especially the larger ones).
Kaltiborkantib [Ilok.]. Scissors, shears.
Kalupit. An oblong telescoping basket.
Kalus. Low-toned gong.
Kaiut [Ilok.]. Iron or steel wire.
Kam— [Sp.]. Bed.
Kamak, 2, vtr. Kinmaak; mangama; kaaman; makamaan. To put under a curse.
Kama-ichan. Absence (ix,28).
Kamaschomachhim. Every night.
Kamatie [Sp.]. Tomatoes.
Kamel [M]. Camel.
Kamfaayan [Ilok.]. Cow-karabao.
Kamilek, 3, vtr. Kinamek; mangame; kamoken; makomo. To touch, put hand on inadvertently.
Kamoe. Face.
Kamowik, 5, int. In—k; mangi—;—wen. To hurry, make haste, be quick.
Kampilia [Ilok.]. A large knife or bolo.
Kamut [Ilok.]. Deadly thing, poison.
Kanak, 2, vtr. Kinaunik; mangaanik; kanan; makakanik. To say, name, call, ask (followed by quotation or form of words).
Kanak en mo. I say (to myself); I thought.
Kanchacho [Sp.]. Padlock.
Kanek, 3, vtr. Kinaiko; kanen; kanen; makakan. To eat.
Kanfan. Copper.
Kantunyan (same as Lumawig). Igorot deity.
Kanga. Loose, crumbling stones that hurt the feet.
Kangangaya. Something done with reluctance.
Kangau. Mask.
Ka-ngli-yek, 3, vtr. Kina—k; mangi—; ka—en; maka—. To wheel, make a wheel go.
Kangkangi. Wheel, pulley.
Kangkanga. (1) Shoulder blade. (2) Imitation gong made of tin can.
Kangnun. Goods in house or store.
Kangsa. Gong.
Kankai. Used in phrase "igai kankoi," not finished.
Kankaian (for kaang kayan). End.
Kankanen. Fried sweet-cakes, sweets.
Kankanis. Almost.
Kannai (intensive). Also, himself, etc.
Kannaual. A form of kite similar to the old-fashioned American kite.
K-anta-ek [Sp.], 3, vtr. Kinantak; mangi—; k—en; maka—. To sing.
Kanyau [Ilok.]. Igorot feasts, various kinds, anito believed to be present.
Kaoch-ek, 3, vtr. Kinaokko; mangao; kacocken; makaod. To dip (e.g., boiled kamote tops) with a koad.
Kaoed. Large spoon for pig's feed.
Ko-afa-k, 2, vtr. Kina—k; mangao; ka—an. To dig, excavate.
Kapi [Sp.]. Coffee.
Kapidwa [Ilok.]. Second relative.
Kapõs. Cotton.
Kapya. Prayer.
Kapyaek, 3, vtr. Kinaypyak; kapyan; kapyan; makapya. To pray to.
Karko. Name used by people from down the river for ordinary blanket.
Kasatamud. Edible; also food for thought.
Kassanga. Laziness.
Kassetan. A dark wood, used for spearshafts, pestles, pipes.
Kasikasin. More and more.
Kasin. Again, more.
Kasinak, 1, int. (—); kasin; kasinta. To repeat, do again. (With o and the infinitive).
Kasinek, 3, vtr. Kinasinok; mangasin; kasinem; makasin. Todoormakeagain.
Kasaiikab. Misery.
Kasiang-ak. 2.v.tr. Kin—ak; mang—; k—an; mak—an. To make different, alter by additions or mixing.
Kasikōsēıkōpak. 1.int. (—); kasikōsēıkō; kasikōsēıkōpta. To go where one has no right, intrude.
Kasōsegam. intj. What a pity! How sad!
Kasıypan. Bed (declined —pak, —pam, etc.)
K-as-to-wek [1lok.], 3.v.tr. Kin—k; mang—; k—en; mak—. To spend while traveling.
Kau. Brother- or sister-in-law.
Katakuak (same as matakuak). To live.
Katakuan. Life in this world.
Katakatoku. Crowd of people, multitude.
Katas [1lok.]. Milk.
Katat. Pouch of fur.
Katataa. A wonder, sign, miracle (vili, ili).
Katawatowen. Every year; always; forever.
Katengatengau. Every holiday.
Kata-ni-k, 2.v.tr. Kin—k; mangatin; ka—n; magka—n; kumatinika. To kiek as in a game, stamp on.
Katlaakang. Large, round, bowl-shaped pocket hat, regarded as inferior to the regular sotlong.
Kati [1lok.]. Bed.
Käth. A rash, like koli; itch.
Katiel. (For natoli after igal.)
Katōlan. Death.
Katokangan. Wife's father or mother.
Katon. Tender shoots of runo.
Katsalum. Needle.
Katasawian. Custom.
Katud. Tail feathers of chicken.
Katuyafong. Small house.
Kaufasaan [1lok.]. Vineyard.
Kaukauti [1lok.]. Hedge plant with pink blossoms in the dry season.
Kauusak, 2.v.tr. Kinusak; mangus; kausan; makausan. To scrape wood with knife or glass.
Kaufusasaan. Finishing, completion.
K-av-fut-ak, 2.v.tr. Kin—ak; mang—; k—an; mak—an; kum—ka. To scratch (as an animal).
Kawal. Spider.
Kawa or kawaan. The third or middle finger.
Kawachak, 2.v.tr. Kinawachak; mangawad; kawachan; makawachen. To beckon.
Kawal. —ko, —mo. Whereabouts, where, place, presence; time, period, day of, time of.
Kawakawakas. Every day.
Kawan (lanan). In the middle of.
Kawana. Middle, center.
Kawat. Debts due to others.
Kawat-ek, 3.v.tr. Kina—ko; manga—; ka—en; maka—. To borrow money.
Kawayan [1lok.]. Large bamboo, with thin exterior walls, long joints.
Kawek, 3.v.tr. Kanaak; mangawa; kawen; makawo. To grapple.
Kawin. Meat to take to work-field.
Kawis. Good (wide range of application).
Kawisek, 3.v.tr. Kinawisak; mongawis; kawisen; magkawis. To make good, well; to improve, repair.
Kawitan [1lok.]. Rooster, cock.
Kawochek, 3.v.tr. Kinawochek; mongawoch; kawochen; makawoch. To reach up after.
Kayaflu. Very small (anak si kachiu) fish.
Kayang. Crow.
Kayufana [1lok.]. Tree bearing prickly fruit with a strawberry flavor.
Keeng. A day in spring (April 13, 1905) when old man goes out alone to place kilau. No one sees him; but if anyone sees him, forfeit of a pig is paid.
Kekechek, 3.v.tr. Kinchedek; mangched; kekechen; makeched. To cut meat.
Kekik, 3.v.tr. Kinekeko; mangtek; ketken; magtek. To understand.
Kekik. Bugle.
Kekek, 3.v.tr. Kinkeko; mangkeke; kekeken; makekeke. To blow bugle or cornet.
Kekal. (1) Baby (male) till old enough to be named. (2) Angeworm.
Kem (probably abbreviated form of ngagom). Used to express indignation in asking questions. Kem popotkan ai umali? Why do you persist in coming?
Ken. To, for, with (especially with personal pronouns and names of persons).
Kengan. Large red ant with severe sting.
Kengokoh, 2.v.tr. Kinengokoh; mangsgang; kengohan; makenkhan. To cut hair square at the ends.
Kepaan. Place to put.
Kettak, 2.v.tr. Kietsak; mangtek; ketfan; maketsan; kamuetsanka. To bite (used of dogs and other animals).
Kettek, 3.v.tr. Kentekeko; mangtek; ketken. To understand.
Ketwab. Cellar, grave, tunnel, hole in the ground.
Kiblat. Scar.
Kleching. Goat.
Kichia. Shrub of pea family, yellow flower, beans edible.
Kichid. Eyebrows.
Kidikchek, 2.v.tr. Kinidkchek; mangidkig; kidikchekan; makidkchekan. To scrape potatoes or other vegetables with a knife before cooking.
Kifuek, 3.v.tr. Kinifuk; mangifu; kifuen; makifu. To make muddy.
Kiknaek, 3.v.tr. Kinénaik; mánge—; kínea; makínea. To feel a physical sensation, to feel pain.

Kitong. Forehead.

Kitudan. Dragon fly, medium sized.

Kluchek, 3.v.tr. Kiniudik; màngud; kíuchik; makíud. To dip water with cup, gourd, can, etc.

Klud. Cup.

Kiwači. Poison.

Kiwaček, 3.v.tr. Kinéwak; màngíwa; kíwcen; makíwa. To stir.

Kiwačitan. Place for waste.

Kiwek, 3.v.tr. Kinéwek; màngíwe; kíwek; makíwe. To touch, move, handle.

Klyag. A plate of woven bamboo.

Klyau. A large yellow bird (onomatopoetic).

Köbek, 3.v.tr. Kífak; mànggöfa; kőben; magfa. To burn pottery.

Köbkaf, 2.v.tr. Kinewbökaf; kóbköfan; maköbökfan. To rub, scrub (e.g., a tool with sand).

Köchal (past part. magché). The washout of a rice plot.

Köcheng. Caterpillar.

Köcheng. Then.

Köchegai. Therefore, këchéng ai nakaeb, Thus it came to pass.

Köchegchi. That is all.

Köchéng et mo, intj. Well, then!

Kochh. Hide, skin, leather.

Kochkicker. Dirt basket.

Köchalek, 3.v.tr. Kimkalek; màngčeh; kóčeh; mágchéh. To cause earth to slide down, start a slide.

Köchangan. The crossing of a river, ford.

Ködchangek, 3.v.tr. Kíndo; màng—; kód—en; mag—. To cross (a river).

Ködchawek, 3.v.tr. Kinačauk; màngčau; kódchau; mágchéau. To make, change. To beg, ask.

Ködkocheng (redup of köchéng).

Kofa. Loin cloth of bark.

Kofnyažhol [Sp.]. Governor.

Kógazak, 2.v.tr. Kógazak; mànggaz; kógazan; makógazan. To wipe.

Kogika-Ichek, 3.v.tr. Kínokaidko; mangoka-id; kogika-ičën; makoka-id. To hunt for kóto by separating the hair of another person, or feathers of fowl.

Kogkokek, 3.v.tr. Kíngkogoko; mangokog; kogkókken; makokogok. To drum, beat upon, rap on, knock.

Kogoak, 2.v.tr. Kíngogak; mango; kógoan; makogoaan. To scratch the flesh.

Kogongek, 3.v.tr. Kíngongoko; mangong; kogongen; makongong; kongongka. To strike with the fist.

Kolog. Large fishing basket.

Ko-klak, 2.v.tr. Kino-ak; mango—; mako—en. To scratch.

Koko. Toe or finger nail (human).
Kökó-chek, 3.v.tr. Kinókolko; mangó-kój; —en; makókúd. To cut off (e.g., meat) (xiv,47).
Kokolong. Bird trap made of sticks.
Kokud. Hoof of animal, man’s shoe.
Kokwa [Hok.]. (—ak, —an, —an, etc.) Possessions, wealth, riches.
Kola [Hok.]. Paste.
Kolak. Danduff.
Kolang. 3.s. It lacks.
Kolang-ak, 2.v.tr. Kinolangak; manolang; —an; ma—. To lack of what one had; to subtract.
Kolangat. Buttocks.
Kolat. Gristle of meat.
Kōlem. Hair on pubis.
Kolid. Itch.
Kōlib. Thunder.
Kolit. Leprosy.
Kollug. Basket for kūago, probably identical with fūnhi.
Ko-lo. Shin of the leg.
Kolokol [Hok.]. Anger, ginet.
Kolokol-ak [Hok.]. 2.v.tr. Kinokokolak; —ân; —an; mâ—an; mangokolak. To bore a hole with an auger.
Kolen. Grass for thatching.
Kolong. Chicken cage.
Ko-long-èk, 3.v.tr. Kinó—ko; mangó—; ko—en; makó—. To put chickens in a cage.
Kolop-ak, 2.v.tr. Kinolopak; manolop; kolopon; mâ—an. To cover the face.
Kolop-èk, 3.v.tr. Kinolopko—en; —en; makolop; mangolop. To pick up the crumbs.
Kolot. Negro.
K-ðit-ak, 2.v.tr. Kin—ak; manglöt; k—an; mak—an; kumatka. To cut another’s hair.
Kolypseep. Heat lightning.
Kolyo [Sp.]. Mail.
Komaebak. Lint. Kinaebak; kamaeb; kamaebta. To make.
Komaebak-ak, 1.v.tr. Kinmaebak; kamaeb; kamaebta; makamaeban. To dig (xii,1).
Komas. Mosquito.
Kamos. Large house.
Kom. Straw.
Komolyo [Sp.]. Mail carrier, courier.
K-ðom-an-ak, 2.v.tr. Kin—ak; mang—; k—an; mak—an. To cover (with cloth or paper); to wrap.
Kompana [Sp.]. Bell.
Komut. Toes (human); feet of animal.
Konene or koneso [Sp.]. Rabbit.
Kongen. Sorrow, sadness.
Kongkong. Knee.
Kongoan. Pigpen.
Kongok. Hollowed karabao horn, used as bird searner.
Kongl. Plant resembling ginger.
Konsehales [Sp.]. Council; counselor.
Koongan. High-keyed gong.
Koop. Owl.
Koosan. Log slide or shute.
Kosek, 3.v.tr. Kinoesko; mangos; koonen; makoons. To slide or shoot logs.
Kopiat (same as okia). Skin of fruit.
Kopikop-èk, 3.v.tr. Kinó—ko; mangó—; ko—en; makó—. To example (e.g., paper).
Kopokop. Human skin.
Kōpōtanak, Lint. (—); kōp̂ōtan; kōp̂ōtan; To be stingy.
Koputan. Mushroom, eaten raw, sweet, looks like pokeb; but not so soft.
Kosa. The domesticated cat.
Kosoko-ak, 3.v.tr. Kino—ko; mangó—; ko—en; makó—. To wind into loose skins or hank.
Kosina [Sp.]. Kitchen.
Kosinelu [Sp.]. Cook.
Kōsip. The rainy season.
Kosoko-ak [Hok.]. 2.v.tr. Kin—ak; mâ—an; k—an; mak—an. To shave (man or pig); to peel bark from wood with an ax or knife.
Kosokos. Torn leaves of tobacco.
Kōt. But.
Kotad. Fifty bunches of palai; in some towns, twenty-five.
Kōtan. Snail of elongated form.
Kōtang. Garden path between beds.
Kotim. Green palai.
Kōtim-èk, 3.v.tr. Kin—ko; mang—; k—en; mak—. To eat green palai.
Kotit-ak, Lint. (—); (—); —to. To be last, least, poorest.
Kōtmo-chak, 2.v.tr. Kin—chak; mang—d; k—chan; mak—chan. To cut off member of a living body.
Koto (see makutwanak). (1) Blister. (2) Louse.
Kotok. Meaning.
Kotong. Ground containing many rocks (iv,16).
Kotti. Small snail.
Kotuelas [Sp.]. Beans, similar to European and American varieties.
Kōwani. Word.
Koweng. Ear.
Kōyad. Hamstring.
Koyat. Young bird in nest.
Kōyōng. Child of five or six years of age, same as onganga (see word).
Kubkub. Storage place at end of angan (sleeping place in house).
Kudtwa. Half of anything composed of many parts.
Kudtwa ai kalka [Sp. carga]. Half a load.
Kulak. Dandruff.
Kuliweng-ak, 1.int. Kin—ko; mang—; k—an; man—. To turn around.
Kuliweng-èk, 3.v.tr. Kin—ko; mang—; k—en; mak—. To spin, make go around.
Kumaaanak, 1, int. Kin-ak; ku-; ku-ta. To go away, go forth, get out of the way (ix.30).
Kumeaebak, 1, vtr. Kumeaebak; kume-eb; kumaebia; (makaeb). To make (ix.5).
Kumalang, 3, s. Kimalang. It (the body) swells, or is swollen from wound.
Kumalang, 3, s. Kimalang. It is red-hot.
Kumangó, 3, s. It makes sound like gong or metal.
Kumafé. Acid, rough, irritating to the taste (e.g., unripe papaya or pine).
Kumawat-ak, 1, int. Kin-ak; ku-; ku-ta. To borrow money.
Kumawí-ak, 1, int. Kin-ak; ku.; ku-ta. To be good.
Kumachang-ak, 1, int. Kin-ak; k-; k-to (machkachang). Takes object with isman. To go across a stream.
Kumachau-ak, 1, int. Kin-ak; k-; k-to (machkau). To beg a favor or gift.
Kumachí. Enough for all, when distribution is made, e.g., of ischa (meat).
Kumik cinéak-ak, 1, int. Kin-ak; ku-; ku- ta. To be quiet, peaceful.
Kumpai [Ilok.]. Sickle to cut grass.
Kuplab-ak, 2, vtr. Kinuplabak; --an; --an; ma--an. To pick off, peel off.
Kusa. Black seeds used for beads.
Kutiau. Nightcap.
Kuwí. Small red ants.
Kuyuchek, 3, vtr. Kinuyokdo; mangoyod; kuyuken; makuyod; kumuyod. To lead, draw.
Kwachá, is. At their house.
Kwak [Ilok.], possessive pronoun. Mine.
Kwalchá [Sp.]. Guard, porter (xviii.34).
Kwatto [Sp.]. Room.
Kwam [Ilok.], possessive pronoun. Thine, yours.
Kwamí [Ilok.], restricted possessive pronoun. Our, ours.
Kwana [Ilok.], possessive pronoun. His, hers.
Kwayu [Ilok.], possessive pronoun, only for plural. Your, yours.
Kweek (onomatopoetic). Bullfrog.

L

Ladwit (same as yadwit). Grasshopper.
Lafaaan. Large red bird, hawk.
Lafang. White spot on skin of man or animal.
Lafi. Late at night.
Lafel [see verb menlafol, to consult, etc.]. Auspicious signs given by birds when consulted at face.
Lagek, 3, vtr. Nilagek; menlaka; laggen; malakac. To make.
Lagfu. Pay wages.
Lagfuak, 2, vtr. Nilagfuak; menlófu; lagfun; malagfuan. To pay the month; to earn by work.
Lagiet, 3, s. Inlagiet. It drizzles.
Lagsan. Basket for cutting angó.
Lagek, 3, vtr. Nilagesko; menlako; laggen; malakac. To cut up potato tops.
Lagui. Greens, pot herba, salad stuff.
Lal. A vine from which fiber is gotten.
Laitachik, 5, vtr. Nilaatidko; menlaid; laitaichio; malailaid; laitaichia; tolóv. To love, like, desire, want (xii.31).
Laléchik, 5, vtr. (same as preceding).
Lalaw. A tengau in which forfeits are paid, in wood or palai, by those who go to work on that day.
Lailakachik, 3, vtr. Nilaaiakidko; menlailaid; lailaichio; malailaid. To like very much; to praise [M].
Lakachi [Ilok.]. A saw.
Lakachek [Ilok.], 3, vtr. Nikolachik; menlakach; lakadchik; malakach. To saw.
Lakan. Travel.
Lakaan. Large dragon fly.
Lakl. Boar, or male of pig, of karabao, of domestic cattle.
Lakimak, 2, vtr. Ni-ak; men--; an; ma-an. To singe (as chicken or pig).
Lakowak, 2, vtr. Nilakowak; menlako; lakowa; malakow. To buy.
Lakud. Name of place, not definitely located, down the river from Bontok.
Lakud (same as chalat). Matter, difficulty, trouble.
Lakuna. Value, price, “sake” [M].
Laliak, 2, vtr. Ni-ak; man--; an; ma--an. To call chickens, trill, call the wind; to defy enemy.
Lalaki. Male.
Laliakuan. Shop, tienda.
Lalaya. Small red pepper.
Lalóg. Common fly.
Laman. Wild pig, boar or other.
Laman. Taste.
Lamanak, [Ilok.], 2, vtr. Nilamanak; menlaman; lamanan; malamanan. To taste the flavor of.
Laming. Mushroom, “brown, sweet, grows on mountain after grass is burned.”
Lamisa [Sp.]. Table.
Lamot. Root.
Lampa. A savory herb, similar to purslane, growing on rice-plot walls.
Lana [Ilok.]. Oil (coconut).
Lanaak, 2, vtr. Nilanaak; maniana; lanaan; malanaan. To grease, anoint the body.
Lanad. Local name for rest-house near the landak.
Langat. Red loin cloth.
Langfalan. Small dragon flies found around rice fields.
Langagi. Sore with proud flesh; cold sore; fever blister; canker in mouth.
Langa [Ilok.]. “Breadfruit.”
Langlangana, 3, s. (--) ; (--) ; (--) ; malanglanga. To cast a glow upon.
Lango-ek, 3,v.tr. Ni—k; men—; —en; ma—. To make dry.
Langtai [Ilok.]. Bridge.
Lanb. Lard.
Laneti. Yellowish wood of which pipes and as handles are made.
Laoasak, 2,v.tr. Inlaosak; menlaos; laosan; malaosan; limaooska. To pass through or by.
Laplapan. First, before.
Las-alak, 2,v.tr. Linasak; —an; —an; ma—an. To outrun, beat (in any contest).
Lasing. Rice that settles under the apin, or apian; lara to eat it.
Laslas. A bark fiber, often colored with osoti.
Lassa. Nettle of ruho.
Laasut (same as kaasut). One hundred.
Lasiw. A leaf manure for rice plots.
Lata. Tin-plate in any form.
Latap. Beginning of the rice harvest.
Lateng. It is cold.
Lat. Rust.
Laus-anak, 2,v.tr. Ni—ak; men—; —an; ma—an. To pass by (v, 48).
Lavasak, 2,v.tr. Nilavasak; menlavas; lavasan; mulaavasak. To wash clothes.
Lawa. Evil, forbidden thing.
Lawak, 3,v.tr. Nilawak; menlawak; lawakan; mulawakan. To wash clothes.
Lawag. The world; condition of the physical world; weather.
Lawing. Bad, wrong.
Laya. Ginger.
Lecchong. Finger.
Lekau. Hole (x, 28).
Lekeat-ek, 3,v.tr. Lineketao; men—; —en; ma—. To waste.
Lenga. An edible seed, roasted, dry; gunpowder.
Lengag. Soul, life.
Lengas. Black wax covering rain hat.
Lenged. Dam.
Letao [Ilok.]. Desert place.
Letek. Rings of brass among beads.
Letelato [Sp.]. Picture.
Liang. Tomb in the rock.
Libkan. Long trough for pounding rice at chuno.
Libla [Sp.]. A pound.
Liba [Ilok.]. Scales for weighing.
Liblaek [Ilok.], 3,v.tr. Niliblak; menlibla; liblas; malkila. To weigh.
Liblan. (1) Level or comparatively so (applied to path along mountainside). (2) A variety of tawan.
Lichilek, 3,v.tr. Niliichigo; menlich; iichilen; malkichig. To twist tightly.
Lifa. (1) Phosphorescent wood, "fox fire." (2) Echo.
Lifo. Cloud, fog.
Ligo. Winnowing basket.
Lild. Cross-eyed, squinting.
Likalo [Sp. regalo]. Gift.
Likatna. Difficulty.
Likau, same as ilgo.
Likofentaku. Nilikofonta; menlikofota; likofon; malikofot. To throng, press around, surround.
Likon. A rest for pot or olla to sit on.
Lileng. Fish, 5 to 8 inches in length, similar to the sucker.
Lima. (1) Arm as a whole. (2) Five.
Limapan. Fifty.
Limon [Sp.]. Lemon.
Limowsok, 3,v.tr. Limowse; limowcen; malimo; unmilimoka. To make round, spherical.
Linangos. Logs of firewood.
Linga-chek, 3,v.tr. Ni—dek; men—d; —chen; ma—d. To open the eyes.
Lingen. Bird trap with noose.
Linget [Ilok.]. Perspiration.
Linukau [Ilok.]. Rice cooked with much water.
Lipes [Ilok.], (allied to malpas, same as cho-ek). Termination of the rice harvest.
Lipasek [Ilok.], 3,v.tr. Linpasko; menlipas; lipasen; malpas. To finish (xii, 30).
Lipyak. Groin.
Lischig. An edible snail, found in river.
Lislon [Sp.]. Leeson.
Liskau. Hole.
Lisila. Annual stone-fight feast at end of rice harvest.
Lita. Paste.
Litaek, 3,v.tr. Linitak; menlitak; litaen; malita. To paste.
Lita-tang. Broth of meat, chicken, etc.
Litogi [Ilok.]. Law.
Liuli. Idiot; idiotic; fool; foolish, crazy, insane, silly.
Liuli-li. A kind of leaf used ceremonially to hold blood of pig at sanggyor or sangfu.
Liuliwesak, 3,v.tr. Niluliwesak; menuliwesak; liuliwesak; maluliwesak. To amuse, play with (a child). —
Liwid. Friend.
Liwin. Eddy, whirlpool.
Liwis. Around.
Lochin. Water jug of gourd.
Lofichek, 3,v.tr. Linoichoke; menloch; lofichen; malofid. To make string or twine.
Lofid. String, twine or topis or loin cloth woven from same.
Lofid ai kapan. Girl’s cotton topis or waist.
Lolig. A white, soft, chalky earth, found in the hills northeast of Bontok, probably tale or kaolin; used by the natives to clean their hair.
Lokam. Grass or weeds.
Lokam-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni—ak; men—; —an; ma—an. To pull up grass and weeds.
Lokloket. Curly hair.
Lokmog. Bolled kamotes.
length.
Lokod. A measure.
Loko-cek, 3,v.tr. Ni–bko; men–b; —fen; ma–b. To bend up so as to
make a scoop or hollow.
Lokolok-ok, 3,v.tr. Ni–ko; men–; —en; ma–. To creep, crawl under.
Lokom-ek, 3,v.tr. Ni–ko; men–; —en; ma–. To condemn (xii,40).
Lokpos-ek, 3,v.tr. Ni–ko; men–; —en; ma–. To slip off, e.g., beads from a
string, or paper from a roller.
Lolo. Kuno.
Lolokian [Ilok.]. Small oranges.
Looman. Nightmare.
Lomamös-ak, 1,int. Linamamösok; (—); —ta. To become fat, fleshy.
Lomfa. Race.
Lömööm. Storm, typhoon.
Lomfus-ak, 1,int. Lin–ak; (—); —ta. To be free.
Lo-of. Yellow, ripened (term applied to
boun).
Lööm. Hallway or passageway of house.
Lopa. Looking-glass.
Lopolojo [Sp.]. Cabbage.
Loput [Ilok.]. Clothes.
Losab. Board; floor or ceiling; plank.
Lososit. Sternum, breastbone.
Losong. Rice mortar.
Lota. Soil, earth, ground, the earth as
distinguished from the sky.
Lowu. Basket for carrying palai, pota-
toes, etc., on the head.
Lluglugkuk, 3,v.tr. Nilugułuke; men-
lugułuko; luglugkuen; malugułuko. To
toussle, ruff up the hair.
ma–. To cook too much, overcook.
Lulutek, 3,v.tr. Niluluke; menulute;
ulutek; malulute. To clear out a water
passage; to remove stoppage; to
thrust a spear or stick into.
Lumalaw-ak, 1,int. Lin–ak; lu–;
lu–ta. To flee, to run away (v,14;
xiii,14).
Lumaku-ak, 1,int. Linamakuak; lumaka;
lumakuta; malukwan. To buy
(with is or islan).
Lumalasal, 3,s. It projects.
Lumamag-ak, 1,int. Lin–ak; lu–;
lu–ta. To go up, ascend.
Lumasa-ak, 1,int. Lin–ak; lu–;
lu–ta; ma–anaw. To pass through
(ix,30).
Lumawig. Iгорот deity.
Lumeng-ak, 2,v.tr. Linu–ak; —an;
—an; ma–an. To manure, fertili-
tize.
Lumfut-ak, 1,int. Ni–ak; (—); —ta.
To go through (with islan).
Lumfas, 3,s. It runs, spills over.

Lumnek-ak, 1,int. Ni–ak; (—); —ta.
To go into a hole, e.g., rat or lizard;
to dive into the water.
Lumnekan si akiu. The west; sun set-
ting.
Lumusfut-ak, 1,int. Linmusfutak;
(—). To come suddenly.
Lumwag, 3,s,int. Nilmawag; okalum-
weag; other forms, lummag, nilummag.
To boil; it is boiling.
Lumunok, 3,v.tr. Ni–ko; men–; —en;
ma–. To roll up a blanket or mat.
Luskau. Hole, e.g., in a board.
Luskau-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni–ak; men–;
—an; ma–an. To make a hole in.
Luting. Small pine branches fit for fire-
wood.
Lutilta-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni–ak; men–; —en;
ma–an. To beseech, urge; to lay down
the law (v,10).
Luvfan. Large sour orange.
Luwa. Round, open basket, in which
palas and kamotes are carried on the
head.

M

Maamas. Dim, obscure, disappearing.
Maachi, intj. Intensive, emphatic, collo-
quial (xiv,20).
Mafak-taku. Na–taku; mafak; ma-
fa. To beat in corporate battle.
Maakawan; na– (from akiu, the sun)
Subject to the sun’s direct rays.
Ma-alai-ak, 1,int. Na–ak; ma–;
ma–ta. To be absent-minded.
Maimengmeng. Stunned.
Ma-alweng-ak, 1,int. Na–ak; (—);
—ta. To be dizzy.
Maaluan. A cool, shady place.
Ma-ang-ak, 1,int. N–ak; (—);
—ta. To laugh or smile.
Ma-anud-ak, 1,int. Na–ak; ma–;
ma–ta. To drown.
Maanuka (from anukek). Possible.
Maapiau (passive of apayawek).
Apprehended.
Maapak. Double, twina.
Ma-agang-ak, 1,int. Na–ak; ma–;
ma–ta. To stifle, suffocate; to stop
breathing.
Maapik, —cha. Twina.
Mauuni. Late.
Ma-auni-ak, 1,int. Na–ak; ma–;
ma–ta. To be tardy, late.
Mawawan [Ilok.]. (Igorot phrases:
“Adik mawawan; aikum maawa-
tan?”) Understood.
Mabaiak, 1,int. Nabiak; mablai;
mablaita. To be tired.
Mabluk. Rotten, decayed (fruits, etc.).
Mabo. Wet, moist.
Mabat, 3,s. It is split (the wood, tim-
ber); it “cheeks.”
Machakachakö. Larger, bigger.
Machapchapig. Flat.
Ma-chauchau-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be beyond.

Machonot. Rotten, decayed (paper, cloth, wood, etc.).

Machunget, for madchinchingut. 

Machakikla. Sleep.

Madcchani. About 2 o’clock a.m.

Madcchan, nad—. Overgrown, overrun with weeds or grass.

Madchillyo [Ilok.]. Bricks.

Machówdáchowachia. By companies or ranks (vi,39).

Madmacchawi. Further.

Madno. Work.

Madtwa. Doubled, split.

Maekak, 1.int. Naekak; maek; maekt. To sleep.

Maekchagak, 1.int. Naekchagak; maekchag; maekchaga. To be fallen (passive of ekchakak) (xii,25).

Mafa awan [Ilok.]. Empty (house).

Mafikauak, 1.int. Naafikauak; maifkau; maifkaua (with tanen). To desire greatly.

Mafikikae. Stronger, worthier (i,7).

Mafikut. Lean, thin.

Mafikutak, 1.int. Naafikutak; mafikut; mafikutta. To be thin.

Mafokok. Eaten, drilled by insect which distributes a fine dust (as in corn and certain kinds of wood).

Maföflög, 3.s. To be numb, "asleep" (as the foot or leg).

Maföftöt. Cut by ax or knife.

Ma-fotut-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To swell as in dropsy.

Ma-funyaakan-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be baptized.

Ma-futeng-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be drunk, intoxicated.

Magakiu. From about 10 to 12 a.m., daylight.

Maged-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To cut oneself accidentally.

Magkiu. Pretty, beautiful.

Magtek. Easy.

Ma-ichauchau [M]. Offering gift, sacrifice.

Ma-id [like Sp. "no hay"]; There is not; (with a verb) nothing.

Ma-id tagtakuan. Without inhabitant, uninhabited.

Ma-id kaangkayana. Without end, always.

Ma-ikadtwanpoo. Twentieth.

Ma-ikadtwanpoo ya ōang. Twenty-first.

Ma-ikatunpoo. Thirtieth.

Ma-ikapatpoo. Fortieth.

Ma-ikallmanpoo. Fiftieth.

Ma-ikanšmpoo. Sixtieth.

Ma-lapitonpoo. Seventieth.

Ma-ikawanpoo. Eightieth.

Ma-ikalampoo. Ninetieth.

Ma-ikagkasut. One hundredth.

Ma-ikadtwankaasut. Two hundredth.

Ma-ikaobak (passive of ikaobko). To be buried.

Maingnilin [M]. Consecrated, hallowed.

Ma-losan. Wilted, withered, dried, as by heat of sun.

Ma-löteng. A dwarf.

Ma-isaw-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To wander, go astray.

Ma-itanman, naitman. The planting.

Ma-iuag, 1.int. Na—; maiu; maiuta. To be sick.

Maka-. Prefix to verbs giving signification of ability, e.g., itagtagi, I run; makataagagok, I can run.

Makaamo-ak, 1.int. Nakaamook; (—) —ta. To be able to know (v,43).

Makaan (from kaanik). Healed, sickness removed, cured.

Makaangnen-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—ta.

Maka. To be able to do (ix,22).

Makabteg-ak, 1.int. Na—ok; mauntek; fütken. To be able to tie.

Makadwa. Divided in two.

Makafasol [Ilok.]. A sin, trespass done against one.

Makagat. Rough, uneven to the view.

Makalada —kayu (passive of kaičhek). Farewell, good-bye (said by anyone departing).

Maka-itsa, 1.int. Naka—; makula; makulata. To be able to see.

Makamaan. Better, recovering.

Makalak-ak, 1.int. Na—ak (see kalafek). To be able to climb.

Makamam. Quickly.

Makakan. Food, fruit.

Makaktan. Better, recovering.

Makalekak, 1.int. Nakalekak; makalek; makalekt. To be base, unable to speak.

Makall-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; mikali; mikalita. To go with.

Makan. Cooked, boiled rice.

Makapul [Ilok.]. Weak.

Makaskop-ak, 1.int. (from sumkep). Na—ak. To be able to enter.

Makasolo-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be able or become learned, wise.

Makafalindk. 4.int. Na—ko. To be able, strong.

Makawat. Debt due from others.

Makékkëchëng-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be alone (ix,2).

Makimit. Blind (passive of kimitok).

Makamékëng (generally with plural ending). All share alike.

Maknëg. Whole, not torn or broken; not slouching (applied to a man who stands erect).

Makëkkëchëngtaku (plural only). To be alone (iv,34).

Makolap. Dim-sighted, weak-eyed.

Makolut. Wrinkled (e.g., the skin).

Makolyata-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To see indistinctly on account of the glare of light (viii,24).
Makrip. Afternoon, early to middle, when the sun slants somewhat.

Makunulan. Recovering from sickness.

Ma-kutwan-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To have a blister on the hand.

Makwani. Called, named, (the things) specified or commanded.

Makwani at. That is to say.

Makya-i. Loose, not tight (viii,35).

Malaaigan [Ilok.]. Since, after (an interval of time).

Malaiad. Beloved (pp. from laichik).

Malaking [Ilok.]. Wise, bright, smart.

Malaka. Made (passive of lagek).

Malakai [Ilok.]. Old.

Malakalaki. Older.

Malalap-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To see indistinctly, have imperfect eyesight habitually.

Malanoi. Essay.

Malasim-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To be prevented, hindered, shut out (e.g., from partaking of, or returning from, a feast.

Malatengan-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To be cold.

Malelengan. Clear water.

Malengag (or malmalengag). Brave.

Malichung-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To forget (used with ismah).

Maligwat-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To start (vii,24).

Malikat [Ilok.]. Difficult, hard.

Mallilawe. Around, on all sides.

Malimlimo. Round.

Malinet-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. (linget perspiration).

Malsisikeng. Round like a disk.

Maliton. Pregnant, with child (xiii,17).

Maliliw-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To be crazy, insane.

Malmalan (or malaroloi). Comparative of malanoi.

Easier.

Malefubchong, Nal-. Blistered.

Maloka, 3.s. Hair, or feathers, stand on end, e.g., pig, chicken, in conflict or fright.

Malokotan-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To sleep late in the morning.

Maloyuchang-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To be faint from lack of food (viii,3).

Malpo. From.

Malpoak, 1.int. Nalpoak; malpo; malpo-ta. To be or come from.

Maitilloy [Sp.]. Hammer.

Maluyau. Dry (of malango).

Mama [Ilok.]. Buyo or betel nut and palm.

Mamadfao. Reduplicated form from ovfachek.

Mamadkit. Unmarried young woman.

Mamagkan, na-. Dry, dried up, after being wet.

Ma-makataku (plural only). Na-. To go head-hunting.

Ma-mala-ak, 1.int. Na-; ma-; ma-ta. To menstruate.

Mamanga. To branch out, put forth (iv,32).

Ma-mangati-ak [Ilok.], 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To hunt wild chickens.

Ma-mangpango-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To be first (ix,55).

Mamangaat (from bostek). Care, solicitude, supervision.

Ma-matai-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To sacrifice a pig or chicken.

To keep patai at papatian (xii,33).

Mamatoi. Half dead, dying.

Mamatsong. Hot.

Ma-mengwit-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To catch big fish with hook (ismon).

Mamidwa. Twice.

Mamla. Strong (tobacco).

Mamitlo. Thrice.

Mamkaas, Nam-. 3.s. Bearing fruit (iv,8).

Mamkasan. Time of fruit bearing.

Ma-momonek-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To have grease around the mouth after eating.

Mamonga. Fruitful.

Ma-moteg-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To have a cold in the head.

Man, intj., an intensive expression.

Ma-nagni-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To dance (women) at kanyau (vi,22).

Ma-nakati-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To get swab.

Ma-nakchu-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To get water.

Manakop (from chakopel). A gatherer of taxes (ii,15).

Ma-nalan-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To walk (xi,16).

Ma-nalifeng-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To dance (with the gongs).

Ma-nalo-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To feed pigs (v,14).

Manalufut. Suddenly.

Ma-nana-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To have venereal disease.

Ma-nanum-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To water, attend to the watering of rice plots.

Ma-neoha-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To eat tōča or luncheon.

Ma-nfit-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To dig weeds (various kinds) for pig food before kamote tops are ready.

Mangaat. How many times? How often?

Mangaban. The making, creation.

Mangachiuak, 1.int. Nangichiuak; mangachiu; mangachiuta. To catch kachiu or liteng anyway.

Ma-nagalu-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-; ma-ta. To gather firewood.
Mangalitu-taku (plural only). Nag—taku; mangayu. To walk in procession, beating shields, on the way to menladui.

Mangakad-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To catch small fish in okat.

Mangaklu-ak, 1.int. Nag—ak; mana—; mana—ta. To go a-stealing.

Mangakliang-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To wear an aklang or waist.

Mangalak. Hen that lays eggs.

Mangalma. Five times.

Mangalukai-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To sing after war.

Mang-an-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To eat.

Mang-aang-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be dumb.

Mangan ilanak fikhat. To breakfast.

Manganop-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To hunt game.

Mangapat. Four times.

Mangapinins. Once.

Mangapito. Seven times.

Mangapo. Ten times.

Mangapoo ya osang. Eleven times.

Mangapoo ya walo. Eighteen times.

Mangapya-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To pray (xiii.18).

Mangasa-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To catch ikans in a trap.

Mangasiam. Nine times.

Mangawalo. Eight times.

Mangayogka-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To sing in low, guttural fashion cf. young men.

Mangayeng-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To sing (howl) at sunrise or chowsi.

Mangill. Stranger, visitor.

Mangimatonan (from matonak).

Mangipinpanan, mangipinpanan. To have decayed teeth.

Mangit-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To have stomach ache from overeating.

Mangitan. Condition of rice, cooked with too much water, and overcooked so that there is a bad odor.

Mangitlug. S.a. Nan—. To lay an egg.

Mangkai, nan. Finished, done, all gone.

Mangmang. A religious feast on chicken or pig in case of sickness.

Mangooza-ak, 1,int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To catch chata with trap.

Mangodochichi, Last.

Mangofö-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To catch nilaga with trap.

Mangíngen. What does it matter?

Mangilak, -am, -ana, etc. (inflection of mangi, inf. of chengan). (The one who) hears (III.17).

Mangónom. Six times.

Mangonto-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To catch small fish with hooks.

Mangópák, 1.int. Nagópák; mangóp; mangópta. To be sufficient; to satisfy.

Mangos-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To follow along down course of the river.

Mangoslog-ak, 1.int., same as preceding.

Mangös. Orphan.

Mangpug Nan. Victory, or victorious aggressive expedition.

Mangpug-taku, plus. Na—taku. To fight, overcome; to devastate. (Obj. with id.)

Mangudichi-ak, 1.int. Nag—ak; mang—; mang—ta. To be the last.

Mangununa-ak, 1.int. Nag—ak; mang—; mang—ta. To be first.

Manguslog-ak, 1.int. Nag—ak; mang—; mang—ta. To go or come down (lx, "

Mangichok-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To use the siehe in fishing.

Mangigat-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To get runo (or reeds) for fence.

Mangikid-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To go up a steep hill.

Mangilub-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To feel for fish under edge of stones in the river.

Mangipla-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To chop down trees.

Manka. Mango.

Mang-long-ak, 1.int. Nan—ak; man—; man—ta. To go toward the source of a river.

Mani. Peanut.

Manok (gen.). Chicken.

Manubia-ak, 1.int. Nanubiaak; manubia; manubias. To smoke tobacco.

Manulai, 3.s. It rains.

Manupakau-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To gather flowers.

Manslu, 3.s. The rain stops.

Manok-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To have diarrhea.

Man-og-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be grown, adult; to grow.

Mangoong-ak [Hok.], 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be crazy, insane.

Man-sísang-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be alone.

Mangowat-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be hungry.

Marchong-ak, 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To be wild, violent, bad-tempered, fierce.

Mapagkatang. Thorny.

Mapalid. Sharp (knife).

Mapapsaloho, Long and narrow.

Man-pak [Hok.], 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To go home.

Manpasma-ak [Hok.], 1.int. Na—ak; ma—; ma—ta. To have fever.
Mapata, 3.s. It dawns.
Mapilal. Lame.
Ma-pingaan-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To have a tooth missing; to
have a nick on the edge (of a tool).
Mapno. Full.
Ma-poka-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To walk in sleep.
Ma-pug-taku, plu. Na-taku; ma-
ma-ta. To hide away, take refuge.
Ma-sama-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To forget.
Masang-sannyo. Quickly.
Ma-sangut-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To forget, lose the trail.
Ma-sapul-ko [Hok.], 4.v.tr. Na-ko;
manapul; sapulin. To need.
Masasaklu. Slouching, careless ap-
pearance.
Masasaklit-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be sick for a long time.
have a course of sickness (ix.24).
Ma-sasaau-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To make a mistake (xii.24).
Maschok, nas-. Evaporated.
Maschom. Night.
Ma-sfa-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be sated, tired of, lose
taste for.
Ma-siil-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
To be dazzled (isanan).
Maasilut. The twine snare in a tingan.
Ma-skaw-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be cold.
Ma-slip-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To get wet.
Masmasop. Nearer.
Masongtanak (passive of sosongtek).
To be sooled.
Ma-soni-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To stand on the head, fall
heldlong.
Ma-sdylp-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To sleep.
Ma-spag-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be disgusted with food
from overeating.
Masunl. Upside down.
Mata. Eye, face.
Ma-taa-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To wonder, be astonished
(isonan).
Ma-taku-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be alive, saved (x.26).
Matangpapan [Hok.] (past part. from
tangpapak). Blunt, rounded, as op-
posed to masangyusan.
Mataktakchag. Taller.
Ma-tataku-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be alive, to live.
Matawan. After (in time) (viii.31).
Matek. Leech, bloodsucker.
Matekwafan (past part. of tekkwafak).
Open, opened.
Ma-tengil-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To have a stiff neck.
Matenteng. Colored, darkened (as
when dye is put in water).
Ma-tlig-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be sick of, disgusted with
(used with isanan).
Mat-matan-ak, 1.int. Nat-ak; ma-
matau. To go a little farther
Matätog. Stone-bruised.
Ma-tılı-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To die.
Ma-tokang-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To fall limp (as intoxicated
man, or tree when felled).
Maton. Reminder, monument, mark.
Matonak, 2.v.tr. Matonak; mata
matonak; mamatonak. To place a
memorial monument, mark, reminder.
Ma-tongeg-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be annoyed, deafened,
made "crazy" by noise.
Matotood. Standing upright.
Matowab. Very early dawn.
Ma-toweng-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be deaf.
M-attopak-ak, 1. int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be unequal.
Ma-tutuya-taku, plu.v. Na-taku;
ma-. To confer; to converse (as men
in ato).
Maum. Ripe.
Mavakog. Round-shouldered, stooping.
Mavfalatfat. To be in a row or line.
Mavfallingo [Hok.], 4.aux. (—); maf-
alin. To be able.
Mawilt, 3.s. It is early, begins to dawn.
Ma-wiwi-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be thirsty.
Ma-yamong-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; ma-
ma-ta. To be among (with isanan).
Melikano. American.
Menanifatak (see enanifatak).
Meniau, nen—. Equal (xlv.56).
Men-kwab-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-
men-ta. To be down, below.
Men-lafil-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-
men-ta. To consult birds at fowi.
Menlokam-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak; men-
men-. To remove grass and weeds
from soil.
Men-papangall-ak, 1.int. Nen-ak;
men-. men-. To come very soon,
quickly.
Miehongpit. Broken or crooked-nosed.
Midchiko [Sp.]. Surgeon, doctor of
medicine.
Mi-fuig-ak, 1.int. Na-ak; mi-
mi-ta; umi-ka. To go with.
Mi-kadila-ak, 1.int. Ni-ak; mi-
mi-ta. To slip.
Mikadwa. Second.
Mikakalut. Mingled with, in the midst
of.
M-i-kali-ak, 1.int. Ni-ak; mi-
mi-ta. To come with, be with (xlv.67).
Mikaima. Fifth.
Mikalut (with isanan). In the midst of.
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Mi-kalut-ak, I.int. (with isan). Ni-ak; mi--; mi-ta. To be in the midst of.
Mikanöm. Sixth.
M-i-kao-b-ak, —am, —an. To be buried.
Mikaofan nan natöl. Burial place.
Mikapat. Fourth.
Mikapito. Seventh.
Mikapoo. Tenth.
Mikapoo ya ösang. Eleventh.
Mikapoo yad twa. Twelfth.
Mikapoo ya walo. Eighteenth.
Mikatio. Third.
Mikawalo. Eighth.
Miki—, verbal prefix, signifying action with another or others.
Mikial-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-ta. To come with (xiv,17).
Mikifaaaa-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To go to the trolley (sleeping place for girls).
Mikifaffaga-ak, I.int. Ni-ak. To take part in fight with stones.
Mikikan-ak, I.int. (with ken). Ni-ak; mi--; mi-ta. To eat with.
Mlikimiaa-ak, I.int. N-ak. To attend church.
Mikilala-ak [Ilok.]. I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To dance in company.
Mikilyp-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To sleep with.
Mikitutuya-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To talk with (ix,4) (used with ken).

Mima. Sharp sprouts of kogon which prick the feet like soka (sharpened sticks placed on the trail).
Mimiaan. Church building.
Minasang. Big, angular bananas from Maeng region; tobacco from the same region.
Minangmangill. Green, long-limbed, flying insect. The Igorots, finding one in rice house, say he brings rice there.
Minokon. A ball of twine.
Mipatol (passive causative part. from ittolik). Turned back, returned, converted.
Miskau-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-ta. To fall from a standing position.
Mikit. Obstacle, hindrance; in the way.
Miklat-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-ta. To be in the way, to be an obstacle.
Milaned. Second (when numbering persons or individual members).
Mikokhi-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To stumble, to stub the toe.
Masono. Wood cut into pieces for burning.
Mistole [Sp.]. Master, teacher, foreman.
Misulau. Afternoon, late.
Mitakin-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To come with.
Mitomb-ak, I.int. Ni-ak; mi--; mi-to. To be sleepy, drowsy.

Miwawal, 3.s. It says.
Miyamongak (like mayamongak). To be among.
Miyek. White ant in flight.
Mii. If, when.
Mii. How (after comparatives).
Mii adi ankaal. Except (vi,4).
Mögmö-kak, 2. v.tr. Minögmökaak; mömögmö; —kan; ma—kan. To feed chickens.
M-o-gaan-ak, I.int. N-ag; m--; m-ta. To fill, satisfy (oneself) (viii,8).
Molak, 2.v.tr. Minolak; moion. To be careful of; to beware of.
Moka. Soft stone.
Moking. Skull.
Mokotaal. Because.
Molang. Might, possibly, probably (iii,14).
Moling. Hard stone.
Mönalek, 3.def. To be hungry enough to eat anything, no matter how bad.
Montula [Sp.]. Saddle.
Mô-sa. If.
Moteq Cold in the head; mucus from the nose.
Moting. Small broken grains of rice; small glass beads.
Mutmut-ak 2.v.tr. Minutmutak; men--; —on; ma—on. To murmur against, backbite.

N

Naamo. Tamed.
Nachalat (like chalat). Matter, affair.
Nafuas (pass. from fuasek). Past, matured.
Naiaman. Sore, wound.
Naimötaal! But, yet, notwithstanding, nevertheless however.
Naak. (See Anaka.)
Nakas. It came to pass.
Nakasat. Lucky.
Nakolit, —ld. Leper.
Nalaing [Ilok.]. Wise.
Nalaaka [Ilok.]. Cheap.
Nalakud. Matter, trouble, difficulty. "Ngag naa nalakud?"
Nalikat. Difficult.
Namagana. His need.
Namatok. Midday (the sun overhead).
Nan. The (def. art.).
Nanai. This.
Nanaicha. These.
Nanchi. That.
Nangatungato [Ilok.]. Taller, greater.
Nangato [Ilok.]. High, lofty; high in rank or grade (ii,20).
Nangawat, nan—. Debtor, the one who owes.
Nangilan, inf. of ilak; used with past tense after lanan.
Nangina [Ilok.]. Costly, precious, valuable.
Nanginipapanga. Long-chinned.
Nangkai. Done, finished.
Nanolo-ak, —am. Knowledge (vi,2).
Nansana. That.
Nantodi. It; that.
Nantossa. That.
Nantosaacha. Those.
Nan twa. Both.
Naoyong [Ilok.]. Bad tempered, violent.
Napapangle. Pure, purified.
Napatdí. Wounded.
Napodot [Ilok.]. Hot, feverish.
Nasugkusukan. Dried at the fire.
Natkönkön. Many kinds.
Navlicheng. Water-soaked (wood).
Navfulfulgcha (they follow together).
Fellowship.
Nawakasana. The next day, on the morrow (used in narration of past events) (xi,12).

Nayapo. A word used to describe the suspension of hospitality during a kanyou.
Nayayau, opposite of makñög.
Nenfala. Outside.
Nenkatöl, nan—. The dead.
Nengan. Old, mature, elder, oldest; mengeneng, older.
Nenkawa. Sun overhead.
Nenkwa, nan. Owner.
Nentonga nan akiu. Midday, noon.
Ngaag. Bad; wrong.
Nga. What?
Ngaeg, —önka, —one, etc. Why?
Ngangal. Piles, hemorrhoids.
Ngangak. Dumb.
Ngamgamna. Edge (e.g., of a table).
Nganangan [Ilok.]. Nearly, almost.
Ngasa. Breath.
Ngasup. Face, countenance.
Ngatsan, or ngachan. Name.
Ngibinifak, 2.v.tr. Ngisinifak; mengíbíngifak; mengíbíngifan; mengíbíngifan.
To gnaw little by little, to nibble.
Ngilinan. Set apart for religious use.
Ngingnek, 3.v.tr. Nginίginíko; mengíginí; nigíginíon. To stoop down and look under (e.g., a house).
Ngolat. Corrobor.
Ngolub. Snout of a pig.
Ngo-maak-ak, 1.int. Ngín—ak; ngo—; ngo—to. To become bad.
Ngo-machen-ak, 1.int. Ngín—ak; ngo—; nodo—. To become to be, to become.
Ngo-mato-ak, 1.int. Ngín—ak; ngo—; ngo—to. To go high.
Ngubus [Ilok.]. Cigar stub.
Ngoobos. Bean, slim pod, eaten as a string bean.
Nikát. Pitch, glue.
Nilablafaan. Common kind of kilaua, shaped like bird with extended wings.
Nilekea. Mainit salt, in cakes.

Niloko. Large kamotes, much esteemed.
Nimnim. Thought, will, intention, plan.
Nimnimk, 3.v.tr. Nimnimk; nimnim; menimnim; umimnimka.
To think of.
Nimnimk, 4.v.tr. Ní—ko; enmen—; ma—. To think of.
Ninichuan. Fireplace, not for cooking, but for warmth.
Nomona. Enough.
Nuang [Ilok.]. The karabao (common buffalo).

O

Oblakan. Especially made luca, in which palás is stored for future mangángang.
Öbb. Spring (of water).
Obobfunan. Open place, sometimes paved with stones, where boys play and talk.
Öbifana; mangööb. The hen broods.
Obofe. Trap for lileng.
Obtek, 3.v.tr. Infiko; mangot; obten; mabot. To pick a boil or blister.
Ocha. Eel trap.
Ocha-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mango—; o—an; mao—an. To catch chali with trap.
Ochaa-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mangocha—; ma—an. To catch chali with trap.
Ochán. Rain.
Ochíchí. Hind legs of animal.
Ocho. (1) Point of a tree or knife.
(2) Interjection of derision.
Öchög. The back of the body.
Öfan. White hairs.
Ofasa. Native official in the town.
Oft. Rectum.
Ofo-ek, 3.v.tr. Inofok; mang—; en; ma—. To bring or carry what requires many trips back and forth.
Ofo-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mangofo—; an; mofólan. To catch lileng with trap.
Ofund. Sand.
Ogan. Small pot.
Ogkayek, 3.v.tr. Inokaioko; mangokai; ogkayen; maokai. To let alone.
Ögnak, 2.v.tr. Inögnak; mangan; ögnan; maögnan. To hold in or by the hand.
Ögögléo-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en; ma—; amöögögléo. To frighten.
Ogoko-cheke, 3.v.tr. Inogokodoko; mangogokod; —chen; mangogokod. To tell a story, narrate.
Ogoko. Story, narrative.
Ol. Yes.
O-1. Ratán.
Oifun [Ilok.]. Young animal, horse or buffalo.
Olno-ek, 3.v.tr. Inonok; mang—; en; ma—. To throw down in a hole.
Ol, ol, intj. Look here!
Ökab. Grasshopper basket to carry into the field.
Okat. Basket for catching small fish.
Okat, intj. An exclamation made when anyone snoozes.
Okat-ak, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en; ma—. To forcibly wrest from, deprive, take away, snatch.
Oken. Puppy.
Oki [Ilok.]. Mucus from eye; female sexual organ.
Oklp. Wedge to tighten anything.
Okis. Outside skin or husk, of corn, bananas, etc.
Okisak, 2.v.tr. Inokisak; mangokis; okisan; mokisan. To remove the okis of fruit, corn, etc.
Okitt. Shell of fingsa.
Okitak, 2.v.tr. Inokitak; mangokit; okitan; mokitan. To pull out a fingsa from the shell.
Okiu. Dry season.
Oklong. The uvula (thought by the Igorots necessary to distinguishing food).
Okmon-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en; mokmo. To swallow.
Oko. Sow (hog).
Okokai-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; en; en. To stroke flesh of sick person; to caress.
Okom. A high official.
Okös. Mark.
Okös-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mang—; an; ma—. To mark.
Oköt. A girdle of braided grass.
Okpat-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en; ma—. To draw out, pull out (xiv.47).
Okto-woek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mang—; en; ma—. To pull off, e.g., head of ax or a tooth.
Olas [Sp.]. Hour; time; clock, watch.
Olmo. Dew.
Olo [Ilok.]. Head.
Ölong. Nose.
Öltok, 3.v.tr. Inólto; mangolt; öltlen; malót. To make tight; to hold tight.
Olug. Sleeping place for girls.
Olut. Straw or stem of palai.
Olwan. Head of ax.
Ömal. Intj. It is disgusting!
Ömomko. Tip top of sugar cane and runo.
Ömonod-ak, 1.int. In—ak; o—; o—ta. To go behind, to follow (used with isan or ken).
Ömononodak. Progressive form of the preceding.
Ömoopulina [Ilok.]. An official in the office.
Ömosab (same as osab). Suds, froth, etc.
Ön-mofock-taku, plu. In—taku; o—. To be scattered (xiv.21).
Ömali-ak, 5.v.tr. Inamoks; —n; —n; ma—; mooms; umibumoks. To bathe anyone.
Ön-agkial-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To sneeze.
Ön-avfang-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To play.
Ön-ayueng-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To sing Igorot fashion.
Ön-chadayu-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To be vain, proud.
Ön-chakasai-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To sit flat, with the legs straight.
Ön-chakunnaia-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To sit side-ways like a child.
Ön-chaoiak-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To lie down in any way.
Ön-chipag-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To lie on the back.
Ön-faloing-ak, 1.int. Nen—a k; men—; ön—ta. To turn somersault.
Ön-fantai-ak. Guard, keeper; herder of sheep or goats.
Ön-fantai-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; ön—; ön—ta; funantaiaka. To be a guard-ian, keeper (isam).
Ön-fastok-ak, 1.int. Nen—a k; men—; ön—ta. To sit squatting.
Ön-foton-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To keep guard.
Ön-gakan. A liar.
Öngakan, 1.int. (—); —ta. To be a liar.
Ön-nganga. Boys or girls.
Öngong, intj. Foolish! Silly!
Öngonga. Child.
Öngot [Ilok.]. Coconut tree and fruit.
Önka (for umöika). Go!
Önkaatak, 1.int. Nen—; ön—; män—. To pull grass, particularly yearly occasion at papataia.
Ön-kakimia-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To be in the center, middle.
Önkan. From now, until.
Önkan adwan. Until the present time.
Ön-kayaback, 3.s. It flaps.
Ön-kayetkot-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To shiver; to chatter (said of the teeth).
Önkuayu, plu. Go!
Ön-köfia-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To burn pottery.
Önkökösian, 3.s. It throbs.
Ön-kümia-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To fold arms to keep warm.
Ön-kümia-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To shell off some palai by motion of fingers.
Ön-laaka-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To make (followed by in).
Ön-laak-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta. To call out to scare away the birds.
Önlaaide. Happy.
Ön-lukub-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; ön—ta; umipalakfubbo. To lie on the face.
Önoba. Door.
Önoba-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; ön—; ön—ta. To work by the day, especially working out taxes.
Önochón, 3.s. It rains.
Önochek, 3.v.tr. Inonokoko; mamond; onochek; maonod. To follow along with (vl.1).
Onchood. Dizzy.
Onm. Six; —poo, sixty.
Onona. First, previous, previously.
Ononena. Strong, good (or better) tobacco.
Onong-ak, 3.v.tr. In—ko; manganon; on—en; ma—. To quarrel or fight against.
Ononong. Trouble, confusion, controversy.
Onononga, plu. int. To fight.
On-oayd-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To sleep with the legs straight.
On-oks-aak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To whittle with lips.
On-owas-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To wash.
On-paktil-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To sit crosslegged.
On-paseak [1lok.], 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To take a walk, walk around.
On-piling-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To lie on the side.
On-poko-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To sleep with legs curled up.
Onsaat. Carpenter.
On-safaat-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To work as a carpenter (isman with object).
On-sakaakaka-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To limp from sores between the legs.
On-sang-et-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To blow the nose.
Onsebang. Yellow rice, not quite ready for the harvest.
Onta. Let us go.
Ontagtag-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To run.
Ontaku [for umitaku]. Let us go, we go.
Ontaun-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To peep, peer up over.
Ontanlak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To plant, sow (isman).
Ontayton-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To be shivering, trembling.
Ontay-ek, 3.v.tr. Nen—ak; mon—en; on—en; mon—a. To divide in half (tenga).
Ontibitik-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To whisper.
Ontitiwatu, 3.s. (The dog) wags his tail.
Onto-ak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; mang—; an—; ma—. To catch small fish with hook or worm.
Onton-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To plant rice.
Ontotongcho, 3.s. The highest (v,7).
Onwas-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; on—; on—ta. To scrape down, as ratan.
On-yongyong-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To bow the head.
On-yuchong-ak, 1.int. Nen—ak; men—; on—ta. To squat with head bowed on arms.
Onkakek, 3.v.tr. Inookiko; mango—ak; ookaten; moomok; umookika. To let alone (iv,8).
Onsek, 3.v.tr. Ino—ek; mangop—; opol—en; maop. To make dull.
Onsek, 3.v.tr. Inokep; mangop—; opol—en; maop. To soak, saturate, moisten.
Onseop [1lok.]. Forge, bellows.
Onseop [1lok.], 3.v.tr. Inoooko; mangopoo; opoopen; maop. To forge.
Onpak. Outer bark or husk of cane (e.g., lolo, sugar cane).
Onseab. Froth, suds, effervescence.
Onseang. One, a, one more, the other.
Onseang, 1.int. N—ak; ma—; on—ta. To be alone.
Onaat. Splinters, cross filaments of imperfect fractures.
Onseek. Seed.
Onsek, 3.v.tr. Inooiko; mangoos; oscen; maoos. To eat sugar cane.
Onseang. One only.
Onsun. Upon, on top of.
Onse. Rice grains with hull adhering.
Onsad. Brother or sister.
Onse. Pig meat.
Ontang [1lok.]. Loan.
Ontag-ek [1lok.], 3.v.tr. In—ko; mang—; en—; ma—. To borrow money.
Ontek. The topmost point of a tree.
Ontek [1lok.]. Marrow, brains.
Onteng. Stem (e.g., of mushroom or ax).
Ont. Penis.
Ontomatol ("akit ankai omataol"). Nearly dead (v,28).
Ont-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mang—; en—; ma—. To cook, boil.
Onitol. Death.
Ontok. —m., na. Use, significance, purpose. "Ngag nan otk iman pilak?" "what use is the money to me?"
Ontok. Sharp upper point of ax blade.
Ontoyak, 2.v.tr. In—ak; men—; on—. To ridicule, rail at.
Ontut. Rat.
Ontufak, 3.v.tr. Inofakko; mangoofad; eken; maorofad. To untie, loosen, unloose (xi,2).
Onwa. Big snake, "dragon."
Onwaal. Necklace.
Onwaas. Large storage basket for grass-hoppers.
Onwos. Blanket for ordinary use (same as pita).
Onwaas. Nickname.
Paa-chawli-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; —en; mi—. To cause to go far away, thrust away.


Paa-mo-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; mi—. To tame.

Paa-at. At all.

Paa-at-ek, 3.v.tr. Piaoatko; maaat; —en; mi—. To intend, mean.

Paa-tong-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; mi—. To make hot.

Paa-fangan. A dormitory building.

Paa-ta-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; —en; ma—. To cause to swell (e.g., rice in cooking).

Paa-chho-kah-ek, 3.v.tr. In—lek; mangi—; —len. To make large, increase.

Paa-chang-ek, 3.v.tr. Piaoachangko; —en; ma—ok; puiiachangka or umi—ka (ken). To walk hand in hand, or arm in arm.

Paa-chang-lek, 3.v.tr. In—lek; mangi—; —len; mi—le. To make smooth or slippery.

Paa-chek. Stick to support kilau.

Paa-chi [Ilok.]. Priest. "Father.


Paa-chid-lek, 3.v.tr. Inpaahtidiiking; mangi—lig; —liken; umi—lika. To cause to scramble.

Paa-chipad. Runo stick as prohibitive sign.

Paa-chog. Young rice plants ready for transplanting.

Paa-chong. Term, limit, boundary.

Paa-choko. Seed bed.

Paa-no-ek, 6.v.tr. In—k; —en; —en; ma—; manon. To give as work.

Paa-no-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k, etc., as padok. To make to work.

Paa-fchang-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; (—); (—); mi—. To burn in the fire.

Paa-kalang-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; ma—. To blow a charcoal fire to make it hot.

Paa-kat-ak, 2.v.tr. Piaoakhat; —en; —en. To put thorns on.

Paa-kawat-ek, 3.v.tr. Inpaakatoko; mangi—; —en; mi—; umi—ku. To lend.

Paa-kieliek, 3.v.tr. Inpakieko; mangi—pakieko; papekiel; mippakieko. To spin, e.g., a penny or a top.

Paa-paq. Forest, woods.

Paa-pakacha. Heel of the foot.

Paa-la. 2.v.tr. Piaaak; mami; piaan; mapaakon. To furnish, supply.

Paa-la. Wing.

Paa-laek, 3.v.tr. (other parts supplied from ippoiko). To put.


Pa-lla-ek, 2.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; (—); mi—. To show.

Pa-lleng-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; mi—. To cause to rest.

Palmo. Or.

Pa-laono. Ilokano; Filipino.


Pakka-ak, 1.v.tr. Nen—ek; men—; en—ta. To come to beg for something.

Pakka. Ax handle.


Pakka-ak, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; —en. To cause to speak.

Pakken, 3.v.tr. Pianakako; mmaaken; pokanen; mmaaden. To feed an animal or person, to wait on table.

Pakang [Ilok.]. A kind of rice that needs little water.

Pakaun-ke, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; (—). To cause to do again.

Paka-t. Small thorns.

Pakawen-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; mi—; umi—ka. To forgive, pardon (x1.25).

Pakawa-i-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; mipoagkasie. To make good, repair.

Paklia-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; mi—. To make red.

Pakka-ek, 3.v.tr. Inpaahtieko; mpaiko; mpaikoko; mpaiko; umppaikoki. To make quiet.

Pakkaoo [Ilok.]. Contract.

Pakkaaw-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. Inpaahtieko; —en; mi—. To contract.

Pakkaaar-eek, 3.v.tr. Inpakoreaiko; mpaiko; mpaiko. To make hard (yn32).

Pakoo [Ilok.]. Palai.

Pakosaw-ek, 3.v.tr. Inpakwakoko; mpioagkwakob; —en; mpioagkwakob. To let down, cause to descend.

Pako-ek, 3.v.tr. Piaakoko; mmaoko; pakokeen; ma—; pumakoko. To strike, as with a stick.

Pala [Sp.]. Shovel, spade.

Pala. Soot.

Palaak, 2.v.tr. Nen—ak; —en; —en. To move, take away.

Palaakitoweng-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; mangi—; mi—. To make cool.

Palaia-chik, 3.v.tr. In—ko; —en; mangi—; mi—. To make cool.

Palaia-ek, 3.v.tr. Piaaloidako; —ken; —ken; ma—; umppaaloideko; mmaaloia. To toss up (e.g., a coin) for choice or in play.

Palaia-ek, 3.v.tr. Inpalaikoko; —en; ma—i—u. To let go, or escape, involuntarily.

Palaakad. Pineapple.

Palaaking. Small frog.

Pala-au [Ilok.]. Very.
Palam-sek, 3.v.tr. In—oško; mangi—ob;—en; mi—ob; umi—oška. To fatten by feeding.
Palamkana [Ilok.]. Basin.
Palaau [Sp.]. Plaza, park.
Paleyin. Aorrn.
Palisisk-ek, 3.v.tr. Pinalokisko; malalochia;—en; ma. To roll tobacco into a
  cigar.
Palez. Handle of head-ax.
Palyut-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;—en; mi—. To cause to go through.
Palmichan. Grindstone.
Pali-chek, 3.v.tr. Pinalidiko;—oken;
  —oken; mapalid. To sharpen a knife.
Paldpud. Red-brown berries worn as
  beads.
Pali-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—;—en;
  mi—. To send back from distant place.
Pali-kat-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;—en; map—. To cause discomfort; to
  torment, oppress; to make to work
  hard.
Paliwawta. The center of hair at
  crown.
Palooe-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;—en; mai—. To let go, release.
Paloan. A hard wart; a very hard
  stone.
Paltog [Ilok.]. A gun, pistol.
Paltok-ak [Ilok.]. 2.v.tr. Pinalotak;
  malalatug;—en; ma—. To shoot.
Palu-kek, 3.v.tr. Inpaluagko; mangi—;
  ken. To cause water to boil.
Palupo, 3.a. It runs fast (river).
Pamaltingan. Bag to hold flint and steel.
Pamienta [Sp.]. Spice, pepper.
Pana. Strand, beach.
Panan. Ladder.
Panakkian. The anus.
Panangetan. Nostrils.
Panchalas [Ilok.]. Adze.
Pankann. Ferrule on lower end of
  ax handle.
Panga. Chin, lower jaw.
Pangapo. Large branch of tree.
Pangak-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko;—en;
  —en; ma—. To hurt, spoil.
Pangasad [Ilok.]. Please!
Pangachingan. Wrist.
Pangafon. Household, family, all who
  are living in one house.
Pangan. Children all of one family.
Panganan. Large wooden tray.
Pangan-ek, 3.v.tr. Pimagango; mamangango;—en; ma—; punangango.
  To feed.
Pangap. Living relations.
Pangato-pek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. In—k;
  mangi—;—en; mi—. To lift, exalt,
  promote.
Pangau. Bottle; anything of glass.
Pangaya-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k;—en;—en;
  ma—. To hurt, spoil.
Pangek. A pest.
Pangit-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—. To dye a dark color.
Panglai-kai. Doorway, opening into the
  house.
Pangutuk-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko;—en;
  mi—; umi—ka. To startle, frighten.
Pangungkai. Handle.
Pangulo. Fore leg of pig.
Pannakasale [Ilok.]. Temptation.
Panpan-wil. Fire or flame tree, a va-
  riety of acacia.
Pantai. Door-opening.
Pantog. Brass button.
Pantoli. Bow and arrows.
Panyo [Sp.]. Handkerchief, veil.
Paong. Stork.
Papai [Ilok.]. Why?
Papak. Wings or tabs of kite.
Papam [Ilok.]. Bait.
Papangisuk, 3.v.tr. Pidnapangigo;
  —en; —en; ma—; manngao. To
  purify by separation.
Papangkai. Nearly night, before
  supper.
Papatai or papatalai. Sacred grove
  where religious sacrifices are made.
Papawal-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—. To lighten, bring in light.
Papil [Sp.]. Paper.
Papoko-wek, 3.v.tr. In—oko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—. To clean, make white.
Papoli [Sp. paper]. Steamboat.
Pasaik-au, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; len—;
  umi—ka. To cause to go home.
Pasaka. Pigeon, dove.
Pasakad. Hoe or mattock.
Pasek. Wedge for splitting wood.
Pasing-ek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. In—ko;—en;
  —en. To make clean.
Paskap-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—; umi—ka. To cause to
  enter, go in, come in; to bring in.
Paskwa [Ilok.]. Easter, Christmas.
Paapil. Steel.
Paama [Sp.]. Fever.
Pasao-ek, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—;—en;
  mi—. To suckle, nurse (an infant).
Pasapao. Common weed with small
  yellow flowers.
Pasuluk-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—. To scatter (e.g., seed).
Pasung-tuk, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—. To make angry, offend.
Pasua (see pasosauk).
Pataki-ek, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—;
  —en; mi—. To throw upward (e.g.,
  a kite or a stone).
Patal. Sacrificial act at the sacred grove.
Patang. Wooden part of kikata.
Patangan. Resting place for a torch.
Patani [Ilok.]. Bean, like Lima, turns
  purple when boiled, same as faiching.
Pataniu. Runo as part of kilau; "arrow" [M.]

Patatas [Sp.]. Potatoes.

Pataya-wek, 3.v.tr. In—uko; —ren; mi—u. To fly a kite.

Patayek, 3.v.tr. Pinatāiko; mamātāi; patōīan; mapātāi; punatāiko. To kill.

Patik, 3.v.tr. Pinatiko; mamatik; patike; mapatik. To ring the bell.

Patikō-lek, 3.v.tr. Inpatōık (or pinatāiko); mangipatikō; —en; —ni. To stop.

Pato. Duck.

Pato. A mallet.

Patofu-euk, 3.v.tr. In—k; mangi—; —en; —mi. To cause to grow (plants) (xi, 28).

Patolok, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en. To cause to fall.

Patokl. Variety of kamote, red outside, white inside when cooked, esteemed.

Patololyo [Sp.]. Petroleum.

Patongcho-wek, 3.v.tr. In—wek; —ren; —ren; mai—; —uni. To cause to rise, raise up.

Patong-euk, 3.v.tr. Pinatongko; mamatong; —en; ma—. To ring a bell or gong.

Patöye, 3.v.tr. Pinatōike; mamatāi; patśāq; mapatāi. To kill (xii, 5).

Patpatayau. Kite.

Pattong. Stick to beat gong or drum, tongue of bell.

Patu-euk, 2.v.tr. Pinatuk; mamata; —an; ma—an; punakoka. To pound; to kill (e.g., a cow with hammer).

Pa-uchek, 3.v.tr. Pinaudko; mamaud; panueh; mapaud. To set a trap.

Pa-usfok-euk, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; —mi. To scatter.

Pav-falak-euk, 3.v.tr. Inpa—k; manji-pa—; papa—; mipa—; umipa—ka. To cause to go out, send out (x, 40).

Pav-falak-euk, 3.v.tr. Inpar—k; manji-pai—; papa—; mipa—. To pull out (e.g., a pig from its pen).

Pavfichang-euk, 3.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —en; —mi. To make (the fire) burn up well.

Pawachawad-taku, 1.int. Xen—taku; in—. To call a soul back from bad place.

Pawit. Long tail of ax blade.

Pay-a-iyik, 5.v.tr. Inpayiak; manpaiya—i; inpaya—i; maipaiya—i. To cause to be brought, to send back (x, 3).

Payu. Rice plot.

Paykāpōg [Iloq.]. Chills and fever;ague.

Payši, 4.v.tr. In—ko; mangi—; —i; —mi. To send.

Payok. Large metal kettle for cooking.

Payon [Iloq.]. Umbrella.

Payowan. Rice plot.

Pekk-euk, 3.v.tr. Piskek; —en; —en; mapkö. To make round, spherical.

Pik-chit-euk, 3.v.tr. Pini—ko; mamrö—; pih—an; mapr—. To pick (e.g., rice) from the ground or the floor.

Ptdid, Wall.

Piki. Maize, Indian corn.

Piki-pikuk-euk, 3.v.tr. Pini—ko; mamrö—; pi—en; ma—. To tear into many pieces (e.g., cloth).

Piki-euk, 3.v.tr. Pinikisko; mamikis; —en; ma—. To break or tear cloth, paper, leaf.

Pikō. Pickax.

Pikutek, 3.v.tr. Pinikutko; mamikut; pikuten; mapikut. To bend.

Pilad. Plate for eating.

Pilak. Silver; money.

Pilek, 3.v.tr. Pinilik; mamili; pilien; mapilili. To choose the good and bad; to judge, discriminate.

Pilitek [Iloq.], 3.v.tr. Piniliko; —n—; —n; ma—; puniliko. To force, compel.

Pinache. A kind of kilau supported by many sticks.

Pinapakan. Blanket, large, many-colored, expensive.

Pinalchis [Iloq.]. Tobacco rolled up into a cigar.

Pinangas. Boiled millet.

Pinged. Notch.

Pingi. Small branch or twig.

Pingau-euk, 2.v.tr. Piningauk; mani—; gau—; ma—gau; —an; ma—an. To lose a tooth; to make a nick.

Pingit. A bamboo strip which has already been used for tying palai.

Pint. Red berry, grows on bush, looks like small strawberry, but drier, hollow like raspberry, tastes like neither.

Pinkil. Match.

Pinang. Igorot head-ax.

Pinonchon. Ball of twine.

Pintang. Spirit, anito of beheaded man.

Pipik-euk, 3.v.tr. Pinipik; mamipi; —en; ma—. To pat or mold the clay in making earthen pottas.

Pikiki. A piece.

Piski-euk, 3.v.tr. Piniskek; mamiski; —en; ma—. To break or tear, cloth, paper, or leaf.

Piskipiskik. 3.v.tr. (reduplication of the preceding). To tear into many pieces.

Pisipetas. A peseta for each.

Pista [Sp.]. A feast.

Pitek, 3.v.tr. Pinistiko; mamist; pisten; mapist. To kill vermin with the finger nails.

Pisti. Pest, cholaera, smallpox.

Plat. Cartridge shell.

Pita. Clay for pottery.


Pitali (same as Swō). Blanket.

Pitang-euk, 3.v.tr. Pitangko; mamitang; —en; ma—. To split in two.
Pitapitang-ak, 3.v.tr. *Pitapitanging*; *mamapitanging*; —en. To break into many pieces (vii, 8).

Pitek [Illok.]. Fine clay-like mud in rice plots; mire.

Pitiik. Small box of matches.

Pitingan. A variety of dark-colored, bearded millet.

Pito. Seven; *pitionpo*, seventy.

Poa. Red earth, as in Sagada region.

Pöchung. Line of split bamboo forming rope to transmit power from *pitag* to *fösekan*, thence to *faken*.

Pögki. Half empty (box, pail, etc.); half full.

Poke. Shoulder.

Pökepket. A barbed grass seed.

Poklang. Bald.

Pokila. Bald.

Pokong. Berry, seedy, yellow or red, low bush, similar to dewberry, pleasant.

Pökös. Medicinal.

Pökböke, 3.v.tr. *Pökböke*; —en; —en; *ma*—; *umipökbökka*. To break (e.g., a stick).

Polat-ak, 2.v.tr. *Polatalak*; *manimalat*; —en; *ma*—*an*. To choke up with dirt (e.g., a pipe or gutter).

Polistas. Workman.

Pölöng-ak, 3.v.tr. *Pölöngak*; *mamölöng*; —en; *ma*—. To order, command.

Pöltog. Having cutaraet on eye.

Pömokau-ak, 1.int. *Pömokauak*; (—); —ta. To be clean (141).

Pöned. A variety of white millet.

Ponek. A mushroom, "big, short stem, white, with spots."

Pongan [Illok.]. Pillow.

Pongo. The upper arm.

Pongpongo. Purslane.

Pöög. Shrub from which a fiber is gotten for weaving.

Poon [Illok.]. Stalk or stalks (applied to individuals of clustered stems).

Poona. Lower part of trunk of tree, near roots.

Pöpetkan, inf. To be a nuisance, disagreeable; continually, repeatedly doing something. "Kem pöpetkan ai umait?" Why do you persist in coming?"

Pööpsan. Dispensary.

Posi [Sp.]. Poor.

Posilöpösiak, 3.v.tr. *Posilöpösiak*; *mamisilöpösiak*; *posilöpsilen*; *mapisilöpsilen*. To throw, toss about, tear.

Pose. The heart; the banana blossom.

Posö. Posts in *uto*.

Poss. The navel.

Posong. A buffalo wallow; deep, still (water); a pool.

Posposéok. Thorn of oranges.

Pööting. Half (cf. *tipang*).

Pötek, 3.v.tr. *Pötek*; *mamöte*; *pöten*; *mapöten*. To break the bones of a bird so that it cannot fly.

Pötkek, 3.v.tr. *Pötkek*; *mamötke*; *pötken*. To suffer in body or mind (viii, 31).

Poto. Abdomen, stomach.

Potoak, 2.v.tr. *Potoak*; *mamoto*; *potoan*; *mapoto*. To cut off the head.

Pöötg. Sickness, pain (ix, 12).

Pottok, 3.v.tr. *Pottok*; *mamottok*; *pototten*; *mapottok*. To sever, cut off.

Potowak, 2.v.tr. *Potowak*; *mamotowak*; *potowak*; *mapotowak*. To cut off the head.

Pötpai. "But it is." This seems to express an alternative to what had been expected.

Potuptok. Small puffball.

Pöyapöl. Long-bearded rice.


Puak. Twenty-five bunches of *palai*.

Pukatak, 2.v.tr. *Pukatak*; *mamokat*; *pukatan*; *mapukatan*. To stop a hole or crack.

Pula. Spanish, Spaniard.

Pula-ek, 3.v.tr. *Pulak*; —en; —en; *mapulas*; *umipululasak*. To take away by force.

Pumanad-ak, 1.int. *Pumanadak*; (—); —ta. To go or come down.

Pumanget, 3.s. It grows dark.

Pumapatò. A priest of Igorots.

Pumawal, 3.s. It grow light.

Pummatò. Deadly, fatal.

Pumokau, pin—. Clean.

Punchag. Any open, unworked field.

Punneke, 3.v.tr. *Punake*; *manneke*; *punnenuku*; *mapeineku*. To fill with anything.

Punting [Illok.]. Large sailboat.

Pusipus-ak [Illok.], 3.v.tr. *Pusipus-ak*; —en; —en; *ma*—; *umika*. To rotate, turn around.

Pustanta [Illok.]. Pl. *Pustanta*; *mamusta*; *pustaun*. To bet.

Putlong-ak, 3.v.tr. *Putlongak*; *mamutlong*; —en; *ma*—. To break, cut, or saw across (a stick).

Puu-ak, 2.v.tr. *Puuak*; *manugucu*; —en; *ma*—*an*. To burn.

Puyanga. A kind of kamote, red inside.

Puyong. Leg of chicken.

S

Saad [Illok.]. Profession, occupation.

Sachat umöl. They go, let them go.

Sadeek, 3.v.tr. *Sadeek*; *manade*; *sadene*; *sumedeka*. To wait for.

Sadaad. Stick used in weaving.

Saeng. Pine used for torches.

Sa et umöl. He goes, let him go.

Safacho [Sp. Sábado]. Saturday.

Safag. Wild chicken.

Safeng. A fermented mixture, water, vegetables, bones, etc.

Safon [Sp.]. Soap.

Safog. Millet.

Sagen. Near.
Sagen, nan. Neighborhood; neighbor; the borders.
Sak. Rain hat.
Sala. Ten-centavo piece.
Saká-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinaakak; —en; —en; ma—. To hew with an adz.
Saka-chak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. Sinaakchak; manakad; —chan; ma—chan. To sweep with a broom.
Sakalo-fak, 2.v.tr. Sinaakloofak; manakalo; —an; ma—an. To brood over as a hen.
Sakam at umbl. Let us go.
Sakamnna. Time of turning soil for rice planting.
Saka’t umbl. You go.
Sakay-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinaakakay; manakai; —an; ma—an. To mount, ride (horse or other animal).
Sakchuan. Water vessel, jar, not ordinarily used for other purposes.
Saken. I (personal pronoun).
Sak et umbl. Now I go.
Sakfat-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinaakfatko; manakfat; —en; ma—; sumakfatka. To carry on the shoulder.
Saking. Bird. Perhaps mythical, with only one leg; flies at night; said to have eaten the heart of a man.
Saking. Banana, long.
Sakit. Sickness.
Saknib. Charms, many kinds.
Sakof-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinaakoofak; manakof; —an; ma—an. To brood or sit as a hen; as boys sit in a row on a cold morning.
Sakpal, saka pal. And then—.
Saksi [Ilok.]. Witness.
Sakud. Horn.
Sa-kud. Portion of pine timber of different texture and color from the rest; said to have grown toward the sun.
Salaak-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinaalakak; manalak; —an; ma—an. To get in the light of anyone.
Saling-taku, plu. Xen—taku; ma—. To shout on tengau (boys).
Salapi. Half-peso piece.
Salawit. Barb of spear.
Salchinas [Sp.]. Sardines.
Salifud. Knot in string.
Sailgalk-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinaligsikko; —en; —en; ma—. To string beads.
Salului. Front or upper string of sokling.
Salming. Mirror; glass over a picture.
Saulud. Funnel.
Sauludchuk [Sp.]. 2.v.tr. Sinaludchak; manaludchuk; saludchuan; ma—saludchuan. To salute.
Saiup [Ilok.]. Measure of quantity for rice.
Sama. Rice transplanting time.
Sanchar. A pole (ka’i) in front of house during kanyu, removed at conclusion of the feast; prayers are said and water poured on the ground.
Sangaan. Lazy.
Sangachil. Chair for corpse at funeral.
Sangadom, —id. Formerly, a considerable time ago.
Sangak-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinangagakko; manangag; —en; masangag. To roast, parch, pop.
Sangfu. A (pig) feast, religious, head of pig not cooked till afterwards, men sing ayuerceng.
Sangl. “Head-basket” without grass.
Sangkap. Iron blade with handle, used for removing grass from soil.
Sangkap-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinangkapko; manangkap; —en; ma—. To root up sod with sangkap.
Sangkutan. Girdle of cords, braided.
Sango [Ilok.]. Yoke, of wood.
Sangwek [Ilok.]. 3.v.tr. Sinangok (the other parts are supplied from anu-cek). To be busy, have something to do.
Sangyut-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinangyutak; manangyut; —an; ma—an. To sharpen; to point (e.g., a penell).
Sani-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinanikak; manani; —an; ma—an. To get in the light of; to cast a shade or shadow over; to protect, hide.
Sanib. Hiding place.
Santo [Sp. and M.]. Saint, holy.
Santoak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. (—); manantoan. To make holy.
Saing. Teeth of dog or pig.
Saøpek, 3.v.tr. Insøpek; (—); (—); ma—. To dam or stop river for fishing.
Sapaltakak, 2.v.tr. Sinapaltakak; manapaltak; —an; ma—on. To kick (as a horse).
Sapatos [Sp.]. Shoes.
Sapiko [Sp.]. Match.
Sapki. The hair growing down in front of the ears.
Sapluk. Scar on the head.
Sappil-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinappiliko; manappil; —en; ma—. To whip with a stick.
Sapsap-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinapsapak; manispap; —an; ma—an. To sharpen wood to a point, make chips by chopping stick of wood.
Sapui-ek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Sinapuliko; manapul; —en; ma—. To need, look for.
Sasangak-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinasangakko; ma—en; ma—. To be in front of, to face.
Sasamfan. A place of hiding, defense.
Sata’s umbl. Let us go.
Sauan-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinouanak; manouan; —an; ma—an. To keep in the right path, restrain from wandering, head off.
Sawilek, 3.v.tr. Sinawilek; manawil; —en; ma—. To pry up or off.
Sayo-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinayoak; manayo; sa—yo; ma—an. To splash.
Segpan. Doorway of a house.
Seklek, 3,v.tr. Sinkekko; mankek; seklen; masket. To throttle, choke around the neck.
Seksek-ek [Ilok.], 3,v.tr. Sinseksekko; manseksek; —en; ma—. To shuffle playing cards.
Sektak, 3,v.tr. Sinkótko; mankót; sekten; maskót. To choke, strangle (animal life).
Senget. Luncheon, food taken on trail or in field.
Sengo. Portion of tapóí or faías, saved in foods or ongots from one kanyau to another.
Sia, personal pronoun. He, she, it.
Sichadlu. The same.
Sich. That is right, that is so.
Sial. Trap for wild chicken.
Slam. Nine; slamjóo, ninety.
Sia mam pal. Yes.
Sibetak, 3,v.tr. Sinbotaka; manibat; sibaten; masibat; sumbata. To meet.
Sibifit. Thorny, wild rose (iv,18).
Sichok. Fishing net.
Sichok-ak, 2,v.tr. Sinichokak; manichok; —en; ma—. To catch fish with a net.
Sichok-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinichokko; manichok; —en; ma—. To catch fish with a net.
Sifit. Thorny plant fed to pigs.
Sigfat-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinigfatko; manigfat; sigfaten; masigfat. To get runo for a fence.
Sigfat-ak, 2,v.tr. Sinigfatak; manigfat; —en; ma—. To brace oneself against.
Sigfat-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinikabko; manikab; —en; masikab. To have trouble with.
Sigkap. Ten centavos.
Sikawa. Five centavos.
Sikba. Tribulation, difficulty, distress.
Sikach-ak, 2,v.tr. Sinikachak; —en; ma—. To kick backward.
Sikach-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinikachko; manikchadd; —en; ma—. To kick backward.
Sikko. Leg (gen.).
Siko. Elbow.
Siko. Dirt in the hair.
Sikalak, 2,v.tr. Sinikalak; —en; ma—; sumikelka; manikalak. To hunt lice.
Sikikalau. A form of bird scarer plaited of bamboo.
Sial. An animal which feeds on coffee and other berries.
Silap. Field or spy glass.
Silu. Lamp, torch.
Silalyo [Ilok.]. Sipings; centavos.
Silm-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinilmak; manilm; —en; ma—. To think of.
Simak. Muscliffe, beard, whiskers (spare and short).
Simak. Taste.
Simak-ak, 2,v.tr. Sinimakak; manimak; —an; ma—. To eat salt.
Simak-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinimakko; manimak; —en; ma—. To eat salt.
Sina. Here (opposite of sina, there).
Sina. Brothers and sisters.
Sinquikit. Little by little.
Sinaquitán. Quickly, immediately, forthwith, straightway.
Sinchódwacha. Two by two.
Sinkeyang. Having narrow waist; kite having tall like waist and skirt.
Sineluwkan. Long curved ax of Ka-linga type.
Sinfil. One-leaf of tobacco.
Siniao. One whole ear of corn; round piece of rattan (not split).
Sinfongcha. One bunch of palai each.
Sinfótek. Fifty bunches of palai.
Singing [Ilok.]. Ring for finger or ear.
Sinfogat. One bunch of runo.
Sikasut. One hundred each (v,40).
Sikahua [Sp.]. One box of matches.
Sina. Small chicken after it has left the mother hen.
Sinañfian. The other night; one night.
Sinilu. One thousand.
Sinilmanpopoo. Fifty each.
Sinañwól. A single head of palai (iv,23).
Sinnanga. A variety of millet with branching heads.
Sinódid [Ilok.]. Thread.
Sinoñdwacha. Two by two, two each.
Sinoñang. One each.
Sinoñang. One each.
Siñosó. Milk.
Sipalako [Ilok.]. One bunch of rattan.
Sipangil. A community, nation, people (xii,8).
Sinpoo. Ten.
Sinpoo. Eleven.
Sinpoo. Twelve.
Sinpoo. Eighteen.
Sinpók. A half of split rattan.
Sintolon. Belt of leather.
Sinyota [Sp.]. Lady.
Sipong. Centavo, dos cuartos.
Sipt or ipit. Tonga, pinchers.
Sipo-ak, 3,v.tr. Sinipok; manipo; —en; ma—. To cut down a tree.
Sipaip. Bark, scale of fish.
Sipt-ak, 2,v.tr. Sinipak; —en; ma—. To chew (e.g., sugar cane) rejecting the pulp.
Sina. There (opposite of sina, here).
Sina. Broom.
Sina. Personal pronoun. He; she; it; alone; himself, etc.
Sina. He himself, etc.; alone.
Sisík-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinisikak; manisik; —an; mi—an. To sweep with a broom.
Sisík-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinisakik; manisakik; —an; maneksik. To hunt for live in one's own head.
Sisík-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinisikak; manisik; —en; ma—en. To wash or drain rice in a colander.
Sisík-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinisikko; manisik; —en; ma—en. To fry in lard.
Sisíl. Trap made with a hair noose for ricebirds.
Sisímkek, 3.v.tr. Sinásimmekko; manásimmek; sisímken. To bear in mind, to think of.
Sisímkek, 3.v.tr. Sinásimmekko; manásimmek; sisímken; manásmek. To think (xiv,72). This form is preferred to the preceding.
Sísvik, 2.v.tr. Sinísfak; sisívan; sisívan. To eat as sísfan.
Sísvan. Yanda, food accompanying rice, relish.
Sísvat-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinísvatak; manísvat; —an; ma—an; sumónátka. To answer.
Sísdóček, 3.v.tr. Sinásóddak; manásód; —en; masódsód. To press down in stowing away.
Soflí. Lips.
Sórgang-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinásörgangak; manásörgang; —en; ma—en. To pity; to please; to have mercy on; to present.
Sórgan. Doorway.
Sóngo. Corner (inside).
Sóka. Sharpened sticks in the trail.
Sókang. Whitish-leaved, biting, tobacco.
Sókat [Hok.]. Change.
Sókat. A dark, hard wood, of which the fallacies are made.
Sókat-ak [Hok.]. 2.v.tr. Sinaciónak; manónak; —an; ma—an. To change (viii,37).
Sólak. Comb (not very fine).
Sólakong. The pocket hat.
Sólakod. Spear or staff to assist in walking.
Sólakó. Leaves worn on the head as garlands.
Sókon. Small bowl of clay.
Sókonot-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinónokoto; manónokot; —en; ma—en. To break a string.
Sókud [Hok.]. Comb (very fine-toothed).
Sókúp. Knee-pant. The Igorots say that if it is eaten one gets very tired in climbing.
Sólát. Letter, writing; newspaper.
Sólát-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinolatak; manolat; —an; ma—an. To write on paper.
Sólátan. Typewriter.
Sóláchacho [Sp.]. Soldier.
Sólífok-ak [Hok.]. 2.v.tr. Sinólifokak; manólifog; —en. To induce, move (xv,11).
Sólídd [see llíd].
Sólít. A long time from present, past, or future.
Sóló-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinolok; manolo; —en; ma—en. To learn, read.
Sólong. Storage basket for bones, spoons, and knives.
Sómme. Thought, opinion.
Sóngan. Yellow insect, size of small finger, eaten by natives.
Sónget. Malice, hatred.
Sóngsong-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinóngsongko; manóngsong; —en; manóngsong. To smell.
Sópa [Hok.]. Measure of a cupful.
Sópa-ek [Hok.]. 3.v.tr. Sinópak; manópa; —en; ma—en. To measure with a sópa.
Sópap. Shell of tissíg, kóti, kóti, etc.
Sópap-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinópapak; manópap; —an; ma—an. To suck out contents of shell of tissíg, etc.
Sópaput. Bark loin cloth.
Sóso [Hok.]. Breast, nipple.
Sósó. Red kumates.
Sósóngang-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinósóngangak; manósóngang; —an; ma—an. To be sorry for, have mercy on, pity.
Sósóngeli, 3.v.tr. Sinósongelko; manósongel; —en; manósongel; sumóneselka. To hate, be angry at.
Sóšet-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinósétak; manósét; —an; ma—an. To wring, squeeze clothes in washing.
Sósug. Lower part of spear-staff.
Sóyip. Sleep (xiv,43).
Subók. Whisker (abundant) on face.
Subók-ak, 3.v.tr. Sinubókak; manubók; —an; ma—ak; umi—a; nangi—. To shave.
Subsublan. Continually changing.
Sudékk, 3.v.tr. Sinécchka; manchék; sudken; máachk. To evaporate, dry up (used only in p.p.).
Súdud. Stick to drive thread into place in weaving.
Súfíu-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinuíuxa; manuíuxa; súfíuán; masuíuán. To water plants.
Súlkak, 3.v.tr. Sinúklek; manúyle; súkén; máuyug. To drive (e.g., cattle) out.
Súlit-ek, 3.v.tr. Sinúlitko; —en; —en; ma—; sumúlitka (ken). To overbalance, as in weighing or seeaw.
Súlitik-ak, 2.v.tr. Sinúlitiko; —an; —an; ma—; sumúlitikka (ken). To cheat.
Taglid. Back of chicken.
Tagong. Large spoon for sofeng.
Tagong-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinagongko; managong; —en; ma—. To dip with tagong.
Tagtakuan. Habitation, place for people to dwell.
T'ai. Excrement.
T'ai (abbreviation from mokötai). Because.
Talak [Ilok.]. Sea, ocean.
Taina-k, 2.v.tr. Tinainak; manainan; —en; ma—an. To leave, go away for any cause (xiii,34).
Takang-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinakangko; manakang; —en; ma—. To open the mouth.
Takohek, 3.v.tr. Tinakedko; takchin; takchin; mataked. To tie up, bind together (e.g., a cargo for carrying).
Taked. Latchet, fastening, bond, bondage.
Taking. Small vessel of gourd with handle, to hold water.
Takipek, 3.v.tr. Tinakipekko; manakip; takipen; matakip. To cut kamotes into small pieces.
Takki. Stools, excrement, dung, manure.
Taküb. The breast or chest.
Takochug. Small basket, used as auxiliary to koehokkod.
Taku. People.
Taku al adachawi [M.J.]. Gentiles.
Taku-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinakok; manako; takoen; matakko. To save.
Takumfau. Hedge plant with large leaf.
Taład. Lines in the palm of the hand.
Talafao [Sp.]. Work.
Talakan. Trench, spout, trough, to carry water.
Talaktak. Ditch (not generally applied to paddy ditch).
Talano. Before daylight, at cock-crowing (vi,48).
Talapo-ak [Sp.], 2.v.tr. Tinalapoak; manalapo; —an; ma—an. To wipe with a cloth.
Tala-unak, 2.v.tr. Tinalaunak; manalaun; talawan; matalaunan. To bring up (as child); to tend, feed, support.
Tali [Ilok.]. Rope.
Tali-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinatak; manali; talién; matali. To roll any round object.
Talo-ak, 2.v.tr. Tinalok; manalo; —an; ma—an. To feed the pig (v,34).
Talok. Chisel.
Talong [Ilok.]. Egg-plant.
Talöpyak-ju. Breakers, waves on the shore.
Talun. The cultivated ground around a town.
Tamful [Sp.]. Drum.
Tamong. Cheek.
Tampak-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinampakko; manampak; —en; ma—; tumampakko. To strike with the palm of the hand.
Tamtam. Taste.
Tamtam-ak, 2.v.tr. Tinamtamak; —an; —an; ma—an. To taste of.
Tan-ang-ek, 3.v.tr. Tana—ko; mana—; ta—en; mata—. To raise, lift.
Tanchar. A knot in wood.
Tang-chan-ak, 2.v.tr. Tinang-ak; manang—; tang—en; matang—en; tumang—an. To pay, reward.
Tangeb. Cover, stopper, cork, door.
Tangen. Hard palate.
Tang-fak, 2.v.tr. Tinangfak; —an; ma—an. To cover, close, shut.
Tangial. Iron-shod stick for turning the soil.
Tangôb. Same as Tangeb.
Tangofu. Short teeth of boar.
Tangpap-ak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. Tinangpapak; manangpap; —an; ma—an. To make blunt, to round or square off.
Tangtangeb. Eyelid.
Tanim. Plant.
Tanu. Five-centavo piece.
Tanub. Reed similar to rumo.
Taop [Ilok.]. Outside hull of rice.
Tapa (same as preceding).
Tapan. Compartment of house where rice is pounded.
Tapin akiu. Some (other) day.
Tapio [Sp.]. Cloth worn around waist of women.
Tapói. A drink made from rice, fufud being used as a ferment.
Tappaya-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinap—ek; manap—; tap—en; matap. To catch rain from the eaves; to bear in arms as man does a child.
Tatak-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinatak; —en; —en; matatag; ummatagka. To shake.
Tatakian. Water-closet, privy.
Tatall-ak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. Tinatall—en; —an; ma—an; tumatallka. To tie with a rope.
Tataochohan. Mushroom, “long stem, grows in buffalo dung, bad.”
Tawalag. Ball.
Tawalakan. A ball ground.
Tawichek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Tinawichek; manawidad; tawichen; matawidad. To inherit (x, 17).
Tawichen [Ilok.]. Heir, inheritor.
Tayaan. Basket for transportation.
Tebek, 3.v.tr. Tinbekko; manbek; tebekken; matbek; tumbekka. To pierce, puncture, try (e.g., potatoes).
Tefek. Pointed stick used in cooking vegetables; fork.
Tegwa, intj. So it is! You are right! (Correcting former mistake).
Tekau. Hole (e.g., rat’s).
Teken. Other, another.
Tekeng-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinkeengek; mani-ken; —en; mati-ken. To tie a noose (in string or hair) for trap.
Tekkwek, 3.v.tr. Tinkekwo; manikin; tekkwak; matikio. To borrow (not money).
Tekwaj-ak, 2.v.tr. Tinkeakaf; manekwac; —an; ma—an. To open.
Telek. Perforation of ear.

Telek. Awl, stylus, sharp-pointed instrument.
Telek. Bamboo punch for piercing the ears.
Temmek, 3.v.tr. Timmek; manme; temmen; matame; cimmeka. To clap in both hands, squeeze, press.
Tenga. Direction, center.
Tengan (ilan). In the middle of.
Tengau. Holiday.
Tenged. Back of neck with hair.
Tengek, 3.v.tr. Tinengek; tengen; tengen; matyangô. To choose.
Tengtengau. Sty in the eye.
Tepeeng-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinpeengko; —en; (—); matpeeng. To measure (e.g., rice).
Teshiko [Sp.]. Witness.
Tiiempo [Sp.]. Time.
Tigtitl. Backbone made prominent by old age or disease.
Tikam. Mother-of-pearl shell worn at waist as ornament.
Tikangan. Big shell worn as ornament; small mussels found in rice plots.
Tikich-ek, 3.v.tr. Tinikido; manikido; —en; matikido. To go up a steep slope.
Tikkwek, 3.v.tr. Tinikok; maniko; tikkwen; matiko. To bend, make crooked.
Tikttikwek, 3.v.tr. Tinikikiko; maniti-ko; tikiko; matikiko. To bend, make crooked.
Tilang. Flea.
Tili. Vagina.
Tilin. Rice bird.
Tiltiltek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Tinlitiko; manilitil; titilten; matilitil. To twist, warp.
Tillum [Ilok.]. Brand for cattle.
Timliak [Ilok.], 2.v.tr. Tinimliak; manimli; timlijan; matimlijan. To brand.
Tina [Sp.]. Indigo.
Tinaek [Sp.], 3.v.tr. Tininak; manina; tinacu; matina. To dye with indigo.
Tinaktaku. Picture, representation, image (not photograph).
Tinangag. Bark loin cloth, red.
Tinapai [Ilok.]. Bread of all kinds.
Tinap. White blanket with wide blue stripes.
Tinood. The characteristic man’s sok-long of Bontok, made in Bayo.
Tinta [Sp.]. Ink.
Tipal. Hip.
Tipang. Half of any one thing which is divided.
Tipangek, 3.v.tr. Tinipangko; manipang; tipangen; matipang. To split in two.
Tipatipangek, 3.v.tr. Tinatipangko; manimatipang; tipatipangen; matimatipang. To split into many pieces.
Tipil. Section of an orange.
Tipkan. Large mosquito-like insect, follows buffalo.
Tiplaek, 3.v.tr. Tiniplak; manipla; tiplen; matipla. To chop down a tree.
Titewa. Certain, true, sure; indeed; truth; certainly, etc.
Titi. Rain which falls from the roof.
Tiuau (isolated form). I do not know.
Tocha. The (approximately) midday meal, generally of cold rice, eaten hastily and alone.
Tochong. Woman's head covering of leaves or cloth, used in sun, rain, or on a corpse at funeral.
Tofai, gen. Spear.
Tofak, 3.v.tr. Tinofak; manofai; tofaen; matofai. To throw a spear at.
Tofeng. Talubing (name of a settlement).
Tafang. Tube of bamboo, used to store meat or fish in the house.
Tofuna. Leaf of tree.
Tohtogo. Top of head, summit of mountain, peak of house.
Tochtok-ak, 3.v.tr. Tinogotgko; manogtgog; tochtokem; matogtok. To strike, bruise with a stone.
Toleb. Gorge, canyon.
Tolot. Masher for a angō in kakuan.
Tōtītī. Ladder, stairs.
Tokakak, 3.v.tr. Tinokakko; manokak; tokaken; matokak. To go against, oppose; to drive back, deba.
Tokangkak, 3.v.tr. Tinokangko; manokang; tokangen; matokang. To cause to fall.
Tokayak, 3.v.tr. Tinokai; manokai; tokayen; matokai. To tip.
Tokchuan. A seat.
Tokfī. Stairs.
Tokī. Kamotes, sweet potatoes.
Tōkōn. 3.v.tr. Tinkōnko; mankōn; tōken; matkōn. To separate, devote, appoint.
Tokna. Ratan braided, on ax or spear handle.
Tokob. Wooden hat-bowl, used by the people of Barīgī.
Tokokan. Tukukan (name of a settlement).
Tokonok, 3.v.tr. Tinkonko; mankon; tokonen; matkon. To correct, punish, reprove, chastise.
Tokongkak, 2.v.tr. Tinokong; manokong; tokongen; matokongen. To protect, guard, care for.
Tokud. Post.
Tolachek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Tinoladko; manolad; tolochen; matolad. To copy, imitate.
Tolag [Ilok.]. Testament.
Tolato [Ilok.]. Contract.
Tolfek. Key.
Tololek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Tinoloiko; mangitoi; itoi; matitoi. To fulfill, carry to completion.
Tolpikek, 2.v.tr. Tinolipik; —an; —an; ma—an. To break off a little piece.
Tolpp. Spear with wooden point.
Toma [Ilok.]. Blanket bug.
Tomachim [Ilok.], 3.s. It cuts.
Tomachok, 3.s. Tinmachok. To go up, soar (as bird or kite).
Toma-l-ak, 1.int. Tinnma-i-ak; tomai; tonaīta. To defecate.
Tomakhegak, 1.int. Tinmakehigak; tomakheg; tomakhegta. To stand (xiii,14).
Tomakehikan. Place to stand (xiii,14).
Tomalotofab, 3.s. Tin—. To foam at the mouth (ix,18).
Tomfek, 3.s. Tinonifek. It penetrates, sticks into.
Tomkōk, 1.int. Tinomkōk; tomōkō; tomōkōta. To stop.
Tomokhehuak, 1.int. Tinomokhekuak; tomkeu; tomokehuta. To sit in a chair.
To-mongchok, 1.int. Tin—ak; to—; to—ta. To go high.
Tomono, 3.s. It flies high (the kite).
To-motokhehok, 1.int. Tin—ak; to—; to—ta. To be sitting.
Tomang. Stump of tree.
Tomfamb. Overhanging roof of ato.
Tonto. [Sp.]. Stupid.
Toochek, 3.v.tr. Tinooko; manook; toochen; matood. To set upright or perpendicular; to build.
Toonek [Ilok.], 3.v.tr. Tinonoko; manoon; tooon; matoon. To place one above another (xiii,2).
Toopek, 3.v.tr. Tinopok; manoop; toopen; matopek. To tie, join, splice, (ends of a rope or string).
Tōpā. The ordinary rice, usually eaten.
Topak. Opposite side of (x,1).
Topa. Mouth; edge of sharp instrument.
Topiek, 3.v.tr. Tinopi; manopi; to pien; matopi. To fold up.
Topī. Telescope basket, square.
Toping. Stone wall (of ato or rice field).
Topikai. Beak or bill of bird.
Topka. Flower.
Tosacha. Those.
Totopī. Small topī.
Tota. Bull buffalo.
Tōtīb. Neck of pig.
Tōtōdan. Time for toča, varies greatly.
Totoek, 3.v.tr. Tinotok; mōntoto; tooten; matoto. To pound out bark for fiber.
Totolo. Only three.
Totongchoek, def, 3.v.tr. To be above; over.
Tovfa. Saliva.
Tovfak, 2.v.tr. Tinovfa; manovfa; toefan; matovfa. To spit upon or at.
Toweg, 3.s. He is deaf.
Tsakum (or chakum). Needle.
Tudkīwek, 3.v.tr. Tinudkwek; manudkwek; tudkwek; matudkwek. To point at.
Tudtud. Leaves of angō, picked from the slips which are to be planted, fed to pigs.
Tūdwa. Only two.
Tugtugno. Small box, usually of bamboo, for hair-grease or sippets.
Tugwi. Rainbasket-shelter or umbrella.
Tulachek [Hok.], 3.v.tr. Tinoladoko; manolad; tulachen; matolad. To copy.
Tumofu, 3.s. Tiin. To sprout, begin to grow.
Tumoliak, 1.int. Tinomiaki; tumoli; tumolita. To come back, return (xiii, 18).
Tumongerg, 3.s. It makes a big noise.
Tutuyek, 3.v.tr. Tinutuyak; manutuya; tutuyen; matutuya. To talk to.
Tuunanal. Clay vessel for tapoi or faysa.
Tuvfaak, 2.v.tr. Tinufaak; manufa; tuvfaak; nuiturfan. To spit upon.
Tuvfing. Large-leaved plant or tree, whose fruit (kamo) is used as ferment in making sugar bosi.

Twa. Two.

U

Ufas [M., Grapes (xii, 1).
Ugaa [Hok.]. Deer.
Ukaiaak. I will do it.
Ula (Hok.). No matter!
Ulalentona. Everywhere.
Ulaininga. Everything, something, anything.
Ulaisino. Everybody.
Uling. Charcoal.
Uma. Garden.
Umaaliaka. Come quickly.
Umachwiaaki, 1.int. Inmachwaaki; umachwa; umachwita. To go off, further away (xiv, 35).
Umafong. Wedding.
Umafong al alaaki. Groom.
Umafong-ak, 1.int. Inmafongak; (—); —ta. To marry (is) (xii, 20).
Umaliag-ak, 1.int. Inmaiagak; (—); —ta. To summon, call (xii, 43).
Umaliak, 1.int. Inmaliak; (—); monia. To get, take (is).
Umaliak, 1.int. Inmaliak; (—); —ta. To come nearer.
Umaliak, 1.int. Inmaliak; (—); —ta. To subject for taming.
UMano. Subject for taming.
Umanak, 1.int. Inmanak; (—); To bear a child, have offspring (used also of animals).
Umnap (irregular infinitive of anapek). To find by looking for (xi, 13).
Umano. Subject for taming.
Umangnak, 1.int. Inmanangnak; (—); —ta. To take a long time, delay, loiter (xii, 40).
Umangnak-asak, 1.int. Inmanangnak; (—); —ta. To be last.
Umapi [Hok.]. Covetousness.
Umapi-ak [Hok.], 1.int. Inmapaliak; (—); (—). To be envious.
Umawak-ak, 1.int. Inmawakak; (—); —ta. To marry (as husband or wife).
Wasal. Ax for tree chopping and heavy work, hatchet.
Wasak, 2,v.tr. Inwasak; manguas; wasan; mawas. To wash.
Wat. Vein, artery, cord, tendon.
Wawasitan (sameskicasitan). Waste, or receptacle for.
Wòwò. Molar teeth.
Wògwòg. Tremor of body, especially head, from age or nervous affection.

Y

Ya. (1) And. (2) Intj. An affirmative exclamation.
Yaangök, 3,v.tr. Inyaangök; mangyaangök; yaangök; mayangök. To be violent; to strike hard; to cry aloud.
Yab-yab. Fan.
Yabyaf-ak, 2,v.tr. Yanabyafak; —an; —an; mayabyafan; umiyabyafka. To fan.
Yadwit. Locust; grasshopper (edible, noisy at night).
Yafong-ko, 4,v.tr. Inyafongko; mang--; (—); ma—. To marry (xii,21).
Yagyak-ak, 2,v.tr. Inyagykoko; yagya-
ken; —en; mayagya. To drop.
Ya-ik, or yallik, 5,v.tr. Inyik; mang-
yai; yai; mayai; umyai. To bring.
Yakang. A step in walking.
Yakòtal. Then.
Ya'm (abbreviation from yaim). Give me.
Yangyang-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni—ak; mën—; —an; ma—an; yumangyangka. To scold.
Yankak. (See yenukak.)
Yapu-ko, 4,v.tr. In—ko; mang--; (—); ma—. To anoint, grease the body.
Yapyap. Lightning.
Yayas. Beetle (black, noisy).
Yayaas-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni—ak; mën—; —an; ma—an. To remove the grass from the roof (ii,4).
Yeko, 4,v.tr. Inyeko; mangye; ye; maye. To carry, take.
Yekyek. Armpit.
Yòka. Earthquake.
Yukan. Honeybee.
Yuna. Older brother or sister.
Yunanak, —am, —an, etc. My, your, his, etc., brethren or sisters.
Yupyu-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni—ak; men--; —an; ma—an. To blow a fire to start it.
Yuyus-ak, 2,v.tr. Ni—ak; men--; —an; ma—an. To make tapering.
Yuyak, 2,v.tr. Inyuyak; manyuya; puyá; mayuya. To allow, permit.
A.

A. Òsang, one; is, one or some.
Abdomen. Poto.
Abide. Intótóòak, 1.int., live.
Able. Mafálinako, 4.au.x.
Above. Tátónghoëck, 3.v.tr.
Absence. Kama-ichan; maid chind, he is absent; maalísaak, 1.int., to be absent-minded.
Absorbent. Palà, material for sanitary towel.
Abstemious. Enkosimak, 1.int.
Abuse. Añakek, 3.v.tr.
Accompany. Ifuígko, 4.v.tr.; mífiugak; makaiak; mitakínak; all 1.int., to go with, lead.
Accuse. Isókiangko, 4.v.tr.
Accustomed. Umingoak, 1.int.
Acne, to have. Mángitak, 1.int., of the stomach from overeating.
Acorn. Pañayán.
Across, to go. Kumchángak, 1.int. (used with ísan); a stream.
Act. Inkašúak, 1.int. (used with ísan); ikak, 2.v.tr., and int., to do, proceed.
Action. Umat, matter, transaction.
Active. Assosalitem, energetic.
Admonish. Tokenek, 3.v.tr.
Adopt. Añakek, 3.v.tr., as child or ward.
Adult, to be. Maangának, 1.int., grown.
Adx. Pancahák; panchalasek, 3.v.tr., to have with; sakáek, 3.v.tr., to have with.
Afraid. Umigétak, 1.int., to be; paigiték 3.v.tr., to make.
After. Matowán; makaangán; malpas; prepositions of time.
Afterbirth, to shed blood In. Isachaak, 1.int.
Afternoon. Makeip, early to middle; misuáu, late.
Afterwards. Anauní.
Again. Kasin, adv.; kásínak, 1.int., to do; kásínék, 3.v.tr., the same; paksíne, 4.v.tr., to cause to do or make.
Againnt. Ichumugik, in juxtaposition to each other; tekáek, 3.v.tr., to go; ichumugko, 4.v.tr., to put one against another.
Ago. Ík'áuni, a little while; sókí; mafóis; both, a long time.
Ague. Payogpöy, chills.
Algae. Fókiu, on stones.

Alive, to be. Matatáuk, 1.int.; atataúak, 1.int.
All. Amin, adj.; kalañfàgh, night; köchengeki, that is all; òt it, òla, all ready!
Allow. Yuyak, 2.v.tr., permit.
Almost. Akit akna àìt, it is nearly; ngaansomi (Ilók.); kañkan-i.
Alone, to be. Òsangak; maósangak; maäósangak; köchenga; makekóchenga; makökóchëngak; all 1.int.
Aloud. Yoängóèk, 3.v.tr., to call, be violent, followed by the infinitive.
Also. Akös; kanan.
Although. Ulai; naimtachi.
Always. Katawatowen; kadin; mait kaangkatàya.
American. Melikano.
Among. Mikalatil, mingled with; miyasangak; mayamangak; both 1.int., to be.
Amuse. Liuliwèck, 3.v.tr., divert a child.
And. Ya, conjunction; sak pai; saka pai, etc., and then; chóe poi, intj., and this.
Angleworm. Kelang.
Angry. Sumongetak, 1.int., to get; insongetak, 1.int., to be; asisonetka, v.plu., to be with each other; sosongtek, 3.v.tr., to be angry; pasungiek, 3.v.tr., to make.
Anito beliefs. Potatìu, moving lights across the river; kinlongan, said to inhabit abofungan or small shelter at rice plot; inpawachacadtaku, calling back soul from bad place.
Ankle. Kingkingi, projecting bone of.
Annoy. Iñiñiñiko, 4.v.tr., bother; mañongegak, 1.int., annoyed, to be deafened by noise.
Anoint. Lanaak, 2.v.tr.; aosóak, 2.v.tr.; yapusko, 4.v.tr., to use for anointing.
Another. Tekék; òsang; see also íba, companion.
Answer. Iñaf, n.; inñafetak, 2.v.tr., to.
Ant. Pucis, gen.; alasang, large, red, biting; kengan, large, red, severe sting; kuwim or kusi, small, red; anói, white.
Anus. Panakkian.
Anything. Ulaingag.
Apart. Inekang, separated; ònekangèk, 3.v.tr., to put.
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Appear. Ip-païlak, 1. int., show oneself.
Appetite. M'ônalek, 3. def., to be hungry enough to eat anything; inoklongak, 1. int., to have ravenous; mas'spëgak, 1. int., to lose, from overeating.
Apply. Ifåungk, 4. v. tr.; advise, 2. v. tr.; both meaning ask; tell; enakmek, 3. v. tr., one surface to another.
Appoint. Tôkëmek, 3. v. tr., separate, devote.
Apportion. Isawatwak, 4. v. tr., meat; ikakachengko, 4. v. tr., other things than meat.
Apprehended. Maqapiau, persecuted.
Approach. Paskepek, 3. v. tr.; sumagenak, 1. int.; insagenia, v. plu., approach each other; umañalaiak, 1. int., nearer.
Arise. Itokëchigo, 4. int., get up.
Arm. Lima, gen.; ponga, upper; pachangek, 3. v. tr., to walk arm in arm with.
Armlet. Añbil.
Armor. Isalak.
Armpit. Yekevak.
Arms-length. Chòpa; chápaek, 3. v. tr., to measure by.
Arnatto. Añoti.
Around. Lúcis; maliliris, preposition, on all sides.
Arouse oneself. Fumangunk, 1. int., awake.
Arrange. Imanunak, 4. v. tr., prepare; inakmek, 3. v. tr., in parallel close order.
Arrest. Ipædok, 4. v. tr., catch, save.
Arrive at. Umchânak, 1. int.; sumoobak, 1. int.; both “reach”; nafwau, arrived, matured.
Arrow. Pataniu, runo; pantolai, bow and arrow.
Artery. Wat.
Articles used in Kanyau. Xgilihanin.
As. Kag. adv. and conj. adv., like; isan; nan; both adv.
Ascend. Lumamangak, 1. int.; tikichek, 3. v. tr.; manikidak, 1. int., a hill; manlongak, 1. int., a river course.
Ashamed, to be. Umas'ök, 1. int., embarrassed.
Ashes. Chao, wood; opo, of tobacco or grass.
Ask. Kenak; inak; pakaakiak, all, 2. v. tr., come to ask for something; ifåungk, 4. v. tr.; tutueyk, 3. v. tr. (see “talk to”); asisfakata, v. plu., each other; aakrankata, v. plu., the same.
Asleep, to be. Mas'sfóog, 3. s., i.e., numb, as “My foot is asleep.”
Astonished, to be. Matoaak, 1. int. (with isan).
At. Iska; id; ad; isan ka, to; po-ot, at all; is ken, at the house of; is kwaacha, at their house; is maschôm, at night; ikasom, at the same time, immediately.
Attempt, to. Itpengko, 4. v. tr., try.
Attend to. O'stëk, 3. v. tr., carefully, regularly.
Auger. Kolokol; gemlet also.
Aunt, to have as. Inaek, 3. v. tr.; also foster mother.
Auspices. Menlafoiak, 1. int., to consult.
Authority. Holocek, 4. v. tr., assert.
Auxiliary words. Aikõak, —ka, etc., or ai-kók, —kem, 1. int., used in interrogations; adik, used as a verbal auxiliary to negations.
Average. Fâlôsek, 2. v. tr., retaliate, pay back.
Awake. Fumangunk, 1. int., arouse oneself; fumafangunk, 1. int., to be.
Away. Ahekachariak, 1. int., to be; uamadariak, 1. int., go far away.
Awl. Telek, stylus, sharp point; sukët, pipe cleaner.
Ax. Wasai, for heavy work; pinang, “head ax”; pakachëk, handle.

B

Baby. Ongonga; kelang, boy; ngaan, girl.
Bachelor. Fawalo.
Back. Òchôg, of the body; akuli, backbone of man or animal; tenged, of the head or neck with the hair; tagkid of a chicken; tigiti, prominent from age or disease; inaklongak, 1. int., to look back.
Backbit. Inmutmutak, 1. int., murmur; mutmutak, 2. v. tr., the same.
Backbone. Tigiti, prominent from age or disease.
Bad. Nsœg; taming; angangalut, undesirable; ngaamaq, 1. int., to become; ngaong, tempered; kakais; filthy; kosokas, torn tobacco.
Bag. Chokau, of cloth at the girdle; ponaltingan, to hold flint and steel.
Baggage. Avit.
Bagule. Lamiôm, storm.
Bait. Papan.
Balance. (See Overbalance.)
Bald-headed. Pokële; poklang.
Ball. Taeqenjq; minokon or pinoa, of twine; taeqenqan, ground; etaeqenqan, 1. int., to play.
Bamboo. Pêngliu, small variety; naus, small, used for basket work; kausage, large, thin external walls, long joints; folu, large, thick walls, short joints; fka, to split for tying palai; chanig, splits for tying palai; pingil, splits for tying palai that have been used before; fwa, tube for carrying fermented drinks, tapal, or basi; tofong, tube for storing meat or fish.
Banana. Palai, gen.; saklig, long variety; minag, big, angular; poso, blossom of.
Bandage. Palud.
Bank. Hit, of a river.
Baptize. Fungok, 2. v. tr.; mafungok, 1. int. to be baptized.
Baptism. Funyag.
Barb. Slnavit, of spear.
Bark.rip, of tree, scaly; kofa, loin cloth.
Barbs. lit. Emagongo, 3.s., dog.
Barth. (See Fallig.)
Basi. (See Fasi, Faza.)
Basin. Palacekana.
Basket. Agka% for gathering snails; akaag, sieve; aguacun, woman's basket carried on the back in going to the field; atofang, same, preceding, large; bali, gen. in Bayo; fakang, for carrying small fish; fakoko, for house use, simple; deep; fngeuw, head-basket, covered with grass; funit, of salt; funitawu, for salt; fiku, or kula, for carrying chickens in the mountains; fnn, round; expanding sides, narrow neck, covered; kalupit, oblong telescope; kima%a, double basket for loads; kocha%, for carrying dirt; koic, large basket for fishing; kolu%, for hulled rice, various sizes; lagaun, for cutting anga; ligo, winnowing; likau, the same; loca, for carrying rice, etc., on the head; oka%, for gathering grasshoppers in the field; oca, storage, for grasshoppers; patang, wooden part of kima%; sanga, head-basket, without grass; solong, storage, for bowls, spoons, etc.; takochug, auxiliary to diet basket; tayawan, for transportation, large; topit, square telescope; topitau, small telescope; tugud, for shelter from the rain.
Bat. Fatai; fattatai, animal.
Bathe. Umikao, 1.int.; limyko, 4.v.tr., to use for bathing; umay, 5.v.tr., anyone.
Battle. Faluxhit, fighting.
Be. to. Wadaak, 1.int.
Beach. Pana, strand.
Beards. Agkui, large, similar to atakoi; apong, gen.; kusa, black seeds; aong, dog's teeth; aponoi, red agate; moting, small glass; fataka, small red seeds inserted in headaddresses and in swoip; atakoi, white or gray seeds; fokas, white stones; patidpido, reddish-brown berries; sabilguk, to string.
Beak. Topkai, of bird.
Beam. Fuuso, slanting, of roof.
Beans. Faiaoking, like Lima beans, but turn purple when boiled; faiating, large kernel, not much esteemed; faalung, large pod, much esteemed; faiabiaing, hairy, irritating nettle on pod; ited, medium sized, whitish mark about eye, cultivated; kalap, long, small; kichiis, small sort, esteemed; kotuelas [Sp.], cultivated, ordinary; npoongko, slim pod, eaten as a string bean; pofani, same as faiaking.
Bear. Akapotok, 1.int., bear pain; in-sachak, 1.int., a child; umanak, 1.int., the same; tapapayek, 3.v.tr., in arms as a man bears a child; ikapotok, 3.v.tr., pain without complaint; sim-simtek, 3.v.tr., in mind.
Beard. Subok; simsim, whiskers.
Beast. Animal.
Beat. Afak, 3.v.tr., win; kogkokek, 3.v.tr., upon; mafako, in flight; ki-anak, 2.v.tr., go faster than, outrun; maafakatu, in corporate battle; lasiak, 2.v.tr., in any contest.
Beautiful. Magiku, pretty.
Because. Mokotai; apoket; tai; ta.
Beckon to. Kaukauk, 2.v.tr.
Become. Ngomachangak, 1.int.
Bed. Kasoyipan; kana; kal%i, signed, foot of; olpw, head of; finulaling, garden; kinnaw, of brood, even if dry.
Bedbug. Kitob.
Bee. Yaksa; aig%; both honeybee; ful-engan, large bumblebee.
Beetle. Yays, black; fokfoktu, edible, reddish color; afob, found in fields toward nightfall in August.
Before. Onana, first, sakongek, 3.v.tr., to be in front of.
Seg. Inphimusak, 1.int.; kumchauk, 1.int.; kadechauk, 3.v.tr.; limusak, 2.v.tr., of anyone; pakauak, 1.int., come to.
Begin. Ilapik, 4.v.tr.
Beginning. Kilaupan.
Behave. Potouk, 2.v.tr.
Behind. Omonodak, 1.int., to follow or go; chochokkokek, 3.v.tr., to have or place anything.
Behold. Iaim! Ilaunu!.
Beilch. Intogabak, 1.int., wind from the stomach.
Believe. Asfolotek, 3.v.tr.; ikifekko, 4.v.tr., give heed to.
Bell. Kompana [Sp.]; pat'tung, tongue.
Bellows. Ooove, of forge.
Beloved. Mataiad.
Below. In kwabna, down; enkwanefak, 3.v.tr., to have another.
Belt of leather. Sintolom.
Bend. Pikutek; tikkwek; tikkwek; all. 3.v.tr.; maavakog, bent, e.g., old man or tree; enlakokobi, bending, weak; lokefek, 3.v.tr., into hollow form.
Berry. Pinit, pokong.
Beesch. Lutlutak, 2.v.tr., urge.
Beside. Chipak, 2.v.tr.; chipik, 3.v.tr., to have.
Bet, lot us. Pustaanta! Intj.
Betel. Mama, of the buyo palm.
Better, to be. Kapuacis, compar. of ka-%iis, followed by mo; scadsceda, 3.a., more, larger; makan, sickness removed; makatian; makakan; makanian; makanian; all three, recovering from an illness.
Between, to have. Enkagkaucenta, v.plu.
Beware of, to. Kikak, 2.v.tr.
Beyond, to be. Machechawiau, 1.int.
Blg. Chakokah; chadchakucucag; many; chakokakucucag; boys; expression; pacchakokaholk; 3.v.tr., to make; machakokahokah, bigger.
Bill. Topka, of bird.
Bind. Falucheck, 3.v.tr., tie; takheck, 3.v.tr., together, e.g., cargo or load for carrying; apungatak, 2.v.tr., the head with a cloth turban.
Birds. Alakak, large; blue; afox, gray; feeds on insects, caught in trap or lingen in September and October; ayayam, gen.; chakko, large, red, eats growing rice; fadchochok, small sparrow (?); fanfanaui, black hawk; ichii, red birds that give the signs at lafui or taking of auspices; kaying, crow; kiyou, large, yellow; koyat, young, while in nest; lafaan, large, reddish-brown hawk (?); paong, of the heron family; sakek, magical bird, said to have but one leg; sakwori, dark brown; tilin, ricebird.
Bird-scaring. Infotiauak, 1.int., to scare from growing crops; chalongoceh, runo with leaves of faniyegs, this and the following pertaining to bird-scaring apparatus; chinadalt, a kilau of eel-like shape; chinalakwag, a faked supported by four sticks; chokung, tin can or hollow bamboo; faked, strips of bamboo tied together and strung across rice plot; fasengweng, rattling articles attached to fosikakan; fesikan, pole supports to transmit motion from pitag; konkog, hollow buffalo horn to scare birds; nileblafaan, bird-shaped kilau; pacchek, stick to support kilau; pisacheck, a variety of hau supported by many sticks; pitag, float motor; picheng, split bamboo rope to transmit power; pisikau, a form of kilau.
Biscuit. Fisewit; fisikwit.
Bite, to. Kefak, 2.v.tr., as dogs and other animals; angotek, off a piece of meat.
Bitter. Inaklit.
Black. Ingitit; fallak, stuff for dyeing the teeth.
Bladder. Fichong, of pig.
Blade. Sanyak, of iron, with handle, for removing grass.
Blame. Lawek, 3.v.tr.
Blanket. Pinta; ovui; fanchala, ordinary, white with blue stripes; faaong, blue with white stripes near the edge; kadaa, small piece of ordinary blanket used by girls as tapia; pinapakau, large, many colored, costly; tinapi, white with wide blue stripes; ykweiko, 4.v.tr., to put on; ykweiko, 4.v.tr., to wear habitually.
Bleeds, lit. Chumala, 3.s.
Blessing. Bendiak.
Bind. Makwit.
Blister. Koto; malofuchochong, blistered; mokutwanak, 1.int., to have on the hand.
Blood. Chala; tomiauak is chala, in feaces; faa, of menstruation; unmiaeok is chala, in the urine; inwachak, 1.int., emit at childbirth.
Blossom. Fong, of beans, coffee, tobacco, etc.; poss, bananas.
Blow. Guaangetak, 1.int., the nose; supokak, 2.v.tr., upon; ygunyug, 2.v.tr., the fire to start it; kekekeck, bugle or cornet; fitok, a whistle; pagkalangon, fire of charcoal to start it; all three, 3.v.tr.
Blue. Ingitit; infalinengueng, dark, like deep water.
Blunt. Tangpapak, 2.v.tr., to make; matangpan, rounded or squared off.
Blush. Chomiketak, 1.int.
Boar. Laki, gen.; fua, small, for breeding; laman, wild.
Board. Tabla; loah.
Boat. Punting; falangai, large; fanka, small; papal, steam; enfalangaui, 1.int., to go in.
Body. Arek; of man or animal.
Body, human, parts of. Adpa, palm of the hand; faiong, forehead with hair; fala, lungs, thorax; fatin, kidneys; fitki, call of leg; fiti, little finger; ipis, long back hair; kanngongen, shoulder blade; kolbata, buttocks; kolen, hair on pubis; kolo, shin; losisot, sternum, breastbone; moking, skull; ohoeg, back; oti, rectum; oklong, uvula; oto, head; opo, thigh; oti, penis; pongkekinian, wrist; pongomg, upper arm; posoy, navel; sikki, leg, gen.; taglaug, rib; takob, breast, chest; talal, lines in the palm of the hand; tamong, cheek; tangae, hard palate; tega, back of neck with hair; tili, vagina; tohtog, crown of head; wat, artery, tendon, vein.
Body house. Toma, blanket bug.
Boll. Fuyui, on the body.
Boll. Otock, 3.v.tr., to; enayufuk, 1.int.; ayufuk, down sugar; palaek, 3.v.tr., to cause to; huwew, 3.s., it holla; onaiau, 3.s., it boils over.
Bolo. Kampaia, large knife.
Bone. Ingit.
Bontok. Pontok, town and former province.
Borders. Sajen, neighborhood (with definite article man).
Bore. Kolokolak, 2.v.tr., a hole with an auger.
Born, to be. Fumalaak, 1.int.
Borrow. *Famvok; fulochek; tekwok; all, 5.v.tr.; umutangak, 1.int.; money; kawatek, 3.v.tr., the same; oanggek, 3.v.tr., the same; ipakjuke, 4.v.tr., not money.

Both. *Nam tupa.

Bother. *Namweke, 3.v.tr.; ilutuluko, 4.v.tr.

Bottle. *Fotiga; pangu.

Boundary. *Packhon; ammasek, 3.v.tr., to mark.

Bow and arrow. *Pantoloi.

Bow. *Yongyongko, 4.v.tr., the head; enpalintomengak, 1.int., in worship; onyongyongok, 1.int., the head.

Bowl. *Chuyu, small wooden; sokong, small clay.

Box. *Aok; gen.; pétik, of matches, small; sinkaka [Sp.], of matches, one; titungno, for sipings or for hair grease; fa-ul, trunk.


Braze. *Insikadak, 1.int., one's feet; sikahak, 2.v.tr., oneself against.

Braid. *Apeke, 3.v.tr.

Brains. *Otek.

Branch. *Panga, of tree, large; pingi, of tree, small; lutung, of pine; mamangka, 3.s., to.

Brand. *Timli, for cattle.

Brass. *Kaching; letek, brass rings among beads.

Braves. *Malengag; malmalengag.

Bread. *Tanai.

Breadfruit. *Langka (1).

Break. *Fakasek; pikisek; break or tear cloth, etc.; pikipisikek, break into many pieces; pitapitangak, same as preceding; pétok, break the bones of a bird so that it can not fly; pitongeke, break across; sukpepek, break a string; last three 3.v.tr.; umutak, 1.int., wind; pacokak, 3.v.tr., e.g., a stick; tolpikak, 2.v.tr., off a little piece.

Breakers. *Tanapaniku, on shore.

Breakfast. *Mangang amman fibicat, to eat.

Breast. *Soso, nipple; takad, chest; tooio, bone.

Breath. *Nanga.

Breathe. *Ennagak, 1.int.; maapengak, 1.int., with difficulty.


Bridegroom. *Unafo in ai lalaki.

Bridge. *Laangtai.

Bridle. *Fokacho.

Bright. It is. *Kumalang, 3.s., the fire; malang, wise, smart.

Bring. *Ungiak, 1.v.tr.; yaik, 5.v.tr.; titolik, 5.v.tr., back; return; ofoek, 3.v.tr., making many trips; tokakak, 2.v.tr., to bring ashore, land from a vessel; *foguak, 2.v.tr., bring up, rear.

Bread. *Amoea.


Brood. *Sakofak, 2.v.tr., over, as a hen; sakolofak, 2.v.tr., the same; abofana, 3.s., sits on eggs.

Brook. *Kinaus; kinnau.

Broom. *Sis-i.

Broth. *Litang, of meat.

Brother. *Otaid, gen.; yuna ai lalaki, elder; anochi ai lalaki, younger; ka-sud, in law; sanagi, brothers and sisters; yunana, my brothers, etc.; aki, older or younger.


Brush. *Almasek, 3.v.tr., a horse.

Bucket. *Kakan.

Buffalo. *(See Karabao.)

Bug. *Songan, edible, found in rice plots; kulua, rice plot, used for bait of lingen or bird trap; tipkan, buffalo bug, follows buffalos.

Bugie. *Kekek; kekeke, 3.v.tr., to play.

Bull. *Laki, buffalo or other animal; tot-o, buffalo, castrated.

Bullfrog. *Kekek.

Bunch. *Sinigat, of runo; fenge, of palai; fôteke, of anything, bundle.

Burial. *Mikafonan na naiki, place; sangachil, chair for corpse; toechong, covering for head of corpse.

Burn. *Aongak, 2.v.tr.; puuk, 2.v.tr.; parficangak, 3.v.tr., to cause fire to; *oakofak, 1.int., to burn pottery; kóbek, 3.v.tr., the same; fumiechel, 3.s., the fire burns; choket, burned rice on the bottom of a kettle.

Bury. *Ikuo, 4.v.tr.; maikabo, 1.int., t. be buried.

Business. *Chalat, fibiong, matter, reason.

Buy, to be. *Namweke, 3.v.tr.; saongrek, 3.v.tr., have something to do.

But. *Naminutech; pót-pót (but it is); kót.

Butterfly. *Finolofolo, larger size; akakop, smaller.

Buttocks. *Kolongat.


Buy. *Limakuwak, 2.v.tr.; lamakawak, 1.int., from, used with is or isan.

Buzz. *Inikis, 3.s.

By and by. *Aun, it is aun; it is auani.

C

Cabbage. *Lopolyo.


Cage. *Kalong, for chickens; kolongak, 3.v.tr., to cage chickens.

Cakes. *Kendones, fried, meat.

Calf. *Inanak, buffalo; ofun, young animal; fikim, of the leg.

Call. *Kanak, tell, name, using words quoted; fukakak, aloud to anyone; lalaikek, chickens; all, 2.v.tr.; enfuka-kak, 1.int., to cry out; umaingak, 1.int., summon; ayaak, 2.v.tr., summon; yaangukek, 3.v.tr., violently; makwani, called, named.
Came to pass, it. Köcheng ai nakaeb.
Camel. Kamel.
Camotes. (See Kamotes.)
Can. Morralin, 4. aux., to be able.
Can (tfn). Kalangkang; lata.
Canal. Alak.
Canker. Langañi, in the mouth.
Canyon. Toñoñi.
Cara bajo. (See Karaba.)
Care. Gísteg, for; tokongeg, the same; fóliseek, take care of fruits; all, 3.v.tr.; ikadak, 1.v.tr., take care of; isongongko, 4.v.tr., the same; enpar- tolak, 1.int., as herder; mamangyö, solicitude.
Careful. Mónak, 2.v.tr., to be.
Careless. Masasakini, in appearance.
Caresea. Okakatek, 3.v.tr., as in sickness.
Cargo. Kaíka.
Carpenter. Kalapintelo; ónsafat; ónsafat, 1.int., to work as.
Carry. Agongek, on the head; aliptek, under the arms; arfaek, child on the back; these three, 3.v.tr.; ifalak, 2.v.tr., out; itamangko, up; isingatko, behind the ear; iskipko, into the house; these three, 4.v.tr.; ofoke, making many trips; sakfakes, on the shoulder; toppayek, easily in the arms; these three, 3.v.tr.; yeko, 4.v.tr., gen.
Cartridge. Ñúbula, projectile; piston, shell.
Carve. Kekcekek, 3.v.tr., meat.
Cast out. Pakañik, 5.v.tr.
Castrate. Pitiak, 2.v.tr.
Cat. Koso, domestic; i-nygañ, wild.
Cataract-eyed. Polyg; folchen.
Catch. Apaínake, stop; alaek, to catch; charattek, a ball; chipeke, stop; chokmattek, anything thrown; pitek, as in a door; all, 3.v.tr.; ipakudko, 4.v.tr., stop; mangonoka, 1.int., small fish with hook; mamengyitak, 1.int.; mangachikan, 1.int., both to catch small fish with trap or hook; sakokak, 2.v.tr., to catch fish with a net.
Caterpillar. Köcheng, ordinary; atata-cho, large.
Cause. Chaólet; ipapilitko, 4.v.tr., compel.
Celling. Nösoñ, wooden.
Celebrate. Chumnañ, 1.int., feast; ingilinañ, 1.int., or consecrate a sacrifice.
Cellar. Kchak.
Centavo. Si-pinge; siliylo.
Centipede. Atingangangone, very poisonous; kaiamay, least poisonous.
Center. Kawañ; tenge; önkakaoñ, 1.int., to be in the; fono, of wood.
Chaff. Ofek, of rice.
Chain. Kachina.
Chair. Fangko; tokochuan; sangoñchi (for corpse at funeral); tokochak, 6.int., to sit in; tomouchkan, 1.int., the same.
Chalk. Apog.
Change. Sokat; sokatañ, 2.v.tr., to; isokatoñ, 4.v.tr.; isupplik, 5.v.tr.; supplik, 2.v.tr.; kasañak, 2.v.tr., alter; kag natken, changed in appearance; supplik, 3.v.tr., money; suppli, of money; enusulita, take turns.
Charcoal. Utíng.
Charge. Inflinak, 1.int.
Charms. Nakib.
Chase. Átfañek, 3.v.tr., animals; atifokeñ, 3.v.tr.; apatàñek, 3.v.tr.
Chatter. Onkayetkañ, 1.int., the teeth.
Cheap. Nálaka.
Cheat. Súitikeñ, 3.v.tr.; ensúitakan, 1.int.
Checks. Mátak, 3.s., cracks, splits, as timber.
Cheek. Tamong.
Chet. Takûbl, anatomical.
Chew. Kagañ, 3.v.tr.; siptak, 2.v.tr., without swallowing, as pulp, for instance.
Chicken. Chóskak, large but young; foa-lingaling, comb of; ioñgong, crop of; fikì; kalau, both, basket for carrying in the mountains; impas, small, while with mother; ingilinañ, 1.int., to kill for religious feast; kolong, coo; mangalak, having; mangong, feast of, at konyau; manok, gen.; moyó-ñak, 2.v.tr., to feed; palaiñek, 3.v.tr., to let escape; puyong, leg of; sañg, wild; símled, small, after leaving mother; tagkid, back of; katud, tail feathers.
Chief. Nangato, high in rank.
Child. Anak; kóyong, five or six years old; inamaken, 1.int., to bear a child; umanakan, 1.int., the same; ananak or onongao, children; panganak, children of one family.
Chills. Paying páyó.
Chin. Pang-a.
Chinese. Sangao.
Chips, to make. Sapsapak, 2.v.tr., by chopping.
Choke. Seklek, 3.v.tr., about the neck; sektek, 3.v.tr., the same; apaken, 2.v.tr., smother, choke out; palatañ, 2.v.tr., choke up or obstruct a passage.
Cholera. Piti.
Choose. Tengk, 3.v.tr., select; pitek, 3.v.tr., judge.
Chop down. Manipokañ, 1.int.; tipokañ, 3.v.tr.; sipokañ, 3.v.tr.; all of trees.
Chopping block. Chaman.
Church. Simasañ [Ilok.], building; misézañ; iglesia [both Sp.], especially body or organization; mimisœañ, 1.int., to attend service at.
Cigar. Pinañcha; tafako; afano; pal-chañek, 3.v.tr., to make; ngopus, stub.
Circumcision. Sigañak, 2.v.tr.
Clap. Entampokañ, 1.int., the hands.
Clasp. Temmek, 3.v.tr.
Complain. Inmutmutak, 1.int., against; mutmutak, 2.v.tr., the same; insud-sudak, 1.int., report to parent; isud-sudoko, 4.v.tr., the same; isaklangko, 4.v.tr., to make complaint against one; sumaklangak, 1.int., the same.

Complete. Ankaiek, 3.v.tr.; fuaek, 3.v.tr., to complete; köhekak, 1.int., to be.

Completion. Kaususan; toloteik, 3.v.tr., to carry to.

Comprehend. Keek, 3.v.tr.

Condemn. Laeake, 3.v.tr.; lokonek, 3.v.tr.


Confidence. Inchidchiniak, 1.int., to have; idechinek, 3.v.tr., the same.

Congested. Chumiet, 3.s., it is.

Consider the value. Ai-pre!

Contents. Pika, Intibfu.

Contract. Toklo; pokkui, ippakiauk, 4.v.tr., to contract for; pokkiaiek, 3.v.tr., the same.

Controversy. Ononong.

Convers. (See Confer.)

Converted. Mipato.

Cook. Kosekel, n.; otekk, 3.v.tr., to cook; lutuyek, 3.v.tr., too long.

Cooking. Apinak, 2.v.tr., to put a leaf under rice that is to be boiled; this and the following classed as customs and apparatus of cooking; chalikan, place in house; chike, rice burned on the bottom of the pot; kidkikak, 2.v.tr., to scrape vegetables with a knife; kulaiek, 2.v.tr., to peel raw vegetables with a knife; lasg, rice that settles under the bottom leaf or apin; linukia, rice cooked with much water; mangian, rice cooked with too much water and too long; toklokek, 3.v.tr., to cut rumas into small pieces; tekhek, 3.v.tr., to try boiling vegetables; tefek, a pointed stick or fork.

Cool. Palagak, 3.v.tr., to make; maualio, place.

Coop. Kolong, for chickens; kolongek, 3.v.tr., to put in.

Copper. Kanfai; kalang, color, as in any metal fresh from mint or fire.

Copy. Ikotito, 4.v.tr.; tolak, 3.v.tr.

Cord. To make. Lofciek, 3.v.tr.

Cork. Tanged.

Corkscrew. Kog kolokol.

Corn. Piki, Indian; sinfaa, one ear of; ngolat, cob.

Corner. Soingo.


Correct. Tokonek, 3.v.tr., chastise; chu- suke, 3.v.tr., the same.

Costly. Nangina.

Cotton. Kapo.


Clay. Piteik, fine; pita, for pottery.

Clean. Apopokau; pumokau; both adj.; papowenek, 3.v.tr., to clean; pumukau- tak, 1.int., to be clean.

Clear. Luikut, 3.v.tr., to clear out a ditch; malenggangan, water.

Clematis. Inasaso.

Cliff. Choppas, of rock.

Climb. Makakalabak, 1.int., to be able to.

Clock. Olas.

Close. Tangfak, 2.v.tr.; inchipata, v.plu., to be close together.

Cloth. Ifo.

Clothes. Fakoak, 2.v.tr.; ifeck, 6.v.tr., to put on clothes; loput, clothes.

Cloud. Lifoe; angip, cloudy; finabiais, clouds red at sunset.

Coat. Fako.

Cock. Kawitan.

Cock-crowing. Talano, hour of.

Cockroach. Kimkimi.

Coconut. Ogot, tree of fruit; inyg, the same.


Coft. Alongan.

Cogan. (See Cogan.)

Cold. Moteik, in the head; mamoteikak, 1.int., to have a; ikog, in the throat; songafa, sore; lateng, cold weather; iisaklang, 3.s., it is cold; fauek, 3.v.tr., to make.

Colored. Haeteng, as water with dye.

Celt. Ofun; ianaek.

Comb. Koklo, ordinary for the hair; sokud, fine; falongafing, of a bowl; chapekok, 3.v.tr., to comb the hair; chapuek, 3.v.tr., to comb the hair straight.

Come. Aliak; umaliak; makuak, able to come; sumuak, back; tuma- liak, the same; all, 1.int.; pasakok, 3.v.tr., cause to come in; mangusokak, down; pumanakak, the same; malpodak, from; sumpodak, in, enter; suma- gnak, near; umaliak, nearer; suma- laak, out; umakak, out of the water; umaliak, quickly; umilak, to shore, land; masapapongalak, very soon; makaliak, with; miakiak, the same; mtakniak, the same; all these fourteen, 1.int.; ikakaya, here! kola- liak, just now.

Command. Filinuk, 3.v.tr.; polonek, 3.v.tr.; inflinuk, 1.int.

Commandment. Makuani, thing said or ordered.

Commence. Iapok, 4.v.tr.

Community. Singong.

Companies. Manhodgeak, hodgeoacha, in.

Companion. Iha.

Compel. Itolodoke, 4.v.tr.; pilitek, 3.v.tr.; empilitek, 1.int.; ippilitek, 4.v.tr.
Count. Iapek, 3.v.tr.; ingapak, 1.int.; adikanongong, not possible to.

Countenance. Kamäng; ngaap.

Cover. Apap, tablecloth; epapak, 2.v.tr., envelop, smother, kill out; stekongko, 4.v.tr., head for protection from the rain; kabanak, with earth; enkolopak, the face; kononak, with cloth, etc.; these three 2.v.tr.; tochong, covering for head of corpse; tangle, n.; tangfak, 2.v.tr., cover close.

Covetousness. Umapal.

Cow. Faka, domestic; kamfakyan, karaba (buffalo).

Crab. Agkama.

Cracked feet. Fenga.

Crawl under. Enkolokak, 1.int.; lokolokek, 3.v.tr.

Crazy. Muliulivak, 1.int., to be; maongongak, 1.int., the same; liuliv, intj., crazy!

Creep. Enkalamanagak, 1.int., as a child; enkolokak, 1.int., under; lokolokek, 3.v.tr., the same.

Cricket. Filfilting.

Crooked. Tikkek, 3.v.tr., to make; tik-tikkek, 3.v.tr., the same; miekongpit, nosed.

Crop. Pichong, of chicken.

Cross. Kolus; lidi, eyed; kodehangek, 3.v.tr., to cross a river; kuwehangek, 1.int., the same; kodehangan, crossing of a river; önpakttilak, 1.int., to sit cross-legged.

Crow. Kayang.

Crowbar. Palita.

Crowd. Amiun, of men; katakutaku, of people.

Crown. Togeto, of the head.

Crows, it. Enkobok, 3.s., rooster.

Crucify. Ikolusku, 4.v.tr.

Crumba. Kolopak, 3.v.tr., pick up; kolop, left after eating.

Crumple. Kopikokek, 3.v.tr.

Crush. Tögtëhek, 3.v.tr., with a stone.

Cry. Ensgaak, 1.int., baby; akak, 2.v.tr., for; enfukauk, 1.int., out; inakaak, 1.int., weep; enkamiuk, 1.int., snivel.

Crystals. Füllising, quartz.

Cultivate. Enkakkaikak, 1.int., dig; kaikaikak, 3.v.tr., the same.

Cup. Kind; sop, cupful.

Cure. Supokak, 2.v.tr.

Curly hair. Lokoloket.

Curry. Aimosagak, 3.v.tr., a horse.

Curse. Amaka, 2.v.tr.; kamaak, 2.v.tr., to put under; inkamaak, 1.int., to be under a curse.

Custom. Aćid; katesawan.

Cut. Alasek, 3.v.tr., to cut cards; aniek, 3.v.tr., rice; apolokak, 2.v.tr., hair very short; enfeng, into equal parts; fakakek, into; fëfëfëk, with an ax; these three 3.v.tr.; inaniak, 1.int., rice; kököchek, 3.v.tr., meat; kengchak, hair square at the ends; köftak, another's hair; kotmocek, off part of living body; these three 2.v.tr.; lagsek, 3.v.tr., up potato tops; maföföf, adj., cut by ax; magedak, 1.int., oneself accidentally; manaplok, 1.int., cut down a tree, fell; potokak, 2.v.tr., off head; pototok, off, first gathering compactly; mutongek, across; taki, into small pieces; these three 3.v.tr.; tondachim, 3.s., it cuts; tada, 4.v.tr., across with ax, knife; itiplipko, 4.v.tr., across squarely.

Cylindrical. Forsæk, 3.v.tr., to make.

D

Dam. Lenged; sōpek, 3.v.tr.; essaap, 1.int., or stop a river for fishing.

Dance. Isgni, of women at kanyau; ensalaak, Hokano fashion; managkaak, women at kanyau; manalifengak, with gongs; mikisalaak, in company; these four 1.int.

Dandle. Ikökikiko, 4.v.tr., a baby.

Sandruft. Kolak; enkolak, 3.s., to have.

Danger. Kamisig.

Dark. Angip, cloudy; abfulingit, it is; fumulingit, it grows; pumamet, the same these three 3.s.; enmupap, in-güit, both dark colored; maténget, darkened, colored, as water with dye.

Dash down. Ifașfasko, 4.v.tr.; impukkakko, 4.v.tr.

Daughter. Anak ai jafai; aliwi, in law.


Day. Akis; talano, before daylight; tukafisakana, after to-morrow; tukasakan, the same; iditéuna, before yesterday; idkasua, the same; is kasin wakas, after to-morrow; kucu- wakas, daily.

Dazzle. Sumuli, 3.s., it dazzles; maiuliak, 1.int., to be dazzled; makohnatauk, 1.int., to be dazzled by bright light.

Dead. Nenkatëï, the; kanum, a deadly thing; pummatëï, fatal.

Deaf. Toceng, 3.s., he is; matonengak, 1.int., to be; matongegak, 1.int., to be deafened by noise.

Death. Òtôi, Katašan.

Debar. Tokakek, 3.v.tr., to; malasina, 1.int., to be debarred.

Debt. Makawat, due from other; kaawat, due to others.

Debtor. Nan kinnawat; nan nangawat.
Decay. Konda, 3.v.tr., to allow to; 
maaibuk, decayed vegetables, etc.; 
maaibuk, paper, cloth, wood, etc.; 
mangipigipan, teeth. 

Deep water. Adachoöm. 

Dear. Ugsa. 

Defects. Tomaak, 1.int. 

Defense. Isanibak, 2.v.tr., to make; 
siakak, 2.v.tr., make as in court; 
siakak, 4.v.tr.; umalakak, 1.int.; 
siak, armor. 

Defile. Chidchingotek, 3.v.tr. 

Defy. Lataak, 2.v.tr., the enemy. 

Deflation. Limud. 

Delay. Umanongak, 1.int. 

Deny. Ise, 4.v.tr. 

Depart. Kodaakek, 3.v.tr., from. 

Darro. Itadyayak, 2.v.tr.; amaamisoek, 
3.v.tr. 

Darson, cry of. Asoom! 

Desend. Pumanobak; mangaslogak; 
inweb, all 1.int. (See Come down 
and Go down); pakuakak, 3.v.tr., 
cause to; mangaslog, 1.int., a river 
course. 

Desert place. Letaang; fatwa a i maid 
takatukon, region without habitations. 

Desire. Laiakik, 5.v.tr.; laai, 5.v.tr.; maakakak, 
2.v.tr., greatly. 

Destroy. Kodaak, 3.v.tr.; patoyak, 
3.v.tr., to kill; mangpako, 1.v.plu., 
fight, overcome, devastate. 

Devote. Töke, 3.v.tr. 

Dew. Olma. 

Drieh, to have. Enuukak, 1.int.; 
maakakak, 1.int. 

Die. Matola, 1.int.; enotak, 1.int. 

Difficult. Maluk; malukat; adikak. 

Difficulty. Sikob; ikatik; takud; nala- 
kud; eniakak, 1.int., to be in; 
patikak, 3.v.tr., to cause. 

Dig. Enkiaakak, 1.int., the ground; 
kolaak, 3.v.tr., the same; konoobak, 
2.v.tr., a hole in the ground; 
manitak, 1.int., weeds for a pig; 
kaakak, 2.v.tr., out; enaakak, 1.int., the same. 

Dip. Maamas. 

Dip. Itapokkoko, 4.v.tr.; kooakoak, with 
kaa or large spoon for pig’s food; 
kooakoak, with a cup; tagneak, with 
large spoon (see Tagon); all 3.v.tr. 

Dipper. Fala, made of gourd. 

Direct. Enloto. 

Direction. Tenga. 

Directly. Tsaachedawo; enolchoavise- 
ak, 1.int., to go. 

Dirty. Chingut; siko, in the hair; 
koko, basket; takcho, auxiliary to the 
preceding; mamonekeak, 1.int., 
to have the mouth dirty after eating; 
chidchidchutak, 3.v.tr., to make dirty. 

Disagreeable. Pöpetkan, to make one- 
self. 

Disappearing. Maamas, erased. 

Disappointed. Enkongak, 1.int., to 
be; umanudak, 1.int., to look. 

Disapprove. Lauak, 3.v.tr. 

Discomfort. Palakatek, 3.v.tr., to cause. 

Discouraged. (See Disappointed.) 

Discuss. Tutuchak, 3.v.tr. (See Confer.) 

Disease. Sakip. 

Diseases. Fosak, indigestion, stomach 
trouble; fengas, cracked feet; fikak or 
finkak, goiter; fokot, dropy; impoos 
an, fever; kado, rash like the 
itch; kolid, itch; langang, cold-sore 
or canker in the mouth; mangat, 1.int., 
to have stomach ache from overeating; 
pisti, the more serious contagious 
diseases; tengtengë, sty in 
the eye. 

Disguise. Matiligak, 1.int., with, to 
be; masapóak, 1.int., with food from 
overeating. 

Disguising. Kakisaa; omoi. 

Dismiss. Pakaanik, 5.v.tr., send away. 

Disorderly. Adi manamnong. 

Dispensary. Papiyae, oaksan. 

Displeased. Inamadak, 1.int., to look. 

Dispute. To asktototyaki, v.plu. (See 
Confer.) 

Dissolve. Anuek, 3.v.tr. 

Distance. Koadchac. 

Distress. Sikip. 

Distribute. Iwatawakeo, meat, 
proportionately; ikakekengko, anything else; 
iskalaok, send forth in different direc-
tions; iskalatko, over considerable 
area; all 4.v.tr. 

Ditch. Taokak; alak, for irrigation. 

Dive. Lumneak, 1.int. 

Divide. Chataken, chatakek, 3.v.tr., 
v.tr., water of irrigation ditch; kod- 
waak, into two parts; entengek, by 
cutting or tearing into equal parts; 
chëek, goods equally; tipa, by 
splitting; ammasek, mark division; 
these five 3.v.tr. 

Dizzy. Oncohod; maalikengak, 1.int., 
to be. 

Do. Angnek, 3.v.tr.; anuek, 3.v.tr.; 
maaangkengak, 1.int., to be able to; 
akaangkeng, intj., you can; ic, 
2.v.tr., and int. 

Doctor. Mida, of medicine. 

Dodge. Ikiyotoko, 4.v.tr., a missile. 

Done. Mangka, finished, all gone. 

Door. Onii; fuli; button; pantin, pa- 
ngiun, sopp, these three, opening or 
doorway; ifak, 2.v.tr., to shut; tång- 
se, 2.v.tr., the same; itikekoko, 4.v.tr., 
to shut. 

Dormitory. Pabaungan, or abaungan, 
building. 

Double. Maapak; maapik; both mean-
ing also “twine”; maddw, doubled; 
kima, basket for carriers. 

Doubt. Enchadekeak, 1.int. 

Dove. Pasak.
Down. Is kwabna; lakud, the river from
Bontok; menkwabak, to be; mangosa-
logak, to go or come; pumakadak, the
same; all 1, int.; pakuwofak, 3, v.tr., to
lay or put.

Dragon. O-wo, large snake.

Dragon fly. Langsaiam, gen.; laksaan,
large; kifong, medium; ikiko, small.

Draw. Kuyuchek; okpatek; paufoalek,
pull out; all 3, v.tr.

Dreadful. Kokoägiat.

Dream. Itiáu; itiavek, 3, v.tr., to dream
of; eniilak, 1, int., to dream.

Dress. (See Girde.)

Dried. Nasugkuusan, at the fire; kina-
kang, buffalo meat.

Drink, to. Uminumak, 1, int.; innu-
meek, 3, v.tr.

Drinking cup. Inunuman; uminuman.

Drip. Eniisitek, 3, v.tr., to cause to
to; enisiis; intiditid; both 3, s., "it drips."

Drive. Nukel, e.g., cattle; pakaqnek,
away; tokakek, back; all 3, v.tr.; ipa-
lawiko, 4, v.tr., away, as in battle;
arkewek, 3, v.tr., away animals.

Dripples, It. Lapiet, 3, a.

Drop, to. Inekkacak, 1, int.; ekhakek,

Drop by. Fotot.

Drought. Okiu; enokangak, 1, int., to
suffer from.

Drown. Maenudak, 1, int.; anukek,
3, v.tr.

Droway. Mitomsek, 1, int.; to be.

Drum. Tamfjul; pattong, stick; kogu-
kek, 3, v.tr., upon.

Drunk. Enfutengak, 1, int., to get; mafu-
tengak, 1, int., to be; futengek, 3, v.tr.,
to make.

Dry. Maluyak, wilted; mamapkon,
after being wet; langock, 3, v.tr., to
dry; okiu; shakuk, both "dry season."

Duck. Pato; enitepak, 1, int., to duck
under the water.

Dude. Onokdayuk, 1, int., to be a.

Dull. Opokek, 3, v.tr., to make; maopön,
dulled.

Dumb. Ngaungak.

Dung. Takki.

Dust. Chapug.

Duties. Chunema.

Dwarf. Mo-tö teng.

Dye. Panyitek, 3, v.tr., a dark color;
tinek, 3, v.tr., with indigo.

Dying. Manatói.

Easter. Paskia.

Easy. Malonói; magtek.

Eat. Angofak, 2, v.tr., taking large
mouthfuls; ischak, 2, v.tr., flesh; en-
fonga, v.plu., from the same plate;
enoklongak, too much meat; man-
choak, midday meal, tôeka; manpongak
(to); mikinak, with; these four 1,
int.; ikusapago, 4, int., nothing but
rice; konek, 3, v.tr., to; osok, 3, v.tr.,
sugar cane.

Eaten. Mafaok, by wood-boring insect.

Echo. Lifia.

Eddy. Lucein.

Edge. Topek, of sharp instrument;
ungamgenma, of table, etc.

Edible. Kasamosd.

Effect. Kangnum, goods.

Effervescence. Onôb.

Eggplant. Talong.

Eight. Walo; mikawalo, eighth; man-
gawalo, times; sinpoo ya walo, eight-
een; mangapoo ya walo, eighteen
times; maikawalonpo, eighteenth;
salawono, eighty.

Eject. Pufoalek, 3, v.tr.

Eibow. Siko.

Eleven. Sinpoo ya osang; mangapoo
ya osang, times; mikapoo ya osang,
eleventh.

Embarrassed. Umanóik, 1, int., to be.

Emerge. Chumakak, 1, int., from the
water.

Empty. Igai kapno, partially; mafa
awan, house.


End. Kankauan, kisuadun; köchongoi,
that is the; isochóko, 4, v.tr.

Endure. Akutpok, 1, int., to stick to
a task; ikutpok, 3, v.tr.

Enemy. Foso; fosok, 3, v.tr., to be.

Energetic. Assaasifem.

Enough. Nomoma; umuani; aalana;
kumehong, enough for all in a distri-
bution; agaseki, intj.; wato; mangó-
pak, 1, int., to be.

Enter. Sumkepek, 1, int.; paskepek,
3, v.tr., to cause to; makukópak, 1, int.,
to be able to.


Envelope. Appok, 2, v.tr.

Envious. Unapalak, 1, int.

Equal. Menis; entengak, 3, s., it is;
iswak, 3, v.tr., to make; eniswak, 3, v.tr.,
the same; makmakchong, equal shares
for all.

Erase. Amasek, 3, v.tr.

Escape. Palaiswek, 3, v.tr., to let chick-
ens.

Ecorrect. Ipanok, 6, v.tr.

Espouse. Isalakak, 2, v.tr., cause of
friend in a quarrel.

Evade. Ikisiwo, 4, v.tr., a missile.

Evaporate. Sudkek, 3, v.tr.; maschek,
evaporated.

Even. Iswek, 3, v.tr., to make; eniswak,
3, v.tr., the same.
Every. Amin; ka, used as a prefix, with reduplication; utaisino, body; kasakakakas, day; kamaacho'machom, night; kalashafo, the same; utaingal, thing; katavetawon, year, always.

Evil. Laaca, a forbidden thing.

Exalt. Pangatoweck, 3,vtr.

Examine. Sumaiaxeek, 3,vtr., in court.

Excavate. Kokafock, 2,vtr.; enkaobaek, 1,int.

Except. Mo adi anki.

Exchange. Isokakato, 4,vtr.; isupplik, 5,vtr.; sokatake, 2,vtr.

Exclamations. Agashchi, enough! stop! Ai-yu, what a waste! Aa! all right! go ahead! Anakuochi, made when one falls; A-sõm, of derision or triumph; Et na, well now! Fa-yau, meaning "in fun" or "not truly;" Kaasögäng, what a pity! Kiinsék, be quiet! Köchong et mo, well then! Liitiku, crazy! Man, intensive; Ocho, oh! Oi, oh! look here! Okut, made when a baby sneezes; Ongong, foolish! baby! Puataulte, let us bet! Anuna, it hurts!

Excrement. Ta-ti; takki.

Excuse. Pakaunoek, 3,vtr., to.

Exercise. Alaisqueek, 3,vtr. and int.

Expect. Itaheck, 3,vtr.

Expectorate. Entofoaek, 1,int.; torfocek, 3,vtr.

Expedition. Mangpug, warlike.

Explain. Itchok, 6,vtr.

Explosive. Lena.

Extract. Oktowek, 3,vtr., to.

Eye. Mata; kiehch, brows; tangtangeh, lid; kimitek, 3,vtr., to shut.

F

Face. Kamos; nasup; mata.

Faint. Malonyohangak, 1,int., from lack of food.

Fall. Incekagah, 1,int.; itokangko, 4,vtr., cause to; ekehakek; patoiocek; tokangko; all three, cause to fall, 3,vtr.; maekochag, be fallen; maeco, on the head; enelintomenga, down in worship; matokang, as helpless; misakowak, from standing position; these five 1,int.; initoki, 3,s., it falls; anakoeh, exclamation when one falls; kakad, a small fall of water for catching fish.

False. Empanolak, 1,int.

Family. Pangafong.

Famine. Enokangak, 1,int., to suffer from.

Fan. Afo'miko; yabafak, 2,vtr.

Far. Adehau; adadchaw; adadhachay, an far or distant place; pandocha-week, 3,vtr., to cause to go far away.

Farwell. Makatoweck.

Farther. Hachauckaalek, 1,int., to be.

Fast, to be. Itakamok, 6,vtr.; enkakamos, 1,int.; ipakakamos, 6,vtr., cause to be.

Fasten. Potiak, 2,vtr.; itakeedeke, 4,vtr.

Faster. Kisaek, 2,vtr., to go faster than.

Fat. Alalalmis, adj.; fölat, of pork; lomamaska, 1,int., to be.

Fatall. Pummatoki; kamur.

Father. Ama, parent; pochi, ecclesiastically; katokangan, in-law; amaek, 3,vtr., to have as father, i.e., as guardian or godfather.

Fatten. Palameakek, 3,vtr., by feeding.

Fault. Fawol; aiko wai fakam, it is your fault.

Fearsome. Kakaõgiet.

Feast. Pista; chumnoo; chumoook, 1,int., to keep a; changtôl, private feasting at kanyau.

Feathers. Chouchut; kutud, in pocket hat.

Feed. Pakanek, 3,vtr.; panganek, 3,vtr.; manaloak, 1,int., pig; tuloak, pig; talan, a child, to rear; ippochilak, baby with morsels; mögnumök, chickens; these four 2,vtr.; isonok, 6,vtr., fire by putting on wood.

Feel. Kikaneek or kiteeck, 3,vtr., physical sensation; manibilak, 1,int., for fish under edge of stones.

Fall. Maniplatek, 1,int., trees.

Fellow-townsmen. Kakilik, 2,vtr., to be.

Female. Ai fafai.

Fence. Anisit; alad; asa, fence trap for catching skon, made of runo; anisitek, 3,vtr., to make a; mainisit, 1,int.; enfakafakek, 1,int., to play at making.

Ferment. Twep, for busi, a drink made from sugar cane; fufud, for tapui, a drink made from rice; safeng, a fermented mixture.

Fern. Alamon.

Ferrule. Kalout, for upper end of ax handle; panenakuken, for lower end of ax handle.

Fertilize. Lumenga, 2,vtr.; enlumengan, 1,int.

Fever. Napodot; pasma; impos sanaok; mapsaiook, 1,int., to have; enpoos, feverish.

Fiber. Lasaok; pòog; lai; faai; materials; totoek, 3,vtr., to pound out bark for.

Field. Puschaq.

Field glass. Silap.

Fierce, to be. Maoyongak, 1,int.

Fifth. Ukalma.

Fifty. Limanpoo.

Fifty each. Sinilimanpopoo; maikalimanpoo, fiftieth.

Fight. Onongeek, 3,vtr., against; ononqita, v.plu., the same; makifogag, took, 1,int., with in rock fight; infalukonitu, v.plu., in numbers; infobigga, v.plu., with sticks; faluknit, fighting; ensontokak, 1,int., with fists.
Filipino. Halokad.
Filip. Funnek, 3.v.tr., with anything; puñak, 1.v.tr., fill or stop a leak; mogañak, 1.int., to be filled, satisfied.
Filthy. Kakais.
Find. Idehanak, 2.v.tr.; idahanak, 2.v.tr.; umanap, 3.v.tr., irr. infinitive of anapak, to find by searching for.
Finger. Lekchen; ikikin, little; kauk or kawaun, middle; changanek, 3.v.tr., to measure by finger stretch.
Finish. Ankioi; suasek; lipasek; all, 3.v.tr.; mangai, finished; kaukusak, finishing; nasoktho, 4.v.tr.
Fire. Apui; apuak, 2.v.tr., to make a; parfohakeng, 3.v.tr., to make burn well; chakian, place for cooking; niniekuan, for warming; papanawit, tree; misna, wood; mangaiwak, 1.int., to gather firewood; kuiwek, 3.v.tr., the same; eunlawak, same as mangaiwak.
First. Lapapona; onona; mangununaak, 1.int., to be; mammanganak, 1.int., the same.
Fish. Aso, ranu fence trap for ikan, large scaly fish; asaak, 2.v.tr.; to eat ikan with trap; chalit, we; fakak, bottle-shaped fish basket; fengu, fishhook; fenguat, 2.v.tr., to catch fish with a hook; ikan, large fish, scaly; kachi, small fish, slimy; kachiwek, 3.v.tr., to catch kachi or liteng, small or medium-sized fish, any way; kakaak, 2.v.tr., to catch small fish in kakad; kakad, a small fall of water for catching fish; kai, very small fish; ko, fishing basket for large fish; liteng, medium-sized fish; manamunwak, to catch big fish with hook; mangaiwak, to catch kachi or liteng any way; mangaiwak, to catch small fish with okat; mangaiwak, to catch ikan with trap; mangahak, to catch chalit with trap; mangofak, to catch liteng with trap; mangontanak, to catch small fish with hook; manwak, to catch fish with a net; these eight 1.int.; oka, basket trap for chalit; oka, 2.v.tr., to catch chalit in trap; ofak, 1.int., to catch liteng with trap; okat, fishing basket for small fish; ontanak, 2.v.tr., to catch small fish with hook or trap; sikoh, fish net; sikohak, 3.v.tr., to catch fish with net.
Fisherman. Amsiechok; amsechokenak, 1.int., to be.
Five. Lima; mangama, times; sikawao, 5 centavos; tanae, 5-centavo piece.
Fix. Imamanko, 4.v.tr.; otlakekwek, fixed, immovable.
Flame. Fichang, of fire.
Flaps. Onkayakab, 3.a.
Flat. Makapahapig; chopitek, 3.v.tr., to make flat by pressing or rolling, e.g., bread.
Flavor. Tamtam. (See also Taste.)
Flea. Tilang.
Flee. Lumiauwak, 1.int.
Flesh. Fokas; alalamie, fleshly; lumiaoak, 1.int., to be fleshly.
Flexible. Enkoko;
Flias. Tomono, 3.a., high.
Flimsy. Enkoko.
Flint. Chumokan.
Float. Intabafugak, 1.int., on the water.
Floor. Lobab; cheto, of rice loft.
Flour. Alina, of wheat.
Flower. Topkau, gen.; finge, of tobacco, black bean or palatong, etc.; manupawak, 1.int., to gather flowers.
Flush red. Chomiketak, 1.int.
Flute. Ipit; enpoppak, 1.int., to play.
Fly. Lalug, insect; intataiau, 3.a., about; patayvak, 3.v.tr., a kite.
Foam. Osab; omosab; tomalafotab, 3.a., foams at the mouth.
Fog. Alingasiu.
Fold. Topiek, 3.v.tr., up; entopiek, 1.int., the same; enkomoeak, 1.int., the arms to keep warm; ikolok, 5.v.tr.
Follow. Onokek, 3.v.tr., along with; omonawak, 1.int., behind, used with preposition isan or with ken; ikifeko, 4.v.tr., give heed.
Food. Makekkan; umaeitak, 1.int., to carry food for a journey; kasaanak, for thought.
Foods. Finnalenge, mixture of stale rice and locusts; innolas, fried rice; kinokilo, mixture of kamotes and rice; litang, meat broth; pinanggea, boiled millet; safeng, a fermented mixture; senget, food for a journey.
Foot. Luiuiu; ongong, foolish! Enkoko, 1.int., trifle.
Foot. Chapan; komut, paw of animal; kokud, hoof; sigan, of bed.
Foothold. Niskadak, 1.int., to have a.
For. Ken, preposition; mokotai, because; anska, for instance; ta asup, for the purpose.
Forbidden. Ipaak, 2.v.tr.; lawa, a forbidden thing.
Force. (See Compel.)
Forcible. Enangokkak, 1.int., to be.
Ford. Kodchangan; kumokhong, 1.int., to ford a stream.
Forehead. Kiton; fatong, with its hair.
Foreman. Mutole; kapat.
Forest. Pagek.
Forever. Katuwacan.
Forge. Opoopak, 3.v.tr.; onopak, 1.int.
Forget. Malinghong; masamok; masungiak, forget the trail; all 1.int.
Forgive. Pakawanak, 3.v.tr.
Fork. Tefek, single-pointed stick.
Formerly. Id sangadom.
Fortieth. Makapapoo.
Forty. Epatapo.
Foster mother. Inak, 3, v.tr., to have as.
Four. Epot; mikapat, fourth; manguopat, times.
Fox fire. Lifa.
Fracture. Oat; splinters.
Fragrant. Insengu, 3, it is.
Free. Lomofusak, 1, int., to be; palofoseik, 3, v.tr., to set.
Fresh. Inlanglen; kakkabala, freshly laid; iniliengan, water.
Friend. Liwud; katem; alividoko, 4, v.tr., to be.
Fringe. Upai, as of wakos.
Frog. Faskak; palaking, small.
From. Malo; maloak, 1, int., to come; milapo adecani, henceforth; ōkona, now until.
Front of. Sasakangek, 3, v.tr., to be in.
Front. Osob.
Fruit. Fokas; makakan; kayufana, prickly fruit with strawberry flavor; kusuf, grape fruit; langka, breadfruit; tafungou, grape fruit; mambas, adj., fruit bearing; mambasan, time of fruit bearing.
Fry. Sisiek, 2, v.tr., in lard.
Fulfil. Toleoke, 3, v.tr.
Full. Mapno.
Fun. Angovek, 3, v.tr., to make of; fayau, in fun! int.; kaango; kakaango, both, funny.
Funeral. Enunakoak, 1, int., to wait at.
Funnel. Salud.
Furnish. Pasak, 2, v.tr., enough.
Further. Madaheciak; umaheciak, 1, int., to go further away; madaheciaiak, 1, int., to be further off.

G
Gain. Falei, 3, v.tr., to make a.
Gall. Akko.
Gamble. Infangkingak, 1 int.; fangkankan, gambler.
Garden. Swag; fukan; uma; finitiling, bed; kötang, path.
Garland. Soko; of flowers.
Garlic. Fawong.
Garment. Faco.
Gasp. Enkasakak, 1, int.
Gather. Amangek; chapepoke; fulasek, a crop; all 3, v.tr.; infulaak, 1, int.; a crop; manupakak, 1, int., flowers; sigfatek, 3, v.tr., runo for fence; manakop, tax gatherer; enuamog, v. def., gathered.
Generous. Enatatokia, 1, int., to be.
Gentiles. Taku ai adadchawi.
Gentile. Uyaan.
Get. Alake, 3, v.tr.; unmalaak, 1, int.; ikusukok, 4, v.tr., out of road for; kusouak, 1, int., the same; itakokigo, 4, v.tr., up; patakonkek, 3, v.tr., cause to get up; manakok, 1, int., water; inimakko, 4, v.tr., in the way or light of.
Ghost. Aniso.
Giant. Atakokigo.
Gift. Maichauchau; likalo.
Gimlet. Kolokol.
Ginger. Layu.
Girdle. Akoan, woman’s stuffed; okot, of braided grass; sangkutan, of braided cords; wakos, of woven bark.
Gizzard. Pili; of chicken.
Glad. Ilinauk, 2, v.tr., to be, pleased; iliaadoko, 4, v.tr., on account of, to be; unmat to invain, glad that you brought.
Glass. Pangau.
Gleama. Inlanglang, 3, s., it.
Globe. Malimimiro.
Gloom. Amud, dejection.
Glory. Gloria.
Glow. Langlanganga, 3, s., to cast a; chumiket, glowing, congested with blood; kumalang, as red-hot fire.
Glue. Lita.
Gluttonous. Akakalim.
Gnaw. Ngibingak, 2, v.tr.
Go. Umiak; inulitliak; and come frequently; enfoatuk, to another town; enchadchawiak; directly, without delay; matmatanak, a little further; all these 1, int.; kinanak, 2, v.tr., faster than; aki, v. def., 2, v.tr., used especially with interrogatives; sakat unmi, I go now; sak’at umi, you, sa et unmi, he; sakam’ et unmi, we; sataku’ unmi, we; kumchangan, 1, int., across a stream; tokakek, 3, v.tr., against; inlikikidak, 1, int., around, travel about; anka; ona; ina; onay; onay; imperative forms of “go away;” umiak, away; kumakak, away; umadheciak, away further; these three 1, int.; paadhewik, 3, v.tr., cause to go far away; omonodak, behind, follow; mangusangak, down; sumakak, the same; inukidak, downhill; mangoseak, down along a river course; mapanak, home; sumanak, cause to go home; sumakepak, in; these eight 1, int.; pakepaspek, 3, v.tr., cause to go in; makawakak, 1, int., to be able to go in; fumuak, 1, int., out; pasfalek, 3, v.tr., cause to go out; palufeke, 3, v.tr., through; lumutak, the same; lumamagak, up, ascend; manikidak, up a hill; manlonak, up a stream; these four 1, int.; tikichek, 3, v.tr., up a hill; misifugak, 1, int., with; makaliak, 1, int., the same; ifusugko, 4, v.tr., the same; enfugita, we go together; itapik, 5, v.tr., proceed; ait, ait, go on!
Goat. Kicking.
God. Chios, Christian; Funi; Konfunyan; Lumawig; names of Igorot deity.
Godparents. Amaek, to have as godfather; anakek, to be godfather to; inaek, to have as godmother; all 3.v.tr.

Golden. Fikek, šintokel.

Gold. Faikutok.

Gone. Mangkai, all gone, used up.

Gong. Kangsa, high-keyed; kala, low-toned; kangkanga, improvised from tin can.

Gonnorheea. Manaaek, 1.int., to have.

Good. Kasis; kumaisak, 1.int., to be; pagkaisak, 3.v.tr., to make; kаsisak, 3.v.tr., the same; repair; kаsisak, very good.

Good-by. Makaalada sa.

Goods. Akum, personal property; kanga, for use or sale in a house.

Gorge. Toibo, canyon.

Gourd. Falai; lochin, water jug; takiting, the same.

Governor. Kofinyachol; okom; šinyadchol, governorship.

Grandparents. Ikit ai lalaki, grandfather; ikit ai faaфи, grandmother.

Grape fruit. Tafungau.

Grapes. Ufas.

Grapple. Kaweek, 3.v.tr.

Grasp. Temmeek, 3.v.tr., with both hands.

Grass. Kolom, for roof; lokom, wild; kafotek, 3.v.tr., to uproot; kote, annual grass pulling at the papataian or sacred grove; pokpekt, seed, barbed; papegpikid, the same.

Grasshopper. Chuchun; yadכit; intik, small; akub, basket for gathering; okas, storage basket for grasshoppers.

Grave. Ketuob, hole.

Gravel. Lokan.

Grease. Enaposak, 1.int., to grease the body; enalaiak, 1.int., the hair; yapusko, 4.v.tr., the body; mamomonekak, 1.int., to be greasy-mouthed after eating; apaposak, 2.v.tr., anoint.

Great. (See Big, large.)

Greater. Nangatitgo.

Greedy. Akalakim; inoklongak, 1.int., to be.

Green. Igaikoom, unripe; alalanga, not dry or seasoned; inleingen, fresh; infabinengmeng, like deep water.

Greens. Lagui, pot herbs.

Grind. Kilingek, 3.v.tr., as grind; enkailitak, 1.int., the teeth.

Grindstone. Polichan; osoon, hard.

Gristle. Kolat, of meat.

Gristemill. Kilingan.

Grin. Lippak.

Ground. Lota.

Grove, sacred. Papataian.

Grow. Tumofu, 3.s., begins to; patofuek, 3.v.tr., cause to; chumakekinoak, 1.int., grow large; mawnganak, 1.int., to be grown; tangangon, 3.s., grows larger, spreads.

Growl. Ingitiyebak, 3.s., it (e.g., a dog).

Grub. Arfaalif, white, found in the earth.

Grumpy. Fumfug, silent.

Grunt. Enawheek, 3.s., it (e.g., a pig).

G-string. (See Lolin cloth.)

Guard. Kwalchikio; fotonak, 2.v.tr., to; onfantaiaiak, 1.int., to guard; onfotona playing, the same.

Guardian, to be. Anakek; amaek, inaek, to have; all 3.v.tr.; onfantaiaiak, 1.int.

Guilty. Lokomek, 3.v.tr., to adjudge.

Guitar. Kitaio.

Gun. Pailgoy.

Gunpowder. Lena.

H

Habitation. Tagtakaan, for people.

Hair. Chulalu; manululu, 3.s., it hails.

Hair. Fook; chuhotuk, on hands and body; kuleem, on the pubis; ipus, long back hair; sapki, in front of the ears; ofan, white; palicewos, center of hair on the crown; sika, dirt in the hair; kulaak, dandruff; chapoyek, 3.v.tr., to comb and dress the hair; kolotak, 2.v.tr., to cut hair for another; apolokak, 2.v.tr., to cut very short; tugtugno, box for hair grease; oisim, hair noose for catching ricebirds.

Half. Potaang, tipang, half of anything that is divided; kudtua, half of what is composed of many units; stis, half centavo; salapi, half peso; mamatu, half dead; pukkii, half empty.

Hallow. Ingulinak, 1.int.; ingulinko, 4.v.tr.

Hall way. Loom.

Half. Otsengek, 3.v.tr.

Hammer. Maltiyo.

Hamstring. Koad.

Hand. Lima; ichauko, 4.v.tr., to; puchangek, 3.v.tr., walk, hand in.

Handkerchief. Panyo.

Handle. Pangognanan; pakefa, of wasai or ax; palak, of head ax; kwek, 3.v.tr., to handle, touch.

Hang. Iesutuku, 4.v.tr., up; ensluk, 1.int., oneself.

Happy. Kalalaiad; enalaiad; ilaiadko, 4.int., to be; palaiachik, 5.v.tr., to make.

Hard. (See also Difficult.) Akakitdo; pakodseleke, 3.v.tr., to make.

Harmful. Kakasiogit.

Harmonica. Ipiip.

Harvest. Ani; oaninan, season, time of; infulakak, 1.int., to harvest coffee; inaniak, 1.int., to harvest rice; aniek, 3.v.tr., the same.

Hasten. Enakakoonak, 1.int.; ikakamok, 6.v.tr., cause to; ipakakamok, 6.v.tr., the same.

Hat. Soklong, pocket hat; tokob, wooden hat, made in Barig; katlakang, large, bowl-shaped, inferior class.

Hatchet. Wasai.

Hate. Boongtet, 3.v.tr.

Hatred. Sonet.

Have something to do. Amaek, 3.v.tr.; sangwek, 3.v.tr., to be busy.
Hawk. Lafaan; sanfanasi, black.
He. Sie, same word used for she and it; sieia onka, he himself.
Head. Oto; togogo, top of head; mazoniak, 1,int., to stand or fall on the head; potowak, 3,v.tr., to cut off or take; foso, head-hunter; manekotak, v.plu., to go head-hunting; fangeu, head basket covered with grass; sangi, the same without grass; kikou, head pad to support load; sosoam, 2,v.tr., to head off, keep in the right path.
Head ax. Pinamg; alewe; kalotul, ferrule of, broad; oteng, stem; otok, point of blade; palek, handle; paneknakam, lower ferrule; pacis, long blade of; sinwilwekan, long curved type.
Head gear. Katlakang, large bow-shaped hat, inferior; kutu, feathers in soklong; kutau, nightcap; letek, rings of brass; sagi, rain hat; soklong, pocket hat; tochong, head covering for women.
Health. Supokak, 2,v.tr., to make; makaan, healed, cured, sickness removed.
Hears. Chengek, 3,v.tr., to; chamake, 3,v.tr., to hear about; mangoka, hearing.
Heart. Peso; fono, of wood.
Heated up. Impos.
Heaven. Chiaa, sky.
Heavy. Dadahomoi.
Head. Ibifekko, 4,v.tr., give.
Heel. Pagpakaka, of foot.
Heir. Tachikem.
Hell. Inferno, place of departed spirits.
Hemorrhage. Tomaak is chiaa, of the bowels, to have.
Hen. Mangalak, egg producing.
Hero. Espatoatok, 1,int., to; nan omta, fetid, herder.
Here. Io.
Hereafter. Nan angonuga.
Hereon. Paang.
Hers. Kiow, also his.
Hiccough. Endilinsechetai, 1,int.
Hide. Kokih, leather; itajunko, 4,v.tr., to hide; sumibko, 4,v.tr., the same; sanjak, 2,v.tr., oneself; enanibak, 1,int.; sumainbak, 1,int.; ilochnoko, 4,v.tr., to hide in the sand or in long grass; ilochnoko, 1,int., the same; sumib, hiding-place; enanibak, 2,int., to make a hiding-place; pacakak, 2,v.tr., shield.
Height. Atilakchag, tall; nangato, in degree; ifontonk, highest.
Hill. Filig; makinak, 1,int., to ascend; insigek, 1,int., to descend; tikichek, 3,v.tr., to ascend.
Himself. Kikui, also intensive.
Hinder. Malasinaak, 1,int., to hinder; mislait, hindrance; mapugtak, take refuge.
Hinder part. Kotit, of ship, or in ranks of community.
Hip. Tipai; kingkingi, projecting bone of.
Hire. Ilobokamko, 4,v.tr., land on shares.
His. Kuana, also here.
Hit. Iloengko, 4,v.tr., not to miss.
Hit. Itakeddeko, 4,v.tr., tie.
Hoarse. Makalekak, 1,int., to be.
Hoe. Pasakod; ameika, mattock.
Hog. Fotog.
Hold. Igak, 2,v.tr., to take hold of; akwook, 3,v.tr., to hold a baby in the arms squatting; tikon, holder for pot or olla.
Holy. Lusakau; ketcue; lekau, kapito; teku, etc., a rat's; lusakauk, 2,v.tr., to make a hole in something.
Holiday. Tengau; Brian, special.
Holy. Santo.
Home. Samaak, 1,int., to go.
Honest. Uato.
Honey. Chafuni si yukan; itlug si yukan; yukan, honeybee; kola, honeycomb.
Hoof. Kokud, of animal.
Hook. To. Mangontok, 1,int., small fishes; mamengaitak, 1,int., large.
Hop. Insadosada, 1,int., on one leg.
Horizon. Kaj ngangob si chiaa.
Horn. Sakud, of animal.
Horse. Kafayo; pakafayoak, 1,int., to ride horseback; ensakai, 1,int., the same.
Hot. Inatong; mamatong; chamias, pepper; impoos, heated up; kumatang, red-hot; kimalakaling, white-hot; atong, it is hot weather; inatong, the same; initek, 3,v.tr., to make hot; pastongek, 3,v.tr., the same.
Hour. Oles; madchani, about two in the morning; talano, before daylight; ma-will, it dawns; fikkat, morning; is wiit, very early; mamatok, sun overhead; menkaan, the same; magakiu, about noon; makrip, early afternoon; misini, late in the afternoon; lafi, night; masehôm, the same; talano, before daylight, cook-crowing.
House. Afo; foa, large; angan, sleeping room or box; anglib, wooden roof of angan; atip, grass of roof; cha—, prefixed to the name of a person, meaning "at the house of"; chalikan, cooking place; choko, stationary shelf in house; faang, yard about house; faloko, house basket for storage; foa, palai loft; fusu, slanting beams of roof; kalotosakid, runo of roof; katunfong, small; kubuk, storage place at end of angan; lōom, hall way or passage; pangafong, household, house of the family; segap, doorway; suklut, cooking apartment.
How. Kaat nan, long, when interrogative; kaat, how much, how many; maangat, how many, how often.

Hull. Taip, of rice.

Hundred each. Sinkagut; sinkasut, one hundred.

Hunger. Enokangak, 1.int., to suffer; from : maawatak, 1.int., to be hungry.

Hunt. Manganopak, 1.int., game; esopak, 2.v.tr., the same; maamangatiak, 1.int., wild chickens; inatsikak, 1.int., for lees in one's own head; sisikak, 2.v.tr., in the same; ikotak, 2.v.tr., in the head of another; kokkachech, 3.v.tr., sage as preceding.

Hurry. Kamokak, 5.v.tr., enkakamoek, 1.int., ikamokak, 6.v.tr., ipakakamoek, 6.v.tr., cause to.

Hurt. Enapoog, 3.s., pongoek, 3.v.tr., to; unana, it hurts!

Husband. Asuana.

Husk. Okis, of corn, also used for banana peel, etc.; oppak, of cane, runo, etc., outer skin.

Hut. Abofang, shelter built at rice paddies.

I

1. Saka.

Idiot. Lieliu; ongong, also idiotic.

Idle. Inchungchonganak, 1.int.

If. Ho said.

Igorot. Ikot.

Illegible. Aikamonganong; adimaongoong.

Ilkano. Paisano.

Image. Tinugtuku, picture (not photograph).

Imitate. Idayagak, 2.v.tr.; tolabek, 3.v.tr.

Immediately. Sinakitan; enchahvikak, 1.int., to go immediately.

Immovable. Adikekaut.

Impose upon. Inisisekak, 1.tr.

Imposture. Kaissiig.

In. Id; ad; choum; isian; isian ka; ta, in order that; ta nap, the same.

Inattentive. Emnnaangak, 1.int., to be.

Incense. Isteno.

Incorrect. Adi sia.

Industrious. Chumudchuno.

Increase. Chaomak, 2.v.tr.; paakakekalok, 3.v.tr.; unanig, increasingly.

Indeed. Achi.

Indent. Pingagak, 2.v.tr.

Indigence. Pasog.

Indignant. Sumonetak, 1.int., to be.

Indigo. Tina.

Indistinctly. Malalapak, 1.int., to see.

Induce. Solfokak, 2.v.tr.

Inflate. Fichokek, 3.v.tr.

—ing. Chako; chako —; cham —, etc., prefixes indicating continuing action or state.

Inherit. Tsawiek, 3.v.tr.; tsawiken, inheritor.

Ink. Tinta.

Insane. Maliliuak, 1.int.; maangangak, 1.int., to be; lieni, intj., insane! crazy!

Insects. Afob, beetle found in fields toward nightfall in August; atit, honeybee; fil心仪, cricket; fokfoktu, beetle, reddish, edible; ikiko, small dragon fly; kalua, rice plot bug, used for bait for lingen; kimikimi, eoc. roach; kitac, bedbug; kitongan, dragon fly, medium; koto; kimai; komai, all meaning "house"; lakafaan, dragon fly, large; laou, fly; langfain, dragon fly; minangmgu, praying-mantis; sii, onomatopoetical word, name of insect living in tall grass, comes when called; sogong, edible bug found in rice plots; tipkan, mosquito-like, large, follows buffalos; towa, body house or blanket bug; payas, beetle, black, noisy; yuuk, honeybee.

Instruct. Enisoloak, 1.v.tr.; isolok, 6.v.tr.; isolak, 1.int.; isololoak, 1.int.; isololoana, instruction.

Insufficient. Adi unana.

Intend. Paatek, 3.v.tr.

Intensive exclamation. Man!

Intercept. Sanvak, 2.v.tr., the light of, get in the light of.

Intercourse. Enuotek, 3.v.tr., to have.

Interpret. Itlupetek, 5.v.tr.; entlupetek, 1.int.

Interrogation. Aikot, 1.int., auxiliary to.

Intrude. Kasokosokakap, 1.int.; mislatak, 1.int., to be in the way; insulatak, 1.int., the same.

Iron. Patachim; inisagak, 1.int., to be a worker in iron, smith.

Irrigation ditch. Alak; chataken, v.tr., to divide water of; sucat, material to stop leaks in.

Is there? Wiat ou! Aikot wadi?

I suppose. Anuka.

It. Nantodi; sia; anget, it may be.

Itch. Kold; enkotat, 3.s., it itches; enkata, 3.s., the same.

I will do it. Ukaia, 1.int.

J

Jackstones. Kaikal-o.

Jail. Pufalocan.

Japanese paper. Lofu.

Jar. Panga; sakchuon, for water.

Jaw. Panga.

Jesus Christ. Jesu Kristo.


John. Ewana, Juan.

Join. Futek, toopek, inakmek, all 3.v.tr.

Joint. Unget, in bamboo or runo.

Judge. Nan inpi; piliek, 3.v.tr., to.

Jump. Apchengek, 3.v.tr.; intuak, up; imagekangak, across; inlabtotak, on a level; imsiagak, down; all 1.int.

Just. Uto.
K

Kamote. Agkufangbang, white; faang-yan, kamote patch in town; faaling, time for making kamote beds; kinafo, roasted; kinsiktoti, mixture of with rice; lokmog, boiled; niloko, large; pataki, red outside, white inside; puyanga, red inside; sosog, red; takipek, to cut into small pieces; tokot, raw; finaliling, bed.

Kanyau customa. Chongtoti, private feasting during; chawois, pig feast; little pig; appadzeko, 4.v.tr., to place prohibitive sticks; isangsu, dance of women at; mangayengak, 1.int., to sing or how at sango or chawois; mungmang, a feast on chicken; ngapao, courtesies of hospitality suspended during; ngilinan, articles used in; oblakao, special locua for storing palai used in; pachipad, runu sticks as prohibitive signs; sanzang, pole in front of house; sango, pig feast; sengeu, portion of tapoi or faos saved from one kanyau to another.

Karaba. Naang, gen.; komakyan, female; ayawon, wild; posong; tablab; tabnakun, wallow.

Keep. Chumnoak, 1.int., a feast; sau- naak, 2.v.tr., in the right path; igtok, 0.v.tr., safely; ikakok, 0.v.tr., the same; onfantaak, 1.int., to be akeeper.

Kettle. Payok, large metal.

Key. Susi; tolfe.

Kick. Katinak, as in a game; sapal- takak, as a horse; sikinchak, back- wards; all 2.v.tr., asiakinta, v.plu., one another; kayakgin, klingkinggame; enakaggin, v.plu., to play at.

Kidneys. Fatin.

Kill. Patayek, 3.v.tr.; patoyek, 3.v.tr., anything; patauk, 2.v.tr., with a hammer; impatiok, 2.int., murder; inga- linuk, 1.int., kill a chicken for a feast or sacrifice; ingaliniko, 4.v.tr., the same; pisteek, 3.v.tr., to kill vermin with the thumb nail; ipatiko, 4.v.tr., use weapon to.

Kind. Iyaan; ila, sort; uga, kindness; natkoonatkin, many.

King. Ali; enatalak, 1.int., reign.

Kiss, to. Fisiteek, 3.v.tr.

Kitchen. Kowina.

Kite. Patapatayau; kannuaai; patayauk, 3.v.tr., to fly a; enapatayauk, 1.int., the same; papak, kite wings.

Knee. Kongsongo; sokump, kneepan.

Knee. Enapilintengak, 1.int.

Knife. Kipan; kompila, large.

Kneck. Kogkogek, 3.v.tr., upon.

Knot. Salifud, in a string; fanchek, in wood.

Know. Amok, 6.v.tr.; makoamak, 1.int., to be able to; tiwan, I do not know; amo pai, the same; enomagaak, 1.int., to want to, as news.

Kogon sprouts. Kaiput, eaten by women and children; nimis, which prick the feet.

L

Lack. Kolangak, 2.v.tr.; akit anuik ot, it lacks little.

Ladder. Panachan; totoi.

Lady. Sikyoa.

Lamb. Kaleno.

Lame. Napii; enpiipilaik, 1.int., to be lame; onakakakaak, 1.int., from sores between the legs.

Lamp. Hau; siliu.

Lance. Obitek, 3.v.tr.a a boil or blister.

Land. Ichakak, 2.v.tr., bring to shore, land goods; umilitak, 1.int., come ashore.

Land-allde. Kodchaiek, 3.v.tr., to causea.

Language. Kali.

Lard. Lanb.

Large. Chakahako, chakahakuca; chakahakuca; pachakahako, 3.v.tr., to make large; kakahakako, largeness; makahehako, larger; makahehako, the same; wadwada, the same; chadilus chakahako, largest.

Last. Koitik, 1.int., to be; mungodo- chikiao, 1.int., the same.

Latchet. Taked.

Late. Maauni.

Laugh. Maangoak, 1.int.; imungaoak, 1.int.; angorek, 3.v.tr., at; kakawango, laughable.

Lavish. Enatatodaak, 1.int., to be, generous.

Law. Litog; filin.

Lay. Isaadko, 4.v.tr.; mangitlugg, 3.s., lays an egg.

Lazy. Sumanga; sangan; kasanga, laziness; fumung, animal.

Lead. Kuyuechek, 3.v.tr.; ipangok, 6.v.tr.; ikaanko, away; ifuigko, 4.v.tr., with.

Leaf. Tofuna, of a tree; sinfla, of tobacco; liulup, used ceremonially; fokog, leaf cup; folos, leaf manure; ianwis, the same; iataboko, 4.v.tr., to tread in leaf manure.

Leaks. Enochrome, 3.s., the roof.

Lean. Masikut; inasachayak, 1.int., to.

Leap. Inanachangak, 1.int., across.

Learn. Saloek, 3.v.tr.; makaosoloak, 1.int., to be learned.

Leather. Kochil.

Leave. Kumaanak, 1.int.; kaichaek, 3.v.tr.; tainak, 2.v.tr.; tachangko, 4.v.tr., divorce.

Leaves. Sokoi, as garlands.

Leech. Matek.

Left hand. Tikid.

Leg. Siki, gen.; opo, thigh; puyong, of chicken; pangol, fore leg of pig; ockichi, hind legs of animals; onakakaiak, 1.int., to sit with the legs extended.

Lemon. Limon.
Lend. Papakawatek, 3.v.tr.; ippakavatek, 4.v.tr., money; istapangata, 4.v.tr.
Lepor. Nakolid; nakolit; kolit, leprosy; chitus, leprosy (?) .
Lessen. Kanaak, 2.v.tr.
Lesson. Lision.
Lett. Oogkhayek, alone; pakowafek, down; palofosek, go; all 3.v.tr.; sak et unoi, etc., let me go, etc. (see Go); ipalokamko, 4.v.tr., let out land to be worked.
Letter. Solat.
Level. Chata; bibiien, along mountain side; chotack, 3.v.tr., make.
Liar. Ongakan; ongakanak, 1.int., to be a.
Lice, to hunt or kill. Ensiksikak, 1.int., in one’s own head; sisikak, 2.v.tr., the same; skotoak, 2.v.tr., in the head of another; kogkaickek, 3.v.tr., the same as preceding; pistek, 3.v.tr., to kill with the thumb nail.
Lick. Chikchikak, 2.v.tr., with the tongue.
Lid. Enongak, to speak falsely; enpanfak, to falsify in court; onchoolagak, to lie down any way; onpilingak, on the side; onlokubak, on the face; onchipagak, on the back; all 1.int.
Life. Lengag.
Lift. Ekcrak, chawatek, tanongek, all 3.v.tr.; ichilisko, 4.v.tr., with one hand.
Light. Apui, flame of lighted lamp or fire; amnak, 2.v.tr., to get in the;палакак, 2.v.tr., the same; apapuyap, adj., light of the sun; pumauca, 3.s., it grows light; langangana, 3.s., it lights up; apuiak, 2.v.tr., to light a lamp; enpikak, 1.int., to light, strike a match; papuca, 3.v.tr., to throw light upon, lighten; cimaiapu, adj., light, not heavy.
Lightning. Yapgap, kolaygap, heat lightning, ingap, 3.s., it lightens.
Like. Kay; laik, 5.v.tr., to like; laikol, 5.v.tr., like very much; minolak, 3.v.tr., as food.
Lime. Apog.
Limit. Aman; pachong.
Limp. Enpiipilak, 1.int., be lame; onkaksakakaak, 1.int., from sores between the legs.
Linea. Talad, in the palm of the hand.
Lips. Sofi.
Liquor. Alak.
Little. Fanig; fanfaniq, fananiq, in quantity; akit, in size; sinakiqik, little by little; akakut, very little; id k’aniq, a little while ago; ikiking, little finger.
Live. Intitiook, 1.int., to; atatwak, 1.int., to be living; ilk, 5.int., to live; kakaok, 2.int., the same; matatwak, 2.int., the same; pangap, living relations.
Liver. Ati.
Lizard. Fanias, large; alalutait, small.
Load. Asit, kalpa.
Loan. Narn otong; fagek, 3.v.tr., request return of.
Locust. Chuchun; yadweli; fimanel, mixture of stale rice and locusts.
Loft. Faoli, for palai.
Log. Langaw, section of; kwovan, slide.
Loin cloth. Chinangata, white, from Barlig; fea, dark-colored; kofa, of bark; langat, red, sotup, of bark; tinangag, red, of bark; cawans, gen.; encanicek, 1.int., to put on.
Loins. Kitang, waist; tapis, loin cloth for women; loki, for women; for men, see Loin cloth.
Lotter. Umanongak, 1.int.
Long. Ancho; mospalacho, long and narrow; mungipapanga, long-chinned; solit, long time, past or to come; umanongak, 1.int., to take a long time.
Look. Enmonawang, about; insankong, back; inemudak, cross; insuchung, down; ibakak, out for; entangadak, upward; all 1.int.; ilaek, at, visit; ililak, for, expect; anapek, look for, search for; nginginek, under; these four 3.v.tr.; Ot, ot, look here!; sapulek, 3.v.tr., for.
Looking-glass. Lopa; salming.
Loose. Inkiakating, not tight; makay, the same; orfachek, 3.v.tr., to loose; unile; jumafala, likely to fall.
Lord. Apo.
Lose. Chungakek, 3.v.tr.; mospogak, lose appetite from overeating; masfoak, lose taste for; masongukat, lose the trail; these three 1.int.
Loudly. Yaangokek, 3.v.tr., to speak.
Louse. Koto, komeng, large; kimai, small.
Love. Laichik, 5.v.tr., lalaiichik, 5.v.tr.
Low. Atatupi, shallow; pakowafek, 3.v.tr., to make low, lower.
Lucky. Nakasaat.
Luncheon. Tocha, daily; totodaun, luncheon time; senget, in the field or on the trail; kasun, of meat taken into the work field.
Lungs. Pala.

M

Made. Maloka.
Maggot. Fikie.
Maiden. Mamadkit, young woman.
Mail. Kolyo; komolyo, mail carrier.
Mainit salt. Nilekko, in cakes.
Malice. Piki.
Make. Kumaebak, 3.int.; inkaebak, 1.int.; onlakaak, 1.int.; lacek; jakek; falinek; gain; these three 3.v.tr.; ikagiito, 4.v.tr., make way for; enlaka, maker; enlakaak, 1.int., to be maker; mangaban, making, creation.
Male. Lalaki.
Malice. Songet.
Mallet. Pato.
Maltreat. Anukkek.
Mango. Monka.
Manly. Maknög.
Mansion. Faoki.
Manure. Polos; leawik; ismeng; tabnek; takki; ismengak, 2.v.tr., to manure; enismengak, 1.int., the same.
Many. Adaok; much; adakakug, the same; adakwok, the same; adakwokong, big, large; koat, how many?
(See Much.)
Mark. Oka; maton; okasak, 2.v.tr., to mark; matonak, 2.v.tr., the same; kalasok, 2.v.tr., make decorative marks, or scribble; enalasok, 1.int.; ikalasok, 4.v.tr.
Marry. Pasongok, 3.v.tr., perform ceremony for; asaok, 3.v.tr., wed; uasaok, 1.int., the same; uasaongok, 1.int., the same; pasongok, 4.v.tr., the same; san pasongok, marriage; fina; married man; nasasaw, married man or woman.
Marrow. Otek si inget.
Masler. Toito (for angô).
Mask. Kangau.
Master. Misolo.
Mat. Afo, for spreading produce on to dry.
Match. Sapo; kia; pink; pitk; small box of; enpinik, 1.int., to light a.
Material. Sacat, for stopping leaks in irrigation ditch.
Matter. Umat; nachalat; business; lakud; difficulty; nakud, the same; ngag ma chalata, what is the matter? Ngag oto si? what does it matter? Aik mangé, the same; mangga, the same.
Mattock. Pasokad, asaoka.
Meal, to eat. Ikasagok, 4.int., without any relish (vianda, siyam); sasagok, v.pl., the same.
Mean. Paatek, 3.v.tr., intend; Kotok, meaning.
Measure. Lokod, length; sopa, cupful of rice; salup, quantity; chopa, arm stretch; sinjok, fifty bunches of palai; kotod, half a jute of palai; puak, twenty-five bunches of palai; lokocek, to measure length; chopaek, by arm stretch; sopak, rice by the cupful; changoek, by finger stretch; kisengek, according to the dimensions of other objects; these five 3.v.tr.; sopak, 2.int., rice by the cupful; tepuek, 3.v.tr., e.g., rice.
Meat. Taka; fokes, lean; tay, of pig; jolat, fat meat of pig; kwai, meat taken to the work field.
Medicine. Aka; pokas.
Meet. Abo; 3.v.tr.; sibatek, 3.v.tr.
Melt. Anek, 3.v.tr.
Memorial. Matonak, 2.v.tr., to place.
Men. Amm-a; many.
Mend. Isamamoko, 4.v.tr.
Menstruate. Memolak, 1.int.; fale, the blood of menstruation.
Merchant. Infabein; nan enileko.
Mercy. Isagangko, 4.v.tr., to have; ssgangkod, 2.v.tr., the same; ssgangkog, 2.v.tr., the same.
Message. Solat, written; kaoli; komolyo, courier.
Mateorite. Chugchugnuma.
Midday. (See Houra.) Magokiu; nanmaok.
Middle. Kacana; isan kacan, in the middle of; isan tengan, the same; isan akacan, the same; unkakuacan, 1.int., to be in the middle of; mikulak, 1.int., the same.
Midnight. Las.
Midst. Inkakac; unkakwakan.
Might. Molang, as auxiliary of purpose.
Milk. Sinas; katas.
Mill. Kilingan, grain; falicis, for sugar cane.
Milllet. Sajug; pinangas, boiled; sinang, with branching heads; pipingan, dark colored, bearded; poned, white.
Mine. Kuak, possessive pronoun; enkuak, it is mine.
Mingled. Mikakalut, with.
Mint. Albobuena.
Miracle. Kataan.
Mirror. Lopa; saleming.
Misery. Kiitek.
Miss. Ikasoku, 4.v.tr., not to hit.
Miss. Aisingau.
Mistake. Masasawak, 1.int.
Mix. Kaslangak, 2.v.tr.; ikaslangko, 4.v.tr.; ikalutab, 4.v.tr.
Mock. Amsinok, 3.v.tr.; itadyayak, 2.v.tr.
Mole. Nobii.
Molar teeth. Wawii.
Mole on the skin. Fatig.
Mold. Pipiek, 3.v.tr., clay by patting.
Money. Pink; fuke, one piece of, as contrasted with several small pieces; jita, half centavo.
Mongoose (1). Silai.
Monkey. Kaag.
Monument. Maton; matonak, 2.v.tr., to place a monument.
Moon. Fuan.
More. Adata; kazin; iba; chaomak, 2.v.tr., to make or give more; wadwuoda, 3.s., it is more; waduwoda, 3.s., the same; amamó, preferite isamó, quality intensified, see Igorot-English section.
Moreover. Ako.
Morning. Pibiyat; is wif, very early; also means “to-morrow”; is wif, this or some other past morning.
Mortar. Losong, for rice-pounding.
Mosquito. Komou.
Moon. Fokiu, age.
Most. Chadus, very.
Moth. Aka, or butterfly, ordinary; finolofolo, large.
**Mother. Ina; katokangan, in-law; inaek, 3.v.tr., have as mother.**

**Mould. (See Mold.)**

**Mount. Ensokeak, 1.int., a horse.**

**Mountain. Filig.**

**Mouse. Chocho.**

**Mouthful. Angofak, 2.v.tr., to eat, taking large.**

**Mouth organ. Ipiip.**

**Move. Inkuaak, 1.int.; kiuek, 3.v.tr.; solofak, 2.v.tr., induce; intikubechok, 3.v.tr., backward and forward, as in grinding tools; enlangangou, 3.s., move about as fish; palaak, 2.v.tr., remove; esoosawoosoako, 4.v.tr., back and forth, wave.**

**Much. Ayaka; ayaka; adacha; adachakug; adachuwan; chachama, very or too much.**

**Mucus. Moteg, from the nose.**

**Mud. Piik; kijuek, to make muddy.**

**Multitude. Ayaka ai tuku; kakashak.**

**Murder. Inpatei, 2.v.tr., to commit.**

**Mushrooms. Foo, puffball; potuptok, small puffball; tataoodchan; chong; laign; ponek; koputan; opan; chanino, names of.**

**Mussel. Tikangan.**

**Mustache. Subok; simsim.**

**Mute. Mangangak, 1.int.**

**My. Suffix—ko or —k.**

**Nail. Faka; ifakatko, 4.v.tr., to; koko, nails of the toes or fingers.**

**Naked. Infoorolod.**

**Name. Ngaatam; kanak, 2.v.tr., to name;IPPNGATSAWU, 4.v.tr., the same; makwe, named.**

**Narrate. Ogokochok, 3.v.tr.**

**Narrow. Mapalpicalo, and long; sinkeeyung, waisted, woman or kite.**

**Nation. Sinpangit.**

**Navel. Pos.**

**Near. Asop; asasagen; eesasagen; sagen; asasagenak, 1.int., to be; sumagenak, 1.int., to come; inasageta, r.plu., to be near each other; maaasop, nearer; umaalaiak, 1.int., to come nearer.**

**Nearly. Ngaangani; abit ankai ot; abit ankai ot matapi, nearly dead; kankan.**

**Neck. Fakang; alakaog, throat.**

**Necklace. Puwyau; owa; iowaiko, 4.v. tr., to wear as a.**

**Need. Namagam, his; esoolek, 3.v.tr., to; masapileko, 4.v.tr., the same; foaek, 3.v.tr., to need; maaap, needed, sought for.**

**Needle. Katsuam; dagum; tsokum.**

**Negation. Adik, verbal auxiliary, to express.**

**Neglect. Adokianek, 3.v.tr.; chonotek, 3.v.tr.; madchion, neglected.**

**Negro. Kolot.**

**Neighbor. Nan sagen; eesagen, neighborhood; nan sagen, the same.**

**Nest. Kakafan, of bird.**

**Nettle. Lasa, of runo.**

**Never mind. Aikot mangot! Mangot!**

**Nevertheless. Naimotoki.**

**New. Kogkogdo; kalakala, new-born; kalakala, new-made; falo.**

**News. Chamag; enchamagak, 1.int., want to know.**

**Newspaper. Solat.**

**Next day. Iwan nacxaka, narrating past events; ita nacxaka, future.**

**Nibble. Ngipnfak, 2.v.tr.**

**Nick. Pingonak, 2.v.tr., to make a.**

**Nickname. Oya.**

**Night. Lafi; machom; kutlon, cap; lomam, mare; papapangam, nearly, after evening meal; sinifan, one, the other.**

**Nine. Siem; mangasiam, times; maika; siampoo, nineth; siampoo, ninety.**

**Nipple. Sosi.**

**Nit. Lili.**

**No. Adi; faken, no, indeed; ulai, no matter; maid faku, nobody.**

**Node. Inyongottak, 1.int.**

**Noise. Kalikong; enkaikongak, 1.int., to make a; enngonak, 1.int., the same; tumongyong, 3.s., it makes a great; sumolot, noise abroad.**

**Noon. (See Hour.) Nentena man akiu; magakui, about.**

**Noose. Olong; ongogetak, 1.int., to blow the.**

**Nostrils. Panegatan.**

**Not. Faken, may be used with verbal suffixes to denote emphatic denial; adi, as an auxiliary verb, followed by the infinitive; iiga, etc., I did not, simple past negative; igik, mo, etc., I did not, etc., with infinitive of the verb; igai kankoi, not finished; tiuan, I do not know; amo pai, the same; adik anongong, not understood; adi anongong, the same.**

**Notch. Pingot.**

**Nothing. Maid, with verb.**

**Now. Advu; iduni.**

**Nuisance. Pöpetkan.**

**Num. Mafofgafak, 1.int.**

**Number. Lap; ipep, 3.v.tr., to.**

**Nurse. Pamasook, 3.v.tr., to nurse a child; insosook, 1.int., the act of the child.**

**Oath. Isapatak, 2.v.tr., to make, swear, imprecate.**

**Obey. Ayfolotek, 3.v.tr.; ikifekkeko, 4.v.tr., give heed.**

**Obscene. Maaam.**

**Observe. Chumsook, 1.int., a feast.**

**Obstacle. Mielat; insolak, 1.int., be an obstacle, get in the way; isolak, 4.v.tr., to put obstacles in the way; polosok, 2.v.tr., to choke up something as a pipe or gutter with dirt.
Occupation. Sood.
Ocean. Taiak.
Odor. Inakob, 3.s., it has or emits an; insengue, 3.s., it is pleasantly odoruous.
Of. Id.; od.
Offend. Pasungtek, 3.v.tr.
Offer. Ichauchokeo, 4.v.tr.; maihaucho [M], offering.
Official. Okom, high; oficial, native; omooinside, in the office.
Offspring. Umanakak, 1,int., to bear.
Often. Angsan ai aku; angsan ai alas.
Oh. Ocho!
Oil. Lano, of coconut.
Old. Maiakai; amana, old men; malakakai, older; nengas, old compared with another; nengan, a little older.
Olla. Fanga, pot.
Olug, to visit. Mikifafaiaak, 1,int., visit sleeping place for girls.
On. Isnan ka; osun.
One. Oosang; mangapingaan, once; sinonang, one each; sinaosang, one by one; sinonang, 3.s., to make one; maikagasut, one hundredth; sinjoxiyiokara amin, one bunch of palai each; toonek, 3.v.tr., to put one above another; tokai, one piece of money.
Onions. Payau.
Only. Ankai; ososang, only one; tudow, only two; totolo, only three; epepat, only four, etc.
Open. Teksekap, 2.v.tr.; osenchek, undo; linocek, the eyes; takakek, the mouth; these three 3.v.tr.; matokawa- fan, opened.
Operation. Umat, matter.
Oppose. Tokakek, 3.v.tr.; oposak, 2.v.tr., by speech, or action.
Opposite. Chomang; topak.
Oppress. Palakakek, 3.v.tr., torment, cause difficulty; igiplak, 2.v.tr., with a heavy weight; kasieek, oppression.
Or. Puimo.
Orange. Lolokisan, small; lusfam, large; grape fruit; tipil, section of.
Orchid. Fokingii.
Order. Filiin; infilinak, 1,int., to; ipoalak, 2.v.tr., the same; filinek, 3.v.tr.; polongek, 3.v.tr., both, “to order.”
Orphan. Mangoso.
Other. Oosang; tokan; iba; topak, other side of.
Ought. Masapul.
Our. Kwamu; kwatatuku.
Out. Iskola, of doors; id ilit, of town, at a distance.
Over. Totongkeek, 3.v.tr., to be.
Outfit. Auit, for a journey.
Outrun. Kisanak, 2.v.tr.; lasiak, 2.v.tr.
Outside. Isan falana; ishola; asi- chen; falana, outside of anything; enfalak, 2,int., to be; menula.
Overbalancing. Suitok, 3.v.tr., weigh, see.
Ensuitak, 1,int.
Overcook. Luiluek, 3.v.tr.
Overeating. Mangitak, 1,int., to have pain from.
Overflow. Inatasek, 3.v.tr., to cause to.
Overgrown. Madchian, with weeds.
Overseer. Malokotanaak, 1.int.
Overturn. Hitokangoko, 4.v.tr.
Owl. Koop.
Own. Chadiu, added to ordinary possessive, e.g., iiina chadiu, his own country.
Owner. Non menkewa.

Pad. Kikun, for load on the head.
Paddy. Payiu; payowca; faneng, top of wall of rice plot.
Padlock. Kasuchacho.
Pain. (1) Pöitö; (2) Pöitkeck, 3.v.tr., to suffer from; enpöitö, 3.s., it is painful; mangitak, 1,int., to have pain in the stomach from overeating.
Paint. Apuekk, 3.v.tr., to.
Pilate. Tungken, hard.
Palat. Pakoci; kotin, green; siluswii, single head of; iting, five bunches of; faioi, store loft for.
Palm. Muna, betel or buyo; adpa, of the hand; talad, lies in the palm of the hand.
Pant. Enkoaksenak, 1,int., breathe hard; inkekkosakek, 3.s., pant, throb.
Paper. Papil; lofu, tough Japanese; solat.
Parch. Sangakek, 3.v.tr., pop.
Pardon. To. Pakuwaanek, 3.v.tr.
Part. Chüo, portion.
Parturition. Umanakak, 1,int., to bear a child.
Past. Lumassak, 1,int., through; lua- sak, 2.v.tr., through or by; loöm, passageway in house.
Past. Nafuas.
Paste. Lita; litakaak, 3.v.tr., to; ipokoko, 4.v.tr., the same; ipakapkkoko, 4.v.tr., to stick; kola.
Pat. Pipek, 3.v.tr., or mold clay.
Path. Kala; chalan; kōtang, pathway in garden.
Paw. Komut, of animal.
Pay. Tangokan; langui; lafuk, to pay; tanganak, the same; fallak, to pay back; these three 2.v.tr.
Peace. Enfaikuso, v.plu., to be at; fai- usak, 2.v.tr., to make.
Peak. Tojioko, of house roof.
Peanuts. Miani.
Peck. Emoteek, 3.s., as hen.
Peel, to. Kalsak, raw vegetables; kon- kasak, bark from wood; okoak, fruit; kupsak, off, pick off; all 2.v.tr.
Peep. Itiimoko, 4.v.tr., at; intimak, 1,int., at; önamuapak, 1,int., over.
Pen, to. Ikotiko, 4.v.tr.
Penetrates. Tomi, 3.s.
Penis. Ofi.
People. Toku; sinpangili, nation.
Pepper. Pamienta; lataya; chumias, peperery.
Perforation. Telek, of the ear.
Parfumery. Fangsanglo.
Perhaps. Atung; atung.
Period. Kusad.
Perjury. Espanfalak, 1.int., to commit.
Permit. Yuyah, 2.v.tr.
Perpendicular. Mochakikis.
Persecution. Maapay; kaisisek; ini
sisekak, 1.int., inflict.
Persist. Pöpetkan. See Igorot-English
section.
Person. Taku.
Perspiration. Limgat, malingetak, 1.int.,
to perspire.
Persuade. Alaluket, 3.v.tr.
Peseta. Pispisetas, one for each.
Pest. Piisti; pangek.
Pestic. Alo.
Phosphorescent. Lifa, wood.
Photograph. Letalato.
Pick. Infusak, 1.int., harvest; fulasek, 3.v.tr., the same; okitak, 2.v.tr., pick
meat from nga or a saili; kupakak, 2.v.tr., off.
Picket. Itakedko, 4.v.tr., tie.
Picture. Tinaptdato, not photograph;
letalato.
Piece. Piki.
Pierce. Choaskek, 3.v.tr., stab; tebkak, 3.v.tr., the same.
Pig. Fotog; fafu, large castrated male;
lamal, wild; chakau, with red hair;
toko, pig’s neck; kongon, pen; etog,
meat; tud-tud, food, leaves of angou; 
tabafofo, food, a weed; manisik, 1.int.,
to gather pigweeds; tulo, 2.v.tr., to
feed the pig; manaloak, 1.int., the same; sangfu, pig feast at
kangau; chavo, the same if the pig
be little.
Pigeon. Pusaoko, dove.
Pile. Toonek, 3.v.tr., one above another.
Piles. Yngagai, hemorrhoids.
Pillow. Pongan.
Pinch. Kitikese, 3.v.tr.; ipitek, 3.v.tr.,
as in a door.
Pincerna. Sipit.
Pine. Fatang, tall tree, few branches;
fafu, small tree; tuning, branches; fu-
lifug, cone; kaiu, wood; saeng, pitch
pine.
Pineapple. Palakad.
Pips. Fabango, smoking; sakiti, cleaner.
Pistol. Paltog.
Platon. Chuchuttut, of feathers for bel-
lows.
Pitch. Nikat.
Pitcher. Fua, for basi, a fermented
drink.
Pit-fall. Fito, for wild pigs.
Pity. Sögangak, 2.v.tr., to; kasögang,
intj.
Prophet. Profeta.
Protect. Iseeakak; salakak; saniak; tokonak; all 2,v.tr.
Proud. Chayuan.
Pry. Sarele; 3,v.tr.
Pubis. Kolem, hair on.
Pull. Kuyolek; parvalak; out; okpa-
tek; the same; otoolak, the same; kafotek, up grass; all 3,v.tr; tok-
umak, 2,v.tr; onkotak, 1,1nt; grass.
Puller. Kangkongi.
Pulse. Oonkokschen, 3,s., throb.
Punch. Chokkek, 3,v.tr; stab; tekkel; 3,v.tr; the same.
Puppy. Oken.
Pure. Iniilengan; water; napapangis; gold, rice; also generic.
Purgatory. Inferno.
Purpose. Oto-k; oto-m; otica, etc. (see Igorot-English section); ta asup, for the purpose.
Pullman. Pongpongo.
Pua. Chana;
Push. Itolodko, 4,v.tr.
Put. Ippioko, 4,v.tr; ikakok; 6,v.tr; paik; 2,v.tr; paiek, 3,v.tr; igtok, away; ifachek, on clothes; isonok, wood on the fire; these three 3,v.tr; ekangek, apart; inchumokek, two things together; pakaanek, out, drive away; 乡镇, forth, stretch out; kamolek, hand on, touch; these five 3,v.tr; ichunugko, one against an-
other; isakangko, in front; istokko, something in the way; these three 4,v.tr; mamango, 3,s., put forth branches; emisaniak, 1,1nt, on G-
string; ekonumak, 2,v.tr, water on anything; itakibko, 4,v.tr, back to-
gether things separated; ikatengko, 4,v.tr, together pieces disarranged or broken.

Q

Quartz crystals. Fultiling.
Quick. Enkakamok, 1,1nt, to be; ka-
kamonek, 3,v.tr, the same; ikamok; the same; ikakamok, the same; iro-
kamakom; cause to be; these three 6,v.tr.
Quickly. Makanoko; sinakitan; masang-
sangoyan.
Quiet. Igkinekk; 4,1nt, to be; kunig-
kinekek, 1,1nt, the same; Huluek, 3,v.tr, to keep the baby quiet; kin-
nek, be quiet! Pakinkek, 3,v.tr, to make.
Quietness. Kagiikinek.

R

Rabbit. Konco; koneko.
Race. Lomfa.
Rail at. (See Ridicula.)
Rain. Obos; titi, falling from the roof; önboch, 3.s., it rains; mañoña, 3.s., the rain stops; ságbi, hat; tugoi, basket rain-proofer; fungas, rainbow; atisifungalin, the same; kósip, rainy season.

Raise. Takaneg, 3.v.tr., lift; pakaneg, 3.v.tr., raise a pig for share of increase; pataongog, 3.v.tr.; tagonek, 3.v.tr., what is prostrate.

Random strokes. Fausalang, 3.v.tr., to make irregular in chopping.

Ranks. (See Companies.)
Rap. Kogokokek, 3.v.tr., upon.
Rash. Katö, like the itch or kolid.
Rat. Otit.
Rather. Unanig.
Ratan. O-i; tokno, braided; sipitak, half round of; sipinakalo, one bunch of; fanaga, red on pocket hat or soklong; sinfau, unsplit.
Rattle. Ektikitis, 3.s.
Ravenous. Inoklongok, 1.int., appetite, to have.
Raw. Igai koato, uncooked.
Reach. Kowich, 3.v.tr., after; um-chanak, 1.int., arrive at.
Read. Efsaak, 1.int.; fosaak, 3.v.tr.
Ready. Imanmank, 4.v.tr., to make; isakanaak, 2.v.tr., get anything; siti; alo, intj.
Rear. Talaanak, 2.v.tr., up a child.
Reason. Chalat; koto; etc., What is the reason? (See Igorot-English section.)
Recall. Immotonak, 2.v.tr.
Receive. Choratek, 3.v.tr.
Recovering. (See Better.)
Rectum. Ojit; fulangcx.
Red. Inktlat; chumiket, congested with blood; kumalang, hot; poa, earth; asoti, pigment, arnatto; pakitek, 3.v.tr., to make.
Refuge. Mapuguluk, take.
Regret. Infayaok, 1.int.
Regen. Enakak, 1.int.
Relationships. Aliudic, those whose sons and daughters have married; pangapao, all living relatives; pangafong, all living in one house.
Reliance. Inchichiniak, 1.int., to place in; idichinek, 3.v.tr., the same.
Relish. Siyafa, 2.v.tr., to eat as.
Reluctance. Kanganayo, something done with.
Remain. Intóoak, 1.int.; tan makaist, the remnant.
Remember. Immatanok, 2.v.tr.
Reminder. Maton.
Removal. Kaesik, 5.v.tr.; yayaok, 2.v.tr., grass from a roof; pealek, 2.v.tr.; opeleak, 1.int.
Rent awander. Pooñok, 3.v.tr.
Rent. Ipalokombo, 4.v.tr., land to be worked by another.
Repair. Imanmank, 4.v.tr.; kauisak, 3.v.tr.

Repay. Polosak, 2.v.tr.; faisack, 2.v.tr., loan.
Repeat. Kasinak, 1.int.
Repair. Infawawak, 1.int.
Report. Ijafak, 2.v.tr.; iyaosk, 4.v.tr., tell; insudukak, 1.int., report to parents; chomang, news; sumotof, 3.s., goes out.
Representation. Timagtak, picture.
Reprobate. Iwosek, 3.v.tr., impute evil to.
Reprove. Chussek, 3.v.tr.; tokonek, 3.v.tr.
Repressive. Kakais.
Request. Fagek, 3.v.tr., return of loan.
Rescue. Isakak, 2.v.tr., to help the weaker; alawosek, 3.v.tr., rescue from the water.
Resent. Apeak, 3.v.tr.
Reserve. (See Save.)
Rest. Umlengak, 1.int., to; paslengak, 3.v.tr., cause to; imnang, rest time after transplanting rice; patangan, resting place for torch; luyng.
Restore. Itolik, 5.v.tr.; skatingko, 4.v.tr., by putting together original parts.
Retallate. Polosek, 2.v.tr.
Return. Tumoliak, come back; sumaniak, the same; sumagak, go home; mapanak, the same; all 1.int.
Resolve. Kulisii, 3.v.tr.
Reward. Tangkenak, 2.v.tr.
Rib. Tadlang.
Rice. Alang, rice house; alo, pounder; apinak, 2.v.tr., to put a leaf under in the pot when boiling; bagas [llok.], pounded or hulled; chayeket, usually red; chöket, burned in boiling; chook, termination of the rice harvest; oom, green, roasted or parched; esasiak, 1.int., to cut; fayaek, 3.v.tr., to pound; imayo, pounded or hulled; finnalen, mixture of stale rice and locusts; infayaok, 1.int., to pound; inolõ, fried; kinóið, mixture of rice and kamotes; kinollong, yellow, not bearded; kolding, basket for pounded or hulled rice; lasin, rice that settles under leaf in the bottom while cooking; istab, beginning of rice harvest; libban, long trough for pounding; finak, cooked with much water; lipas, termination of rice harvest; locate, basket for carrying on the head; makas, cooked; mangit, cooked with too much water and too long; moting, small grains of; önboch, yellow, not ready for the harvest; opek, chaff; òta, with the hull adhering; peokop, young plants ready for transplanting; pakeng, that does not need much water; payin, paddy; pagwos, the same; pëwepëpë, long bearded, white before ripe; salamasa, time for turning the soil to prepare for planting; sajes, paddy belonging to the town; teop or tepec, outside hull of; tös, ordinary.
Ricebird. Tili; kollib, bundle of sticks for beating down ricebirds; enkaliba, v.t., to beat down with kollib.


Ride. Bakooyok, 2.v.t., a horse; mount; emakaaok, 1.int., the same; pakafayok, 1.int., the same.

Ridicule. Anggëke, 3.v.tr.; ototayak, 2.v.tr.

Right. Tagoa, you are; owan, hand; usto.

Rigid. Atakentëg.

Rile. Kifuke, 3.v.tr., stir up.

Ring. Singing, for the finger or ear; leke, of brass for the hand; king-kingeech; patike; patongke, these three “to ring a bell”; all 3.v.tr.

Rinse. Biaiok, 2.v.tr.

Ripe. Maw; loot, term applied to beans, yellow, ripened.

Rise. Patongchooke, 3.v.tr., cause to.

Rising. Paloom.

River. Wengi.

Road. Chalan; kasa, trail; ikasaki, 4.v.tr., to clear the road.

Roast. Sangiok, 3.v.tr., parch; kafoek, 3.v.tr., kamote.

Robber. Akoon, or akouan.

Rock-cut. Fagagato; mikiyagagatoak, 1.int., to engage in; iia, feast of.

Rocky. Kotong, ground.

Roll. Alinek, a large, heavy object; foteke, a round object; chatikëke, roll or press flat; tikanleke, up a blanket; all 3.v.tr.

Roof. Atip, grass of; anglip, wooden, of sleeping room or angan; tangbag, overhanging, of tribun or afo; tanayuak, 2.v.tr., to remove grass from.

Room. Kwalto.

Rooster. Kocion.

Root. Lamot, of plant or tree.

Rope. Kakut; tali; maka, vine used as a substitute for rope.

Rotate. Puripursek, 3.v.tr., cause to.

Rotten. Mahak, vegetables; machonot, wood, paper, etc.

Rough. Iapet, not slippery or smooth; mahakalat, uneven.

Round. Malasikeng, disk-like; malinimo, globular; enasagas, round-about; faweek, 3.v.tr., to make; waygoposek, 2.v.tr., to make blunt; fani, round basket, large, narrow-necked, expanding sides; iwau, ratan rounded; ma-tangpposek, rounded off; manayak, round-shouldered.

Route. Ikeek, 2.v.tr., to go a particular.

Row. Kutuatuwek, 3.v.tr., to place in a.

Rub. Amasek, 3.v.tr., out; apowek, 3.v.tr., the flesh; kokooboko, 4.v.tr., one object with another; kokoobak, 2.v.tr., or scrub, e.g., a tool.

Rubber. Imat; umonat.

Ruff up. Lagnyak, 3.v.tr., the hair.

Rumble. Kooboy, 3.s., the bowels.

Rump. Paloge, of a pig.

Run. Otaglagok, 1.int., to; lumaisaw, 1.int., away; inais, 3.s., over; lumisaw, 3.s., the same; kinaw, a run or brook; kinawang, the same; atikowek, 3.v.tr.; apawek, 3.v.tr., run after.

Runo. Simiyog, one bunch of; kalotek, kid, of root; katuon, edible sprouts of; packipad, runo sticks as prohibitive marks at kanyau; sigyayek, 3.v.tr., to get for fence; maniyog, 1.int., the same.

Rust. Lati.
Scatter. Iwakiniwako, 4.v.tr.; pasuwësek, 3.v.tr.; pasufobeK, 3.v.tr.; sumolat, scattered; omofokevaku, v.plu., to be scattered.

School. Ekweloom.

Scissors. Kañib; kañib.

Scold. Yangawan, 2.v.tr.

Scoop. Kowsak, 3.v.tr., with the hand.

Scour. Kòbbóak, 2.v.tr.

Scorch. Faiku, 3.v.tr.

Scramble. Chidikencha, v.plu., as boys for pennies; pachidiko, 3.v.tr., cause to.

Scrape. Kidkíchak, 2.v.tr., vegetables with a knife before cooking; kaasak, 2.v.tr., wood with knife or glass; òswakak, rapan or wood, to make smooth or small.

Scratch. Kóbisak; kogak, the flesh; kabiñitak, tear the flesh; kañfutek, as an animal; all 2.v.tr.

Scream. Engosak, 1.int.; iwakicik, 1.int.

Screw. Kolokolak, 2.v.tr.; kag kolokol, corkscrew.

Scribble. (See Mark.)

Scrutum. Filti.

Scrub. Kòbbóak, 2.v.tr.


Sea. Faisi; faiak.

Search. Añapek, 3.v.tr., for.

Season. Aenion, harvest; aní, the same; ekakus, dry; falling, time for making kamote beds; innama, time of rest after rice transplanting; koot, yearly grass pulling in the pepatotin or sacred grove; ŋøming, or ñóong, old man goes out to place kitaw (see Igorot-English section); katab, beginning of rice harvest; chook, termination of rice harvest; lipas, the same; mambasan, time of fruit bearing; sakama, time of turning the soil for rice planting; sama, rice transplanting.

Seat. Tokchwan, gen.; fasago, chair.

Second. Mialwed; umaiyad; mikadea; kapidna, second relative.

Secret. Issiwo, 4.v.tr., to keep.

Section. Tipit, of orange.

See. Ilaek, 3.v.tr.; makalik, able to; malalopek, indistinctly; malolayenak, the same; these three 1.int.

Seed. ņek; faa, of orange, squash, guava, etc.; ñoñekak, 1.int., to pad-chokan, seed bed.

Sea saw. Susiita; essusiita, v.plu., to; suitek, 3.v.tr.

Select. Tengek, 3.v.tr.; pilack, 3.v.tr.

Self. Sisia.

Sell. Ilakak, 5.v.tr.

Send. Pumaek, 1.int., out; fasick, employ; pasulak, out; paliec, back from place to which one has gone; these three, 3.v.tr.; pasimik, 5.v.tr., away; pasek, 5.v.tr., back from another place; ipasitka, employ; ipaseyko, the same; iseñakko, forth in different directions; iseñitek, employ; these four, 3.v.tr.; ipasock, 2.v.tr., not a person.


Servant. Foa; fasick, 3.v.tr., to employ as a; pakan, 3.v.tr., to serve at table.

Set. Palofoex, free; paschek, a trap; lookek, upright; all 3.v.tr.

Seven. Pito; mikipito, seventh; mangan, pito, seven times; moiskipotnpo, seventieth; potnpo, seventy.

Sew. Inchimitek, 1.int.; chimitek, 3.v.tr.; chaitek, 3.v.tr.; esugiufak, 1.int., on the edge of cloth; ayufak, 3.v.tr.

Sexual intercourse. Eniukan, 1.int., to have.

Shade. Aaloan; insiukan, 1.int., to be in the; sio, 2.v.tr., to cast in the; along, shade tree or artificial screen.

Shadow. Aaloan; along; aliuin; amali, 2.v.tr.

Shake. Ikwawigko, 4.v.tr.; iwigpogak, 4.v.tr., shake down, as rice into a bag; intimentek, to; engiwigpogak, the same; engiwigak, the head; these three 1.int.; totakek, 3.v.tr.; enatakek, 1.int., vibrate.

Shallow. Atapau.

Share. (See Divide, Distribute.)

Sharp. Mapalid, as knife; tekek, sharp point; tomachit, 3.s., it is, it cuts; paliek, 3.v.tr., to sharpen, e.g., a knife; sangyutek, 2.v.tr., sharpen to a point; isangyutek, 4.v.tr.

Shave. Sasepakek, 2.v.tr., off chips from a stick; subokak, 2.v.tr., to shave the beard; enubokak, 1.int., the same; kasepakek, 2.v.tr., same; kusako, 4.v.tr., down as rapan; kisiek, 3.v.tr.; kisek, 2.v.tr.; onjiek, 1.v., the beard.

She. Sia.

Shear. Kañib; kañib.

Sheep. Kalime.

Shell. Chakak, in Igorot house.

Shell. Tikang, for ornament; tikam, the same; okit, shell of snail or funga; okatik, 2.v.tr., to remove shell of funga; okanak, 1.int., shell off palit with the fingers.

Shelter. Fosi, on the mountains; afo, at a rice plot; imakitek, 1.int., to take shelter under a slight projection; ipasitka, 1.int., from the rain or sun.

Shield. Kalasei.
Snatch. Okatek, 3.v.tr.
Sneeze. Omgokoik, 1.int.; okut, exclamation when a baby sneezes.
Snivel. Enkmusok, 1.int.
Snore. Enfuchekak, 1.int., to.
Snot. Moteg.
Snot. Ngolub.
Snuff up. Estlekekak, 1.int.
Scak. Opolek, 3.v.tr.
Soap. Safom.
Soar. Tomachok, 3.s. (See Igorot-English section). 
Sci. Insiickak, 1.int.
Sod. Songkepek, 3.v.tr., to root up.
Soft. Inyanas; enkalupitai, 3.s., to be.
Soil. Lota; katong, rocky.
Soldier. Solchacho.
Solicitude. Mapangot.
Some. Is; anuka, thing; wlangag, the same; akiu, tapin, some other day.
Somersault. Ofa unintsoagak, 1.int., to turn a.
Son. Anak; aliwad, in law.
Soon, to come. Memmapangaliak, 1.int.
Soot. Fing; pala.
Sora. Naiaam, wound; langlangi, with proud flesh.
Sorrow. Amud; kongor; enaimudak, 1.int., to be sorrowful.
Sorry. Infofacik, 1.int., to be; isaranggak, 2.v.tr., to be sorry for, have pity on.
Soul. Lengaag; ato, of departed.
Sound. Kamangas, 3.s., it makes.
Sour. Enpakoasweng.
Bow. Oko, pig.
Bow. Iseskko, 4.v.tr., to plant seed; itanikko, 4.v.tr. the same; insekak, 1.int., the same.
Spade. Pala.
Spanish. Palaau.
Spank. Tompakek, 3.v.tr.
Speckbow (1). Fodchochok, small bird.
Spawn. Falgal, of fish.
Speak. Enkalkelaliak; 1.int.; pakaliak; 3.v.tr., cause to; kakali, power to; enkaliak, 1.int.
Spear. Tofai; falfgog, with drooping barbs; fungkau, with elliptical blade; kiaing, with spreading barbs; tolopo, with wooden point; sunag, lower part of staff; itofai, 4.v.tr., to have or use; tulutek, 3.v.tr., to spear anything with; tofai-ek, 3.v.tr., to throw at.
Speechless. Makalekak, 1.int., from hauneness, to be.
Spell. Amaak, 2.v.tr. To put under a.
Spend. Kastoucek, 3.v.tr., in traveling.
Spherical. Limosek, 3.v.tr., to make; Pekpek, 3.v.tr.
Spice. Pamienia.
Spider. Kawa; aken si kawa, web; fakfakot si kawa, web.
Spills. Lumifas, 3.s., over.
Spin. Pogikkek, 3.v.tr., with the fingers; kwitik, 3.v.tr., cause to go round.
Spinal cord. Otek si tigiti.
Spirit. Espirito; ato, of the departed; pinteng, of a beheaded man.
Split. Entekoak, 1.int., to; toukoak, 2.v.tr., the same.
Splash. Ensayoak, 1.int.; sayoak, 2.v.tr.
Splice. Toopok, 3.v.tr.
Splinters. Oat, of imperfect fracture.
Split. Tikanpek, 3.v.tr., in two; tipapor, 3.v.tr., into many pieces; labak, 3.s., it splits a little, checks; madsoa, split, doubled; sika, split bamboo for tying palis; chasag, splits of bamboo for same.
Spoon. Iko; tagong (for sofeng, see Igorot-English section); kawd, for pig's food.
Spots. Lajag, white, on the skin of man or beast.
Spray. Apali, of water.
Spread. Inchiplaggo, 4.v.tr., out; enyanganman, 3.s., it spreads, e.g., a tear in cloth; fitakek, 3.v.tr., out; enfilagak, 1.int.
Spring. Obob.
Sprinkle. Inwakiscakko, 4.v.tr.
Sprouts. Tumolfu, 3.s.; kaiput, edible sprouts of kogon; katon, the same, of runo.
Spurious. Ispanagak, without proper "ring."
Square. Tanggagak, 2.v.tr., or make flat at the end; chologak, 2.v.tr., the sides.
Squash. Kalitas.
Squat. Ofasotkongak, 1.int.; anyu-chongak, 1.int., with the head bowed on the arms.
Squeeze. Temmek, 3.v.tr., with both hands; isitek, 2.v.tr., wring clothes.
St. Vitus's dance. Enugwongagak, 1.int., to have.
Stab. Choakek, 3.v.tr.
Stable. Falliis, for horses.
Stairs. Tooti.
Stalk. Poom, stem.
Stamp on. Katinak, 2.v.tr.
Stand. Tomakelkid, 1.int.; itakelgko, 4.int., up; patakchek, 3.v.tr., cause to; foukek, 3.v.tr., cause to stand upright; masoniak, 1.int., on the head; tomakelken, place to stand; maloka, 3.s., hair stands on end; akatajok, 1.int., stand pain; mataeled, standing.
Star. Tokifis; tatakakan, large; sububian.
Start. Maligwatak, 1.int.
Startle. Pongogetek, 3.v.tr.
Stay. Intotokak, 1.int., live.
Steal. Mangakukak, 1.int.; akousck, 3.v.tr.
Steam. Alingasau.
Steamboat. Papol.
Steel. Paliip.
Steep. Madchakikis.
Stem. Oteng.
Step. Yakang, in walking.
Sternum. Lososot.
Stick. Faig, for striking with; fakong, for stirring rice when cooking; kalikai, for stirring the soil; lolo, gen.; pasang, large stick of double basket or kimate, patong, for beating a gong; soka; sharp stick in the trail; tangol; iron-shod for turning the soil; toitori, masher for anga; tompek, 3.s., it sticks into; ipakpakko, 4.v.tr., to stick or paste enlangkot, sticky; okatpouch, 1.int.; ikapok, 3.v.tr., to a task.
Stifle. Maapengak, 1.int.
Still. Kumigkinekak, 1.int., to be; unanig, rather still.
Stilt. Kodakchong.
Sting. Kiniget, 3.s.; insanili, 3.s.
Singy. Kipitunanak, 1.int., to be.
Stir. Kwaek, 3.v.tr.; fakong, stirring stick; itisak, 2.v.tr.
Stomach. Faug, the digestive organ; poto, abdomen; faing, stomach trouble; mangitak, to have the stomach ache.
Stone. Paloto, very hard; moling, hard; maka; soft; faok, 3.v.tr., to stone a person; totokekk, 3.v.tr., to crush or bruise with; matotog, stone-bruised; kanga, loose, crumbling.
Stool. Takki, excrement.
Stoop. Nginginek, 3.v.tr., down and look under; mayadak, shouldered.
Stop. Tomkök, 1.int.; apacek, 3.v.tr., catch; chipep, 3.v.tr., the same; ipakwikko, 4.v.tr., the same; pukatai, 2.v.tr., stop a hole or crack; apachi, stop! Adachi, the same; tanghe, a stopper; saka, 3.v.tr., dam a river; enakpak, 1.int.
Store. Lelakwak; kubud, storage place at the end of the sleeping place or oven in Igorot dwellings; solong, storage basket for bowls, spoons, etc.; obisak, special storage place for rice used at kanyau feast.
Stork. Faong (?)
Storm. Lomlim.
Story. Ogotud, tale; ogokochoek, 3.v.tr., tell a; enogokoched, 1.int., the same.
Stove. Chakiok, stones arranged to hold pot or fanga.
Straight. Eniitog; inchodehawa, directly; eniok, 3.v.tr., to make straight; yatchek, 3.v.tr., to straighten out; sinokiat, straightway.
Strand. Pua, beach.
Stranger. Nen mangi.
Strangle. Enapengak, 1.int.; apaneek, 3.v.tr.; akeek, 3.v.tr.
Straw. Komi; olui, of palad.
Stream. Kimoe.
Strength. Fika.
Stretch. Ikikasak, 1.int., as when tired; inisetek, 3.v.tr., as rubber; uyachek, 3.v.tr., out.
Strike. Tampakek, with the palm of the hand; komyogek, with the fist; pakek, as with a big stick; totokekk, bruise with a stone; yangokek, hard, be violent; all 3.v.tr.; ipatlingko, 4.v.tr., flint and steel.
String. Lofid; lofitcheek, 3.v.tr., to make; saligigek, 3.v.tr., beads.
Strip. Pingil, of bamboo, that has been used before for tying pali.
Stroke. Okokakek, 3.v.tr., the flesh of sick person.
Strong. Abafikas; alalait, unbreakable, e.g., string; momis, in quality, as tobacco; onenena, the same; mafikakas, stronger.
Stub. Miasakiak, 1.int., the toe.
Stubble. Mias, of koyun grass.
Study. Pasak, 3.v.tr.; enpasak, 1.int.
Stumble. Miasakiak, 1.int.
Stump. Tonged, of a tree.
Stun. Alimengmengek, 3.v.tr., to.
Sty. Tengtengow, in the eye.
Submerge. Anuchek, 2.v.tr., smails from the shell.
Suck. Pasokaak, 3.v.tr., give suck.
Suddenly. Mananusa; lumusutak, 1.int., come.
Sugar cane. Unas, common; onok, top of; faliwis, will; fala, dried and pounded for absorbent material; avot, juice expressed.
Suicide. Enstuck, 1.int., to commit.
Suit. Emapaklangak, 1.int., to bring a.
Silky. Fumug.
Summer. Chakun.
Summit. Togotog, of a mountain.
Sun. Akiu; namatok, sun overhead; nenkaue, the same; lumneken si aku, sunset; finaboias, red clouds at sunset; masakawa, subjected to the sun’s rays; magakui, the sun shines.
Sunday. Chominko.
Superior. Enkoофek, 3.v.tr., to be.
Supplement. Enipotipoko, 4.v.tr., to make up.
Supply. Paia, 2.v.tr.
Suppose. Ninninmok, 4.v.tr.; anuka, let us.
Sure. Titowa.
Surf. Talopyaykuk.
Surgeon. Midekico.
Surprise. Lumusutak, 1.int., come suddenly.
Surround. Likofentaku, v.plu., they; mikalutak, 1.int., to be surrounded by.
Survey. Enmonaangak, 1.int.
Suspect. Awatgek sika, I suspect you.
Swallow. Okonaken, 3.v.tr.
Sweat. Laopek, 2.v.tr., take oath.
Sweat. Matangetak, 1.int.; linget.
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Sweep. Unakadak, 1, int.; inisitak, 1, int.; nisik, 2, v.tr.; sakadak, 2, v.tr.; all to sweep with a broom; chaus, sweep of a cane mill.

Sweet. Isalam, chalan, sweet-flag.

Swell. Masotutak, 1, int., as in dropey; pablak, 3, v.tr., cause to; funto, 3, s., it swells; i.e., rice, kumisong, 3, s., wound swells; akakayog, liable to swell if the skin is injured.

Swift. Palupa, of a river; enakamak, 1, int., to be swift. (See Quick.)

Swim. Inkitek, 1, int.

Swing. Kinchayunk, 1, int.; inusawan, 3, s., it swings.

Sword. Yadak.

T

Table. Lamis: opap, tablecloth.

Tack. Fanai, fanfanig.

Tadpole. Fasek.

Tag. (See Touch.)

Tail. Katud, of a chicken; ipas, of a horse; also used for long hair of human beings.

Take. Alok, get; awitek, baggage or effects on a journey; obata, away forcibly; all 3, v.tr.; unalamak, 1, int., gen.; umanitak, 1, int., food for a journey; koonik, 5, v.tr., away; ifalak, 2, v.tr., out; ikwok, to take a path or road; ipasado, away; ipasado, down; itakinko, with; these three 4, v.tr.; enapalak, 1, int., away; palesak, 2, v.tr.; pulsek, 3, v.tr., away by force; isak, 2, v.tr., home; esusulita, turma.

Talc. Loglog, a white, soft, chalky earth, found in the hills northeast of Bontok, probably tale or kaolin.

Talk. Totoyek, 3, v.tr.

Tall. Atatokakag; matatokakag, taller; simbak, 2, v.tr., to be taller than; mangaygato, taller.

Tame. Camoro; pasmock, 3, v.tr.; to tame; umisemak, 1, int., to be tamed; esma, already; sama.

Tap. Itelnakgo, 4, v.tr.

Tapering. Yuayuak, 2, v.tr.

Tape. Taps; tapis, apron worn by Igorot women around waist; itakengko, 4, v.tr., to wear.

Tardy. Mawus, 1, int., to be.

Taste. Simsim; tamtam; ummite, unripe taste; lamam; lamamak, 2, v.tr., to taste; simbiak, 2, v.tr., the same; tamamak, 2, v.tr., taste of.

Tattoo. Fatek, marks; chalik, 2, v.tr., on the breast; fatokak, 2, v.tr., to tattoo; chalikakak, 2, v.tr., to tattoo the breast.

Tax. Pus-y.

Tea. Itcha.

Teach. Enisolak, 1, int.; isolok, 2, v.tr.; isololak, 2, v.tr.; isolok, 6, v.tr.; tolok, 2, v.tr.; admonish; isololo, his teaching; mstolo, teacher.

Tear. Entemek, into equal parts; piek, cloth or paper; pekipiking, into many pieces; faeno, asunder; potepotek, throw about; all 3, v.tr.; kobus, 2, v.tr., the flesh; koosoko, torn tobacco leaf.

Tear drop. Aka.


Teeth. (See Tooth.)

Telescope basket. Kelupit, oblong; to-topit, small; topit, square.

Tell. Kanak; ifalak, 2, v.tr.; ifasako, 4, v.tr.; atayuak, v.plu., each other; enoakadak, 1, int., a story; ogochek, 3, v.tr., the same.

Temple. Sininwaan, or sininwaan.

Temptation. Pomakade.

Ten. Sinapoo; mangapoo, times; niconap, tenth; sikapoo, centavos; saia, 10-centavo piece.

Tend. Talagak, 2, v.tr.

Tendon. Wat.

Testament. Tolog.

Testicles. Fili.

Tether. Itakekato, 4, v.tr.

Than. Mo.

Thanks. Enamekak, 1, int., to give

That. Nentodi; nanchoi; nanan

—chi, as a suffix; ta, in order that; to asap, the same.

Thatching grass. Kolom.

The. Nan; ai, with appositives.

Them. Chaicho.

Then. Kecheng; yakos, in narration.

There. Tes, near by; isik, at a distance; wada, there is; maid, there is not; isoca, there is; chosid, there he is, at a distance.

These. Kecheng.

Those. Namatcha.

They. Chaicho; yaka, they go.

This. Asasheer, not thin.

Those. Akosan, or akosan.

Thigh. Opo.

Thin. Yasipit, not thick; masiku, lean; masikutak, 1, int., to be; onyapit.

Thine. Kecam.

Things. Akon; akun, personal possessions.

This. Sisimak, 3, v.tr.; simak, 3, v.tr., of; awingget, I think so; awingget si, I think it is you; nimmimko, 4, v.tr., of; nimmimko, 3, v.tr.

Third. Micato.

Thirsty. Mapokak, 1, int., to be.

Three. Malatapoo.

Thirty. Talamasa.

This. Namai; fakemna, this is not.

Thorax. Fala.

Thorn. Syabi, plant; peseek, of the orange tree; pake, pagatsak, 2, v.tr.; magpakas, thorny.

Those. Pocka; tanta, tisit, isam.

Thou. Sita.
Thought. Ninnim; sámme; kànak en me, I thought it was you.

Thousand. Bélitufa.

Thread. Lofid; sinild; lotšek, 3.v.tr., to make.

Three. Toło.

Thresh. Fawwek, 3.v.tr., rice.

Thrice. Mámiló.

Throat. Alakak.

Throbe. Inkébókó, 3.s.; ànqóókóčchén, 3.s.

Throtte. Sekel, 3.v.tr.

Through, to go. Lómputak, 1.int.

Throw. Ikóka; itókókó, down; isipókakó, dash down, ifósákó, the same; isesikó, away; ikóobókó, down a wall; all 4.v.tr.; oómwek, down into a hole; tôfókó, a spear at; both 3.v.tr.

Thrust. Paadcháwek, 3.v.tr., away; iütükó, 3.v.tr., at with a spear or a stick.

Thumb. Amama.

Thunder. Kólib.

Thus. Káa námé.

Tickle. Chakayek, 3.v.tr., to; kakakangan, 3.s., it tickles.

Tie. Itákékoko, 4.v.tr., one thing to an other; fóčeükó, bind; toópek, the ends of a string; fókó, together, e.g., a bundle of sticks; tekéngkó, a noose for a trap; toófókó, in a load for carrying; these five 3.v.tr.; fáákó, 2.v.tr., with rope.

Tight. Sımít, not loose; álék, 3.v.tr., to make or hold; sinkéyangu, tightlaced, woman or kite.

Till. Ekaákkóko, 1.int., the soil; káakékó, 3.v.tr., the same; enkkó, prep. of time or distance.

Time. Tiempe; kawad, period.

Tin. Lata [Sp.], plate; kalangkang, can.

Tinder. Ameq.

Tip. Takayek, 3.v.tr.; itóobókó, 4.v.tr.

Tired. Mabáisiakó, 1.int., to be; masfáákó, 1.int., tired of, satiated.

Tiresome. Omao.

To. Ad; id; ken; iska; ta asup, to the end that; skana, space of time.

Toad. Páarkó.

Tobacco. Tásako; oto, ash of; isawá, 5.v.tr., to use, as by women at dances.

To-day. Ádécchán; ichán; isán akú aícin.

Toes. Kónm, human.

Together. Inchiwag; incheipato, 1.plu., to be close together; inchumokoek, 3.v.tr., to put two things together.

Tomatoes. Kámatá.

Tom. Líang.

To-morrow. It wakak; isowit, morning, early.

Tongue. Sípit.

Tongue. Chilia.

To-night. It máschén.

Too much. Chacháma.

Tooth. Póba; wéóó, molar tooth; iango, shorter, of boar; wowa, of dog or pig; enkàlikétak, 1.int., to grind the teeth; pingwak, 2.v.tr., to lose a tooth; fóloó, tooth dye.

Top. Togi, of the head or of mountain; fadóóit, toy.

Torch. Silku; pàngan, torch rest.

Torture. Patákakek, 3.v.tr.

Toss. Tábafayek, 3.v.tr., as a woman her baby; pálaitakek, 3.v.tr., up for choice.

Touch. Kúcek, 3.v.tr.; kamóó, 3.v.tr., inadvertently; ikísitókó, 4.v.tr., lightly as in play.

Tough. Álalóó.

Toule. Lúloógkoökó, 3.v.tr., the hair.

Town. Hi; favóò, in the; talum, rice plots belonging to the town.

Trail. Kála; chala.

Transmission. Umat.

Transplanting time. Sama, for rice.

Transportation baskit. Táyaa, large.

Trap. Átób, for rats; elítóó, for pigs; fitóó, pitfall for wild pigs; kókoló, of sticks; língi, for birds; obofe, for medium-sized fish; líleng, oche, for eels; sisí, for wild chickens; sisím, hair noose for ricebirds; pawóó, 3.v.tr., to set a trap.

Travel. Lúliklíkóó, 1.int., about; to-kakékó, 3.v.tr., the same.

Tray. Págonan, large wooden.

Tread. Itábnecko, 4.v.tr., in, as leaf manuare; kátha, 2.v.tr., under foot.

Tree. Kátu; chappóó, 4.v.tr., in, as leaf manure; kátha, 2.v.tr., under foot.

Trees. Kátu; chappóó, 4.v.tr., in, as leaf manure; kátha, 2.v.tr., under foot.

Trémble. Intalákentsóó, 1.int., with cold or fear; enpáýyppóotóó, 1.int., the same; wóóppóó, tremor of the body.

Trench. Tálaan, wooden.

Trial. Chácinyo, of innocence by eggs or by spear throwing.

Tribulation. Sísák.

Tribunal. Ato; atato, secondary atos, three near Bottek; chapat, flat stones of ato; fawóó, sleeping place for men and boys; oòó, sleeping place for girls; paáláfáyung, dormitory building; posóó, posts at ato; tónáfáy, overhanging roof of ato.
Vocabulary of the Igorot Language

Trill. Loloaik, 2.v.tr., to call chickens.
Tripp. Ispasaatuk, 1.int., to make s.
Triumph. A-öm, exclamation of triumph.
Trouble. Lakud; nalakud; auukek, 3.v.tr., be busy about; sikafek, 3.v.tr., have trouble with; onomong.
Trough. Talakan, wooden for water; lókan, for pounding rice.
Trousers. Ipsontalunuk, 1.int., to wear; ipsntalunko, 4.v.tr.
Truly, not. Payas. An exclamation used by boys.
Trunk. Faul; poona, of tree just above the roots.
Trust in.inchidchiniak, 1.int.; idchinaik, 3.v.tr.
Truth. Titec.
Try. Itpengko, 4.v.tr.
Tuba. Fuas, of bamboo for carrying drink; tofong, the same, for storing meat or fish.
Tumult. Eungooak, 1.int., to make a; enkalikangk, 1.int., the same.
Tunnel. Keluah.
Turban. Apongatak, 2.v.tr., to wear a.
Turn. Pachong, limit; emakongak, around; intawungak, around and around; enfalina, over; enilikos, the head away; all 1, kuwawgenak, 2.v.tr., around; falinek, over; kuliwsek, around; kalotpakek, inside out; pakuwasek, down, e.g., the light; su-niek, upside down; sangukepek, up the sod; these six 3,v.tr.; pusipusek, 3.v.tr., rotate.
Twelve. Sinpoo ytep too; mikapoo ya fere, twelfth.
Twentieth. Maikaddwaanpoop; tweeapool, twenty.
Twice. Mamidwa.
Twig. Pini.
Twine. Maapik.
Twist. Piitikel, 3,v.tr., warp; lichirlek, 3,v.tr., well in making sof or thread.
Two by two. Sinchiducca.
Two hundredth. Maikadwaankasut.
Two in the morning. Madchani, about.
Typewriter. Soiyan.
U

Ugly. Anggalul.
Umbrella. Payong; enpayenfa, v.plu., to share the same.
Unbreakable. Alasayit.
Uncle. Aitau.
Unclean. Chidchingatek, 3,v.tr., to make, soil; patchchingatek, 3,v.tr., the same.
Under. Chaoo; chaâm; chaâk; chalök; enkuwafek, 3.v.tr., to have under; kamoak, 2,v.tr., to put under a curse; kahmoak, 1, int., to be under a curse.
Undesirable. Anggalul.

Undo. Osefack, 3,v.tr.
Undress. Infaladak, 1.int.
Unequal. Mottopokak, 1.int., to be.
Uneven. Makagalat, in appearance.
Unfold. Pitidtek, 3,v.tr., open up.
Unhappy. Taamaddak, 1.int., to look, cross.
Uninhabited. Maid tagataukon.
Unjustly. Nao adi weto.
Unlose. Fadsfack, 3,v.tr.
Unmarried. Pasfalo, young man; ma- modkit, young woman.
Unripe. Igi kaam; kumatô, unripe taste.
Unseasoned. Alalangta.
Until. Ekaana.
Up. Apo, the river.
Upon. Oom.
Upright. Matood.
Uprset. Itokangko, 4,v.tr.
Upside down. Sunek, 3,v.tr., to put.
Urge. Lulituk, 2,v.tr.
Urine. Isfo; umisfoak, 1,int., tourinate; isfoak, 2,v.tr., the same; kaifuan, urinal.
Use. Insifam, purpose, reason; oto-k (see Igorot-English section); yepakak, 2,v.tr., to use; insifam, the same; umisfoak, 1,int., to be used, accustomed.
Utensil. Foni, shovel for rice at meals; fuas, pitchers for basi, a fermented drink; lochin, gourd water jug; sang- kup, iron blade, with handle, to remove grass.
Utter, to. Enkalatik, 1.int., speech.
Uttermost place. Adadkausian.
Uvula. Oklong.

V

Vaccinate. Fakumaak, 2,v.tr.
Vagina. Tili.
Vain. Onchadayaak, 1,int., to be.
Valley. Chaalug.
Value. Lakuna; manguina, valuable.
Vanishing. Naama.
Vapor. Alingasim.
Varieties. Natkinatón.
Venerable disease. Moomaan, 1,int., to have.
Very. Palopo; chaalul; chaachama.
Violet. Kofam, relish, vianda.
Vibrate. Inkiekis, 3, irregularly, cracked (see Igorot-English section); tasakek, 3,v.tr., make to; enseqak, 1, int.
Vicinity. Talon; sagoen.
Victory. Insefako, 4,v.tr., to gain, in fight; mapepgu, victorious expedition.
Village. Il.
Vinegar. Kilim.
Vineyard. Kaufason.
Violent. Naong; maongok, 1.int., to be; endangok, 1.int., the same; yoongokek, 3.v.tr., the same.

Visit. Jlak, 3.v.tr., to; iifakak, 1.int., another town; isakak, 3.v.tr., to have visitation (see Igotot-English section); manjii, visitor; jiiakak, 3.v.tr.

Vomit. Inotak, 1.int.

WA

Wag. Enongongak, 1.int., the head; ehituoiai, 3.s., dog's tail wags.

Wages. Tangioan; laji.

Wall. Eanakok, 1.int., at a funeral.

Wail. Akak, seamless, of patchwork; mangaklangak, 1.int., to wear akak; sinekyang, narrow walled.

Wait. Aon; aoni is aki; aonikai, you; asak, 3.v.tr., for; pakak, 3.v.tr., on the table; enakak, 1.int., same; enakak, 1.int.

Waka. Fanguak, 3.v.tr.; fumongonak, 1.int., up.

Walk. Manolakok; mapoka, in sleep; manpaasenak, take a; all 1.int.

Wall. Ongeange, pingi; topping, of rice plot; load, of wooden boards; ongeken; 4.v.tr., to place against the Word.

Wallet. Chofe.

Wallow. Tabak; poseson, of buffalo (kararo); tabanak, same.

Wander. Haiaak, 1.int., off, go astray.

Want. Leikik; 5.v.tr., to.

War. Faluknit; monguug, warlike expedition.

Warm. Enijok, 1.int., oneself, to; aong, 3.s.; sawong, 3.s.; both “it is warm weather” niinichoo, warming-place.

Wart. Foge; palotan, hard.

Wash. Onowak; onoak, the face; infokoak, the hands; all 1.int.; sosak, rice; loxoak, clothes; choopak, the face; these four 2.v.tr.; enlafa, one who washes, man or woman; koos, washout in rice plot.

Wasp. Aiinふgon.

Waste. Lekotak, 3.v.tr., to; kivisatun, place or receptacle for; kivisatun, the same; aiini! What a waste!

Watch. Ola.

Watchfulness. Manangosit.

Watching. Nlak, 3.v.tr., to be.

Water. Chawak; oneong, on the surface after a rain; chawakak, 3.v.tr., to water anything; sifakak, 3.v.tr., to water plants; manakok, 1.int., to get; chawak at infokoak, waterfall; matoitok, special for one in Bontok; sakendo, pot for carrying.

Wave. Taewokaak, 4.v.tr., to.

Waves. Kadoonak; talogniak, on the shore.

Wax. Ail; langas, on rain hats.

Wea. Chaila, two; chakami, immediate company as contrasted with others; chafak, all, speaker and spoken to.

Weak. Inkakis; makak, enkikkoci, bending; inkakisiak, 1.int., to be; makolap, eyed.

Wealth. Kokac.

Wear. Iyukisak, 4.v.tr., blanket; tiwac; 4.v.tr., necklace.

Wear. Mabiaia, 1.int., to be.

Weather. Larnag, condition of the physical world.

Weave. Inafsak, 1.int.; aefak; 3.v.tr.; aafom, weaving place; aadad, stick to drive the thread into its place.

Wedding. Umanag.

Wedges. Pasek, for splitting wood; skip, for tightening a joint.

Weeds. Lokam, or grass; madachian, weedy; lokamak, 2.v.tr., to pull weeds or grass; adchianek, 3.v.tr., to allow to grow up; mienokamak, 1.int.

Week. Chomisko.

Weep. Inakak, 1.int.; emgaakak, 1.int.

Weigh. Labak, 3.v.tr.

Well. Ei na! now; Kekol et mi! then.

West. Lumebag, the akio.

Wet. Mab; nafofeng, water-soaked.

What. Nyag, interrogative; jak! mangit! Mangit! What difference does it make?

Wheel. Kangani; kangiyek, 3.v.tr., to make a wheel go.

When. Mo; isan, with past tenses; kaنمو, interrogative.

Where. Eto, interrogative.

Whereabouts. Kinakako; —mo; etc.

Which. Ai, relative.

Which one? Eto?

Whip. Pog; soke, 3.v.tr., to; aulitek, 3.v.tr., the same; fumagoak, 1.int., the same; enkaliba, w.plu., whip down ricebirds.

Whirl. Kuliucin, 3.s., e.g., water in the river.

Whirlpool. Luiuc.

Whirlwind. Kolipudug.

Whiskers. Numum; sudak.

Whisky. Alak.

Whisper. Ondiifik, 1.int.

Whistle. Fito; initsook, 1.int., to whistle with the lips; itokek, 3.v.tr., to blow a whistle.

White. Bapokak; papokak, 3.v.tr., to make; kilomakalang, white hot; ofan, hair; anji, ant; miyek, ant in flight; sibang, whittled-leaved tobacco.

Who. Ensak (see Igotot-English section).

Whole. Amin; finu, not split, e.g., whole ratan; makni, not torn.

Whoremonger. Ayuta.

Why? Ngag; —uka; etc.; papa, Sadanga word.

Wide. Anca.
Widow. Hegas; ilekash, 1, int., to be; amaseang, widow.
Wife. Assuca.
Wild. Atap; ingasu, cat; isam, pig; maoyongak, 1, int., to be; memangatik, 1, int., to hunt wild chickens; asag, chicken.
Wilderness. Let-ng.
Will. Nimm, thought; isak; —am; —an; etc., introducing requests, interrogative.
Will o' the wisp (?) Potatiu.
Wilted. Mawson.
Win. Afake, 3, v. tr., beat.
Wind. Chakim; intogobak, 1, int., to belch wind from the stomach.
Wind. Kossak, 3, v. tr., thread into a loose skin; silikico, 4, v. tr., e.g., a string around a stick.
Window. Pitsana.
Wine. Alak.
Wing. Paik.
Win. Inkinkinak, 1, int.
Winnowing basket. Ligo; ikana.
Wipe. Intalopak, 1, int., with a cloth; talopak, 2, v. tr., the same; kagashak, 2, v. tr.
Wire. Kallut.
Wise. Makawolak, 1, int., to be; aqasha-tek, v. plu., to be wise, know many things, mistake.
With. Ken; isam; masalak, 1, int., to come or go with; isakoko, 4, v. tr., to take with (see prefixs miki, mi交流合作.
Withered. Mawson.
Witness. Testico; sakai.
Wee to. Kokoeng.
Woman. Patii; memadkit, young, unmarried; miki, 1, int., to be with, in oho or girl's dormitory; egak, woman's basket for going to the field, worn on the back; otomy, the same, large.
Wonder. Katoa; matoak, 1, int., to.
Wood. Kais, gen.; misamo, cut for fire; finang, section of log; patasg; wooden part of kimato or double basket; pagase, woods, forest.
Word. Kali; koweni.

Work. Medno; oramid; telefano; channel, etc., duties; isakwok, 1, int., to; channel, 3, v. tr., the same; enlg, 1, int., by the mouth; holesko, 4, v. tr., the land of another on share; fok, day; poilos, man; channeloko, 1, int., to give as work; padag, 6, v. tr., to cause to work.
World. Powasa; lowan.
Worm. Fikie, maggot; kelang, angle.
Worm. Mimad.
Worship. Bepalimoengak, 1, int.
Worth, consider the. Ngiai.
Worthier. NaTaka.
Wound. Pumawelak, 2, v. tr., to; napa, wounded; masifes, cut.
Wrestle. Mawoska, 1, int.
Wriggle. Mawoska, 1, int.
Wrinkled. Mawoska, 1, int.; eg, the skin.
Wrist. Pumawoska.
Write. Ekaloka, 1, int.; emaloka, 1, int.; solok, 2, v. tr.; skiklo, 4, v. tr.; soli, writing.
Wrong. Ngao; lowang; adi sia.

Y

Yard. Pwanga, about house.
Year. Masawak, 1, int.
Year. Kalaolaxk, 1, int., trilling as in a fight.
Yellow. Loo, ripened, as beans, etc.
Yes. Ot; otaci, ses man pai.
Yesterday. Idukba.
Yoke. Bango.
Young. Pabalo; fijio, animal; intlang, i.e., fresh, as herbs, etc.; fakalo, man, unmarried; memadkit, woman, unmarried; faji, younger.
Year. Koyou; sikl uka fakam, your own fault.
Year. Kowa.

Z

Zacate. Manakastik, 1, int., to get; manakastik, 1, int., the same.